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Abstract
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are highly interconnected systems of simple
processing cells the inspiration for which stems from the biological brain. In this
thesis we will consider the motivation design and implementation of a particular
class of these structures based on the Radial basis function (RBF) and in particular,
the Gaussian function. Chapter 1 introduces some basic concepts, the motivation
behind ANN research and a summary of the various landmarks which have led to
the intense international interest that the subject now enjoys. Chapter 1 also
introduces the RBF neuron which will be used in the chapters to follow and
considers the related field of conventional pattern recognition.
Although the link between the artificial and biological systems is somewhat
tenuous, we shall endeavour to form a connection between the different ANN
designs covered in this thesis and a simplified subjective model of perception.
Hopefully, this will enable the reader to obtain a better perspective on the role that
each network would play in an artificial perceptual system.
The simplified model of perception consists of four main categories which are:
feature extraction or self organisation, mapping and classifying, associative memory
and hypothesis evaluation. Chapters 2-5 cover these categories in detail by
reviewing the most prominent work to date in each area and the contributions made
by the author. Chapter 6 describes the unification in terms of structure and training
of the architectures based on the RBF neuron presented in chapters 2-5 and chapter
7 covers the electronic implementation of ANN using both analogue and digital
techniques with particular attention to novel circuits based on a hybrid analogue/
digital approach and a digital pseudo-asynchronous re-configurable architecture.
Finally, chapter 8 draws together the conclusions from each of the previous chapters
and indicates a direction for future work.
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Addendum
Please note that in the following, " lines" refer to the number of text lines (including headings and equations) only.
The following should be inserted at the position specified.
Page 26 line 2 immediately after . . . longer agree on its classification.
In essence, the reason for poor generalisation is the overfitting or underfitting of data. For example, if we consider that data is
derived from a polynomial, if we attempt to model this polynomial using a polynomial of incorrect order, an exact fit is unlikely
to be achieved. In the case of underfitting the data, this is due to insufficient terms. In the case of overfitting the data, one might
expect that terms, which are beyond the terms in the polynomial to be modelled, would be set to zero by the adaptive process.
This requires more data points than would otherwise be the case and this point is demonstrated by the following simple example:
If the function to be modelled is linear, only two unique data points are required to specify the equation exactly. If we model this
linear equation by a quadratic, the two data points would specify a family of curves with one member of that family being the
required solution with each solution being equally valid using only the information obtained from the two data points.
Page 31 line 23 after word 9 "to".
Page 58 Line 8 immediately after . . . the distribution of the input.
In particular, the combination of RBFs are attempting to model or "fit" the probability distribution of the training data.
The following should replace the text at the position specified.
Page 8 line 3 word 4 "are".
Page
18
line
5 word 2 "differential".Page 22line 1 word 3 "scalar".
Page 26 line 12 word 12 "106".
Page 28 line 10 word 4 "Manhattan".
Page 30 line 13 word 14 "one".
Page 36 line 38 word 12 "and".
Page 43 line 2 word 14 "enclose".
Page 46 line 16 word 10 "is".
Page 47 line 1 word 4 "frequencies". Page 101 line 8 word 8 "which".
Page 56
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simplifying by using the identity of eqn. 2.5.1 and replacing ny by p.n; as before:
=> afnj¥ 1) = ($.nj.aJ(nJ).($.nj + I ) 1 + nef/ny+1 )).£ :« /1

(2.5.13)

Page 138 line 23 The sentence beginning. . . This effectively removes the difficulty. . .
This is sufficient for inputs that are not disjoint from the initial area in the input state space from which training data was first
obtained. For training data that is disjoint, the associative memory will require parallel inputs from other sensory sources as well
as feedback from higher brain functions such as hypothesis evaluation, to enable the correct association to take place.
The following text should be deleted from the position specified.
Page 22 line 39 word 9 "parts inspection,".

Page 139 line 19 word 4 "be".
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Notation, symbols and abbreviations used
In every science and engineering discipline there is inevitably mathematics to be
considered. However, over the many years that the subject of artificial neural
networks (ANNs) has been studied, a plethora of symbols and notation has
emerged. In particular, the ANNs to be described in this thesis are normally defined
using a variety symbols which make comprehension of the mathematics involved
unnecessarily complicated. To simplify this, we shall endeavour to use a concise
and consistent notation. The notation is based on the assignment to a particular
layer of a unique index. For example, parameters referring to the input layer (layer
0) will be denoted by the subscript t, parameters pertaining to layer 1 will be
denoted by the subscript j and so on. With this scheme, there is a problem with
feedback connections from a neuron to itself. Where this occurs, an extra layer of
linear neurons will be added. This keeps the notation consistent whilst keeping
network operation unchanged. The notation and symbols used are defined thus:

1 Notation and symbols
Subscripts
c

Subscript denoting variables that pertain to the constant input or node
whose output is set to unity.

ijjc j

Subscripts denoting variables that pertain to layer 0 (input
layer), layer 1, layer 2 and layer 3 respectively whose range is 1 to N.

m

Subscript denoting a particular memory.

s

Subscript denoting a particular iteration (or snapshot in time).

Variables
A

The weight which is a reciprocal measure of the radius of a RBF neuron.

a

The weight which determines the radius (variance) of a RBF neuron.

C

The node exhibiting the greatest excitation in a Kohonen network.

c

The consensus in a Boltzmann machine, or the correlation noise in an
associative memory.

Cov

The covariance.

E

The LMS error.

M

The number of memories.
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AT

The corrected number of memories when calculating bounds on capacity
and associativity.

N

The number of nodes in a particular layer.

NSC

The neighbourhood surrounding node C in a Kohonen network.

n

A variable that is incremented with each iteration (also a measure of
time, as the time for one iteration is arbitrary and can therefore be set to
unity).

nmax

Maximum iteration time in a Hamming network.

net

The total input to a particular neuron.

O

The output of a neuron.

R

The required output.

r

Represents the number of memories that are aligned with the exemplar
in an associative memory calculation.

S

A stored memory, the first subscript refers to the memory and the
second subscript refers to the bit within that memory.

s

The required signal in an associative memory (i.e. the correlation of the
probe with the exemplar).

T

The temperature or degree of randomness

U,V

N dimensional vectors.

W

The connection weight between two layers.

X

An external input to the network.

AA

The incremental update for weight A.

Aa

The incremental update for weight a.

Av

Change in output for a 1 bit change in input.

AW

The incremental update for weight W.

a ,(3 ... X

Constants.

|i

The mean of a distribution.
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a

The standard deviation of a distribution.

o2

The variance of a distribution.

Functions
BIPT

The bipolar threshold transfer function of a neuron defined thus:
BIPT(jt) = + l ; j t £ 0
BIPT(jt) = -1; jc < 0

expO

The exponential function.

fQ

The transfer function (usually non-linear) of a neuron.

InO

The natural logarithm.

maxO

Returns the subscript of the vector element which has the maximum
positive value.

min()

Returns the subscript of the vector element which has the minimum
positive value.

QLIN

The quasi-linear transfer function of a neuron defined thus:
QLIN(jc) = jc ; jc > 0
QLIN(jc) = 0; jc < 0

UNIT

The unipolar threshold transfer function of a neuron defined
thus:
UNIT(jc) = 1; jc > 0
UNIT(jc) = 0; jc < 0

Operators
—>

Is replaced by.

II

Absolute value or determinant of a matrix.

<>

Ensemble average.

pQ

Probability.
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p(a)

Probability of alignment in an associative memory calculation.

I,- []

The summation over all values of the subscript (in this example i).

2 Abbreviations
4QAM

Four quadrant analogue multiplier.

Adaline

Adaptive linear network.

AI

Artificial intelligence.

ANN

Artificial neural network.

ASIC

Application specific integrated circuit.

BIAM

Bidirectional associative memory.

BICMOS Bipolar complementary metal oxide semiconductor.
CC

Compound classifier.

CMOS

Complementary metal oxide semiconductor.

EEPROM Electronically erasable programmable read only memory.
FSC

Final neuron output storage capacitors.

HIDR

Hebbian initialised delta rule.

HN1

Hopfield network variant 1.

HN2

Hopfield network variant 2.

HOC

High order correlations.

IC

Integrated circuit.

IFF

If and only if.

LMS

Least mean square.

MER

Mean error rate.

MIPs

Million instructions per second.

MLP

Multilayer perceptron.
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MOS

Metal oxide semiconductor,

ms

Millisecond.

mV

MilliVolt.

NEP

Network emulation processor.

NNC

Nearest neighbour classifier.

NNL

Neural network language.

PARA

Pseudo-asynchronous re-configurable architecture.

PCP

Perceptron convergence procedure.

PE

Processing element.

PSC

Programmable systolic chip.

RBF

Radial basis function.

RBFE

Radial basis function mapping network based on hyperellipsoids.

RBFS

Radial basis function mapping network based on hyperspheres.

RISC

Reduced instruction set computer.

SORBFN Self-organising radial basis function network.
SWSC

Synaptic weight storage capacitors.

TSC

Temporary neuron output storage cells.

VLIW

Very long instruction word.

VLSI

Very large scale integration.

vNM

von Neumann machine.

WRT

With respect to.

ZMIDR Zero matrix initialised delta rule.
Finally, the terms node and neuron will be used to signify the same physical (or
conceptual) object.
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L------

Artificial

neural

networks,

lilllisl
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are inspired by the complex systems of nerve
cells or neurons which form the animal brain and the massive number of
interconnections which pervade its structure. They offer radical departure from the
paradigm of conventional computing replacing sequential operations by highly
parallel processes, explicit programming by implicit learning algorithms and
knowledge intensive analysis with example oriented training. Essentially, an ANN
is a non-biological realisation of a highly interconnected system of simple non
linear processing nodes, each node exhibiting properties similar to those found
within the biological brain. A formal definition of a neural network is provided by
Hecht-Nielsen [Hec90]:
Definition 1.1
A neural network is a parallel, distributed information
processing structure consisting o f processing elements
(which can possess a local memory and can carry out
localised
information
processing
operations)
interconnected via unidirectional signal channels called
connections. Each processing element has a single output
connection that branches ('fans out") into as many
collateral connections as required; each carries the same
signal - the processing element output signal.
The
processing element output signal can be o f any
mathematical type desired. The information processing
that goes on within each processing element can be defined
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arbitrarily with the restriction that it must be completely
local: that is, it must depend only on the current value o f
the input signals arriving at the processing element via
impinging connections and on values stored in the
processing element's local memory.
A representation of an ANN can be seen in Fig. 1.1. The network consists of a
number of layers (in this case 3), with each layer containing a number of nodes or
neurons. The efficacy of the connections which interconnect the layers dictate the
Layer 1
Input

Nodes or Neurons
Layer 2

Layer 3

Connection
Weights

Output
Fig. 1.1 Diagram showing the structure of a typical ANN.

response of a particular network and allow networks which are structurally identical
to operate quite differently. As we shall see later, the method of training these
connections determines, to a large degree, the performance and function of the
various ANN models.
The subject of ANNs has had a long chequered history with several peaks and
troughs in research interest. To understand the recent resurgence of interest, we
must first explore the failings of conventional computing techniques.

1.1 The need for an alternative to the sequential computer
It cannot be overstated how successful the sequential computer has become. It
plays an ever increasing role in our lives and manifests itself in the prolific amount
of microprocessor based equipment found not only commercially but also
domestically. The performance of these machines has increased considerably in
recent years. This is due to innovations in architecture such as the application of
reduced instruction set (RISC) methodology and an improvement in integrated
-Page 15-
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circuit (IC) manufacture which has led to a reduction in the minimum feature size of
components. A natural consequence of their proliferation is a low manufacturing
cost and this means that a powerful desk top system is relatively inexpensive when
its specification is considered. With this back drop there would seem little
requirement for an alternative technology. However, there are a large number of
problems that sequential machines are inherently unsuited to solve. These
problems, which come under the general heading of pattern recognition, may be
characterised by the following properties [Hec88]:
(1)

A mapping or transformation is required from regions with ill defined
boundaries within a large input state space to a smaller but well defined
output state space.

(2)

In general there is no mathematical formulation to map the input domain
onto the output domain.

(3)

Many examples of the required mapping exist.

(4)

The problems are normally generated by human beings.

An example of a task which has the above features is hand written character
analysis [Hec88]. Interestingly, it is exactly these problems that the human brain
seems most suited to solve and it is this fact which is the motivation behind the
current research into the understanding of neural networks.
To get some feeling for the brain’s computational efficiency in solving a pattern
recognition task, the time taken to complete the task, compared with the response
time of the basic processing element, the neuron, will be considered. The average
person can recognise the face (which may be obliquely orientated or partially
obscured) of a friend or relative in a fraction of a second, for this example say l/i
second. The response time of an individual neuron is in the millisecond (ms) region
and for this example it will assumed to be 5 ms. It is therefore apparent that the
maximum number of sequential neurons which have been traversed in solving the
problem would be a total of 100. Clearly, no sequential machine could solve a
problem of this complexity in only 100 steps. The logical conclusion, is that the
brain is handling the data in a massively parallel way by comparing the observed
facial features with those that are pre-stored, essentially simultaneously. However,
one could argue that the speed at which sequential machines can now operate (a
logic gate within a supercomputer can operate approximately one million times
faster than than the biological neuron) would enable methods using sequential
techniques to be capable of carrying out the required computations in "real time".
For speech recognition, Reddy and Zue have estimated that the computing speed
required to achieve a speaker independent speech recognition system would be of
the order of 100,000 million instructions per second (MIPs) [Red83]. This exceeds
by several orders of magnitude the capabilities of the most powerful computers
available today. Such a performance would seem impossible to achieve by a single
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processor system as the upper bound on speed is limited by physical constraints
(e.g. a signal travelling at the speed of light could not traverse further than 3mm in a
single clock period of a 100,000 MIP machine). Therefore, a multiprocessor system
must be employed. To program a multiprocessor system is non-trivial as it is
extremely difficult (and often impossible) to partition an arbitrary task such that
each processor achieves 100% utilisation. Many algorithms contain at least one
sequential construct which means that the processing time may be limited to the
speed of a single processor. The distinct advantage of ANNs is that they are
inherently parallel structures and when implemented using appropriately designed
multiprocessor systems will achieve 100% utilisation. It is therefore believed, that
for pattern recognition at least, an artificial system based on structures similar to
those found in the brain will offer a viable alternative to conventional techniques.
The link between the biological brain and the majority of artificial systems covered
in this thesis is somewhat tenuous. This is due to the difficulty in modelling the
highly complex electro-chemical processes found within the brain. To appreciate
these difficulties, a discussion of neuron operation now follows.

1.2 The biological neural network
The human brain consists of a vast number of highly interconnected nerve cells or
neurons. The total number of neurons is estimated to be 1011 and each neuron can
have as many as 104 inputs from other neurons. The neurons themselves to a first
order of approximation are simple in operation essentially summing both spatially
and temporally the total input to the cell. This total input is then compared to a
threshold and an output will be produced if the input exceeds the threshold. It is
believed that the type of computation carried out is due to the connection pattern
and the efficacy of each connection. The connection pattern remains virtually
unchanged after the post natal period and it may be thought of as a “seed” to
encourage the formation of specific computational functions within the brain lattice.
This is brought about by the modification or training of the connection weights
(synaptic weights) in response to the applied input stimuli. A diagram showing the
neurons constituent parts can be seen in Fig. 1.2.1 and this figure should be referred
to during the following discussion of neuron operation [Sam77,Nob86].
The inputs to the neuron are applied in the main to the dendritic tree. The cell body
(soma or nucleus) averages the inputs and if there is sufficient input activation,
electrical pulses travel along the output axon, the number of pulses indicating the
level of the cells activation. The axon is linked to further neurons by means of
synapses. The synapses control the effect that activation in the pre-synaptic neuron
will have on the activation of the post-synaptic neuron and this in conjunction with
the interconnection pattern dictate the type of computation carried out by the
network.
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Fig. 1.2.1 Diagram of a presynaptic and postsynaptic neuron.

1.2.1 The dynamics of neuron operation
The neuron along with the dendrites and axon are portions of a single membrane
which is polarised such that the inside of the membrane is approximately 70mV
negative with respect to the outside. This resting potential is caused by the
membranes deferential permeability to sodium (Na+)» potassium (K+) and Chloride
(C1-) ions such that the population of ions on the outer surface is different to the
inner surface. Changes in the cell potential constitute two types of nerve signals.
The first type of nerve signal is called the graded response and this corresponds to a
gradual change in membrane voltage when an input is received. Nerve pulses
which arrive at a synapse cause a release of chemical transmitter substance. This
substance, of which there are many different types, diffuse across the synaptic cleft
which is the narrow gap between the synapse and post synaptic cell and change the
permeability of the post synaptic membrane and hence its potential. If the synapse
is excitatory, depolarisation takes place and the absolute potential is lowered (made
more positive). An inhibitory synapse causes hyperpolarisation to take place which
stabilises the membrane potential. When a change in potential takes place the effect
propagates in all directions diminishing rapidly as it does so. The area of influence
is small and so the graded potential is for local signalling only and is limited to the
area of membrane surrounding the soma and dendrites. It should be noted that the
overall graded response is the spatial and temporal summation (in a non linear sense
when the inputs are connected to the dendrites) of the total input. If the
accumulated average of the graded potential rises above a critical threshold of
approximately -50 mV an action potential will result and a nerve impulse will be
initiated at the axon hillock which is the base of the axon that is connected to the
cell body. Conceivably, an action potential could be initiated anywhere on the cell
membrane. However, nature has arranged for the axon hillock to have the lowest
threshold, ensuring that it will be the first to fire. The nerve pulse is characterised
by a sudden and violent change of membrane potential from a potential of 50 mV or
so negative up to a positive potential of approximately 50 mV. This is due to a local
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change in the differential permeability of the membrane enabling the resting
electrostatic potential to cause a large ionic current to flow. This effect is short
lived however and the membrane potential soon returns to its resting state.
Immediately following an action potential the region concerned is unable to be re
excited for a period of approximately 1 ms and this is called the absolute refractory
period. After that the reluctance to excitation diminishes with time (relative
refractory period )and therefore the level of stimulation required to initiate an action
also decreases until the pre-excitation threshold is reached. When an action
potential occurs at the axon hillock the region on the axon adjacent to it has its
threshold exceeded by the influence of the action potential and will in turn generate
its own action potential. This process is repeated and the action potential travels at
uniform speed along the axon. It should be noted that as the action potential only
initiates the next action potential, no loss in amplitude will occur as the nerve
impulse propagates along the axon. The reason for the refractory period now
becomes clear. If the region which generates the action potential could be re
excited immediately then the action potential would not only propagate away from
the cell body but would also propagate towards the cell body. This process would
be self sustaining and hence when a cell was initially activated it would burst into
chaotic behaviour as action potentials oscillated back and forth along the axon and
these could conceivably last indefinitely. The synapse which terminates the axon
converts the nerve impulse, which is an electrical signal, into a chemical signal.
Small packets called vesicles reside at the bulbous end of the synapse (bouton) and
they contain the transmitter substance used to influence the membrane potential in
the post synaptic neuron. When an action potential is received at the synapse,
packets of neuro-transmitter are released and these drift across the synaptic cleft
which separates the two cells. On the post synaptic side the differential
permeability of the cell’s membrane is also altered and this causes a local change in
the distribution of ions between the inner and outer membrane walls. This in turn
affects the membrane potential whose effect is signalled and forms the graded
response mentioned earlier. The type of chemicals found in the vesicles will dictate
whether the post synaptic membrane will be either depolarised or hyperpolarised
and hence whether an excitatory or inhibitory response is conveyed [Sam77,
Nob86].
An interesting property of the nerve cell is that if the input stimulation is applied at
a sufficiently slow rate then although the threshold may be exceeded, activation will
not occur. This property is called accommodation and it would seem that the cell is
accommodating to the level of stimuli. The upper bound to this seems only to be
the breakdown potential of the cell membrane. It would seem that the threshold of
the cell increases over time in response to the input stimulation hence making the
cell insensitive to the average absolute level of back ground activity while ensuring
that it will only respond to signal excursions superimposed on this background
level. Although neuron operation would seem to be well categorised there are some
important subtleties which are less clear. An example of this is the number of
different neuro-transmitters, the number of which may be as high as 20. The
difference between them and why some are prevalent over others is unknown. Also
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the position of a synapse on a dendrite affects the influence that it will have on cell
activation. These and other anomalies make accurate simulation of biological neural
networks practically impossible.
1.2.2 Modelling the biological neuron
From the previous section it would not seem feasible to accurately model the
biological neural network although it must be stressed that work is being done to
achieve this and significant progress has been made [Mea89,Tay89]. However, this
does not preclude the use of neuron like characteristics being attributed to simple
highly interconnected electronic circuits. It may be found that the subtleties of
neuron operation mentioned in section 1.2.1 are unwanted consequences of the
physical processes that nature is limited to using and that network operation is
constrained to make allowance for them. The other extreme would be to say that
the subtleties of operation allow a significant reduction in the processing elements
required to perform a particular task. There is of course the possibility that the
power of the brain is entirely due to the complexity alluded to and without this
complexity the essence of brain operation is completely lost. It is hoped and
believed that the actual situation is between these two limits. For example, it may
be found that the early stages of sensory processing are relatively insensitive to the
more esoteric aspects of neuron operation. However, the higher brain functions
such as intuition and emotion may depend on them completely (eg quantum effects
etc). Anyway, it is envisaged that by choosing carefully the characteristics of the
artificial neuron, the early stages of network operation can be achieved with perhaps
a small trade off in the required structural complexity.

1.3 The history of ANNs
As we have stated, neural networks as a subject has had a long and chequered
history stretching back to the original work carried out on basic computational
machines. It is interesting to note that John von Neumann whose name is
synonymous with the architecture of sequential computers spent a large proportion
of his time looking into highly parallel systems of brain like structures [von58]. In
1943 McCulloch and Pitts discovered what is in essence the simple characteristics
of neuron operation and surmised from this that the brain is able to carry out any
general computational task [McC43]. The simple first order model they used can be
seen in Fig. 1.3.1 which is labelled using the notation to be used throughout this
thesis and this model forms the basis of the majority of the ANNs so far devised.
With reference to the figure, the inputs Xt to the node j are multiplied by the
appropriate connection weight W;j. The total is summed and added to a constant
input derived by multiplying connection weight Wcj by unity. This gives the total
input (netj) to node j. This total is then applied to a non-linear transfer function /(x)
and the resulting value is the node output Oy This can be summarised by the
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Output Oj
Connecl

Fig. 1.3.1 Diagram of an Artificial neuron.
following two equations:
n etj= Zi [Xi-Wy + W.j]

(1.3.1)

Oj =

(1.3.2)

Each output (Oj) may also connect to the inputs of other neurons via appropriate
connection weights. It is the connection weights which are modified during training
and they determine the response of the network in conjunction with the non-linear
transfer function exhibited by the neurons. The development of the first order
model was followed in 1949 by the research of Hebb who suggested the first
biologically plausible method for connection or synaptic weight modification
[Heb49]. He stated that if the connected neurons are simultaneously active then
their connection strength increases in such a way as to increase the probability that
the first cell being active will cause the second cell to be active. This general rule
forms the basis of many of the training algorithms used in ANNs and some of the
structures which use the training strategy will be reviewed in subsequent chapters.
In 1957 Rosenblatt proposed the perceptron [Ros58, 62]. This simple single layer
trained network was constructed from electro-mechanical components and could
discriminate between linearly separable patterns which it classified as A or B. It did
this by partitioning the input state space into two parts by means of a N-l dimension
hypeiplane, where N is the number of dimensions in the input. The perceptron is
based on the model shown in Fig. 1.3.1 and along with other similar networks (eg.
adaptive linear network or Adaline [Wid62]) generated a great deal of interest in the
subject of learning machines when their pattern recognition properties were
explored. This work was extended in the early 1960s and networks using piecewise approximation techniques were also investigated [Nil65,Bat74].
The single layer perceptron is, however, severely limited in its application and the
extent of these theoretical constraints were explored in the seminal work
“Perceptrons” [Min69]. This work proved mathematically, that the perceptron is
incapable of realising the exclusive OR boolean function and other predicate
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functions (binary scaler functions of binary vector variables) [Hec90]. This
limitation led to the demise of neural networks as a discipline and their effective
removal from the research arena. It is perhaps significant that this demise provided
a springboard for research into explicit rule based artificial intelligence (AI) and the
synthesis of extracted human experience to form “expert systems” with two of the
main protagonists of AI being Minsky and Papert themselves. Further, it is
suggested that this was no coincidence and the motivation behind "Perceptrons" was
malicious [Hec90]. Irrespective of this, the limitations of single layer structures
were known prior to the publication of "Perceptrons" (if not quantified) and interest
in the field was already waning.
However work did continue throughout the 1970s notably by researchers such as
Anderson, Kohonen, Grossberg etc. and new structures were developed along with a
greater understanding of the mathematics involved.
International interest was re-kindled in the early 1980s by the research of Hinton,
McClelland, Rumelhart and Hopfield amongst others and through the inability of AI
and expert systems to realise their expected potential. Formulations were invented
for the training of multilayer structures using algorithms such as backpropagation
[Rum86].
As these multi-layer structures can develop complex internal
representations in their hidden layers they could it was believed produce any
arbitrary mapping between the input state space and the output state space. They
can therefore separate classes that are either disjoint or meshed which is beyond the
capabilities of single layer structures. This effectively surmounted the criticism of
the single layer structures [Rum86]. The development of the backpropagation
training strategy highlights an important point. Until recently, there were no
journals dedicated to neural networks and so papers on the subject were scattered
amongst the journals relating to biology, psychology, mathematics computing and
electronic engineering (as can be seen from the references in this thesis). This has
led to the replication of work and the slow dissemination of important advances. In
the case of backpropagation, Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams presented a concise
description of the training strategy in 1986 [Rum86]. However, soon after
publication it was shown that the algorithm had already been presented by Parker in
1982 [Par82]. Shortly following this, Werbos [Wer74] was found to have described
the method still earlier. Although replication is found to some extent in every
scientific discipline it is particularly severe in ANN research [Was89].
Today the interest in Neural networks is intense. They have been successfully
applied to applications such as speech transcription, image analysis, English &
French handwriting input for a personal computer, equities trading, target
recognition in sonar image, image understanding-texture analysis, reading of
handwritten numerical amounts on bank checks, signature verification, parts
inspection, mortgage insurance, mortgage underwriting, parts inspection, disk-head
inspection, credit card fraud detection, biological cell classification, signal
classification and aircraft identification amongst others [Koh88b, Ale89, Buf89]. It
has been stated that in the United States, research into Neural networks attracts
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more research funding than any other subject [Mic89]. A unique feature is the
interdisciplinary nature of the subject with research being carried out within
university departments as varied as psychology, biology, physics, mathematics,
computing and of course electronic engineering. In conjunction with this, three new
dedicated journals have been produced in the past three years and the large number
of conferences being held ensures a high international profile.

1.4 Semantic networks: the application of distributed systems to
cognition
Part of the impetus for the development of traditional A.I was the view of
psychologists that humans develop explicit rules in adapting to their environment.
These rules are used to initiate a set of reactions or outputs in response to a
particular set of input stimuli. It was these rules that researchers intended to
encapsulate and apply to a computer to emulate human intelligence and endow a
computer with artificial intelligence. However the difficulties in extrapolating these
rules and the lack of any biological mechanism for the storage of such explicit rules
has lead to the formulation of biologically plausible methods by which these rules
are synthesised from simpler, less specific but very powerful underlying processes.
These processes essentially represent the correlation of input stimuli from the
senses, memory patterns representing previous events and abstract associations
developed from environmental experience. This area of psychological research is
known as connectionism and refers to the interconnection of knowledge units within
a network [Rum86]. The strength of connection indicates directly the level of
association between the connected units and is a measure of how likely units are to
be simultaneously active. An example of this type of network is the interactive
activation and competition network which is discussed in chapter 5. It should be
noted that the basic units in these semantic networks are not intended to represent
biological neurons although they do have similar characteristics. Instead, they
represent a higher level of abstraction and the output of more fundamental
processing which has already been carried out. Much of the confusion surrounding
artificial neural networks and connectionism is due to the similarity in structure and
terms used in describing the networks. A general term used in describing networks
of processing elements is parallel distributed processing (PDP) [Rum86]. This term
encapsulates both artificial neural networks which may be thought of as the lower
levels of abstraction within perception and connectionist models which represent the
higher levels of cognition.

1.5 Basic concepts in pattern recognition
As has been stated, the most likely initial application area for ANNs is in pattern
recognition. Pattern recognition is itself a research discipline [Bat74,78] and there
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is a multiplicity of techniques and structures devised, each having unique
characteristics. In the following section, we shall briefly consider some of the most
popular of these. Inevitably, there will be similarities between the techniques
employed in pattern recognition and those used in ANNs. Where appropriate, we
shall describe both the similarities and more importantly the differences when the
network structures that have attracted such a comparison arc covered.
1.5.1 Learning by example
Perhaps the most poignant reason why pattern recognition is so difficult to
implement on a rule based machine is that the things we wish to recognise are
normally ill-defined [Bat74]. If one was to ask a group of people how they can
discriminate between a handwritten "A" and a "B" then inevitably we would obtain
a variety of responses. Certainly, their responses would contain crude criteria such
as "straight lines", "bends" and "comers" as well as vague generalisation concerning
the relationship of strokes. This is not to suggest that the subjects are deficient in
some way but more is a reflection on the underlying imprecision that is at the heart
of pattern recognition. In essence, the "art" of pattern recognition is the
classification of objects whose attributes cannot be described formally but there
exist many examples on which to base a decision [Hec88]. This has a direct parallel
with the acquisition of language by a child [Bat74]. We cannot tell a child how to
speak as the child's consciousness cannot determine the responses required from its
immense array of neurons and by definition we cannot communicate with the child
by use of the spoken word. Instead, the child learns by example and association i.e.
an apple is shown to the child and the word apple spoken to associate the audible
and visual patterns together. This gives us an insight into the advantages that a
trained network has over a rule based machine. A rule based machine can only
operate if there is a set of explicit rules which enable a decision to be made between
one category and another. In pattern recognition however, these rules do not seem
to exist or at least the synthesis of approximate rules would be both time consuming
and knowledge intensive. All that is required for a trained system is the application
of examples (which are normally plentiful) and a teacher to tell the network whether
it is correct or not. Thus it would seem logical that systems using trained networks
should out perform those based on explicit rules which as mentioned previously is
the primary motive force for the study of ANNs.
1.5.2 When does an " A” become an "H"
In the previous section, we saw that all that was required to train a pattern
recognition system was a supply of examples and the authority on their
classification by a teacher. However, how does the teacher know the correct answer
? Consider Fig. 1.5.1. How many "A"s are drawn [Bat74,78]. We would contend
that there were two but you may disagree. So what is the correct answer ?
Unfortunately there isn’t one as the answer is a subjective one. This highlights a
very important point. A trained system can only be as good as the teacher
(assuming a sufficiently representative training set). This means that if a
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Fig. 1.5.1 How many A's are there ?
classification is incorrect then one should enquire of the competence of the teacher
and not the network (i.e. don’t blame the child for doing what its parents taught).
Choosing an appropriate teacher is an important part of the training strategy but as it
is dependent on the application area then it is a decision that we shall not concern
ourselves with here.
1.5.3 Generalisation and the problem of inference
One of the most important features of a trained system is its ability to generalise.
We do it every day without realising it When we are taught to read, we are not
taught every possible font that is used in printing nor are we taught the infinite
range of characters produced in handwriting. Instead our perceptual system
compares the character read with the melee of characters previously considered and
chooses the one which it thinks is closest (i.e. it infers the character from the ones it
has previously encountered). Of course, if the character is not directly discernible
(as is often the case with my handwriting, for example) then more information is
sought such as the neighbouring characters (word) and the meaning of the sentence.
This suggests a hierarchy of inference with subsequent levels of processing being
compared for conformity. Thus it would seem that generalisation is a desirable
property to possess. However, generalisation is a double edged sword. Consider
the training data for the following two classes [Den89]. Class 1 is trained using the
integers 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 and Class 2 is trained using the integers 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. We
now apply an input which is not part of the training set. The input is 9 and perhaps
it is instructive for you the reader to consider what class you would expect it to
belong to. You may have quite naturally made the assumption that class 1
represents the set of odd numbers and class 2 the set of even numbers and therefore
assume that the input 9 belongs to class 1. However, what we had in mind is that
class 1 represents the set of prime numbers and class 2 the set of products (i.e. the
set that excludes primes) and so the input belongs to class 2. Although this example
is somewhat contrived it does highlight an important point. That is, if the training
data is incomplete (i.e. a subset of all possible inputs are used) then the network
may make the wrong assumption about the underlining characteristics of the data.
To demonstrate the point graphically, consider the input state space shown in Fig.
1.5.2. On the graph is plotted samples from two classes denoted by ”1" and a "2"
(shown in normal type) from which the network will train. The figure also shows
three lines denoted A,B and C which could conceivably be the decision boundaries
produced by different networks trained using the samples shown. Each network
would produce the correct categorisation, assuming that one of the samples is
applied as an input, even though the decision boundaries are quite different in form.
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Fig. 1.5.2 Input state space showing 3 possible partitions of classes 1,2.
However, if a new input is applied (indicated by the " 1" in bold type) then the three
networks would no longer agree on its classification. The possible problems
associated with incorrect generalisation are an important consideration, if for
example, the trained network was used in a safety critical application. This problem
is directly associated with the validation of a network's performance and will be
considered in the chapters to follow.

1.5.4 The input state space
The number of inputs to a system is, of course, completely dependent on the
application. For example, if we were interested in speech recognition then we may
consider using 20 inputs with each one representing a different frequency in the
speech band (approximately 300Hz - 3.4 kHz). For visual recognition, we may
have as many inputs as pixels in the image (i.e. 100s - 1000s ). To enable us to have
some feel for the performance of a network we shall restrict ourselves to
considering two dimensional inputs thus enabling a visual representation using
graphs. This does not mean however that the network and the results are not
representative of higher dimensional inputs. When the original work was carried
out on computation by Turing, it was demonstrated that a machine that could
manipulate symbols according to certain rules was capable of calculating any
computational task [Tur36].
The logic required for the synthesis of these
manipulations can be constructed from two input devices (AND, OR, EOR etc)
suitably arranged. Therefore, by choosing carefully the patterns to be processed by
a two input network we know that if the network can carry out the required mapping
from input to output then combinations of this network (i.e. a larger network) could
in theory carry out any computational task. It must be realised however, that
although a suitably sized network may in theory be capable of carrying out the
required function, in practice, the success of the network will depend almost entirely
on the training data used and the training strategy employed.
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1.5.5 Decision boundaries and decision surfaces
Consider the graph shown in Fig. 1.5.3. On the graph is plotted samples from two
classes denoted by "1" and a ”2". To provide optimum classification we would
require that the point at which the classifier switches from a 1 to a 2 would be the
point equidistant from the regions containing classes 1 and 2 in the void that
separates the regions. The locus of this point is the decision boundary and is shown
in Fig. 1.5.3 by a dashed line. This type of decision boundary could be produced by
a perception and if we had more than two inputs then the partition would be termed
a hyperplane. If the decision boundary was a curve (as will generally be the case)
then we would have a decision surface. To picture this, consider a large room that
is empty apart from a large hollow transparent globe at its centre. In this globe
(which is gas tight) is a red gas and outside the globe is the transparent atmospheric
gases. If we define the gas molecules belonging to the red gas as class A and those
of the atmosphere as class B then it is apparent that the decision surface for these
two classes is the surface of the globe. In practice, the dimensionality of the input is
such that the visualisation of the decision surfaces is unfortunately beyond our
capabilities.

iiliiiilllllt
Fig. 1.5.3 Input state space showing ideal decision boundary.
1.5.6 Distance metrics
If two patterns are similar, then we usually find that their corresponding vectors are
also similar (this is a broad generalisation and not a universal rule [Bat74]). To
assess the similarity of two points we must determine their separation. There is an
infinite number of ways in which we can determine distance in a high dimensional
space. We can extend the definition of Euclidian distance that we use in our three
dimensional world to an arbitrary number of dimensions thus:

Distance = (E (U r V , ) ^
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where U and V are N dimensional vectors. We can also define other distance
metrics. Any function D(U,V) can qualify as a distance measure if it satisfies the
following three conditions [Bat74]:
D(U,V) = 0; iff U = V

(1.5.2)

D(U,V) > 0; iff U * V

(1.5.3)

D(U,W) + D(W,V) > D(U,V);if U * W * V

(1.5.4)

three metrics that satisfy the above conditions are [Bat78]:
Minkowski r-distance
Dr(U,V)= (E (U ,-V ;)01A

(1.5.5)

City block or Manhatten distance
D(U,V) = 2 IUi - V;l = D^U.V)

(1.5.6)

Square distance
D(U,V) = max(IUi - VJ) = 0^(11,V)

(1.5.7)

where the operator I I returns the absolute value and maxO returns the maximum
value of the variables contained within the brackets. From these three metrics we
can see that the definition of distance is an arbitrary one. In this thesis we will only
concern ourselves with the extension of the Euclidian distance (which incidentally
is equivalent to the Minkowski r-distance with r = 2). The reason for this is two
fold. Firstly, the training equations that we shall use require the distance metric to
be continuous and continuously differentiable. Secondly, simulations have shown
that the Euclidian distance metric is the least sensitive to training instability and the
effects of the finite resolution of weight values [Bat74]. It is also desirable that we
keep the complexity of calculation as low as possible. As the square-root function
is strictly isotonic we can reduce the computational overhead by leaving the
distance squared in the networks to be considered.

1.6 Conventional classification techniques
There is a strong link between the discipline of pattern recognition and the study of
ANNs. The structures they both use are essentially parallel and they share common
goals. It is for this reason that we shall now briefly consider the methods and
structures used in conventional pattern recognition.
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1.6.1 The linear classifier
The linear classifier is identical to the perception introduced in section 1.3. It is
perhaps the simplest example of a pattern classifier and training methods exist that
have been proven to converge (with the caveat that the patterns to be classified are
separable) [Ros62]. The decision surface produced by the linear classifier is a
hyperplane whose orientation and offset is modified during the training procedure.
As it is identical to the perceptron, we shall leave the discussion into its operation
until the relevant section in chapter 3 (mapping networks and classifiers).
1.6.2 The 0 machine
To achieve a greater degree of flexibility in the decision surface of a linear classifier
we can add a pre-processing stage. This pre-processing stage must be non-linear as
the linear product of two matrices is itself a matrix. In the 0 machine the pre
processor consists of a polynomial transformation network which calculates
polynomial terms for some or all of the inputs. The structure of the <j) machine can
be seen in Fig. 1.6.1. As an example, a simple 0 machine may calculate the
following [Bat74, Nil68]:

Output Oj
Output Ok

i£l§£

Fig. 1.6.1 Diagram showing structure of 0 machine.
Or_, = X M ; Oj=2 = X M . Oh 3 = X M \ 0 M = X M \ Oh 5 = 1 (1.6.1)

Ok= UNIT(Ej(W;jt.

O
j)

where X t is the input to the network, Oj is the output of the polynomial transform
network and hence, the input to the linear classifier, Ok is the decision output of the
network, Wjk is the connection weights between the input to the linear classifier and
the node k and the function UNITO is the unipolar threshold function defined thus:
UNIT(x) = 1; x > 0; UNIT(x) = 0; x < 0. A typical decision surface produced by a 0
machine can be seen in Fig. 1.6.2 (please note that the decision surface of the 0
machine need not be continuous) [Bat74]. The 0 machine is trained in an identical
manner to the linear classifier. O f course the advantage of the complex decision
surfaces produced is outweighed by the difficulty in choosing the appropriate
polynomial and by the computational overhead in calculating them.
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Fig. 1.6.2 Typical decision region created by a 0 machine.
1.6.3 The piece-wise linear classifier
To alleviate the need for a polynomial transformation network, we can realise the
complex decision surfaces produced by the 0 machine by combining the outputs of
a number of linear classifiers using either combinational circuitry or further stages
of linear classifiers. In the case where layers of linear classifiers are used then this
is identical to the multi-layer perceptron which we will again consider in detail in
chapter 3.
1.6.4 The nearest neighbour classifier
An alternative technique to using the linear classifier is to create the decision
surface by categorising an input to that of the nearest locate by using a nearest
neighbour classifier (NNC). A locate is simply a point in the input state space that
has been assigned a class. The locates can be generated in a number of ways.
Perhaps the simplest technique is to use each training vector as a locate. On can
reduce the storage overhead by removing those locates which do not contribute
greatly to the form of the decision surface and algorithms exist for this [Bat74,78].
The decision surfaces produced by the NNC are piece-wise linear and can realise
any surface given a sufficient quantity of appropriately positioned locates. It should
be emphasised that the position of the locates does not necessarily infer anything
about the patterns, the only function of the locates is to produce the decision
surface.
1.6.5 The k nearest neighbour classifier
The k nearest neighbour classifier (k NNC) is an extension of the NNC discussed in
the previous section with the two being identical when k = 1 [Dud73]. As with the
NNC, the decision surface is produced by considering the distance of the input to
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each of the stored locates. However where the k NNC differs is that the k nearest
locates are considered and the class which has the democratic majority amongst the
selected locates chosen [Bat74,78] and for this reason, k is normally odd to avoid
"ties". As before, the decision surface produced is piece-wise linear (when a
Euclidian distance metric is used) [Bat74]. The advantage that the k NNC (k > 1)
has over the NNC is that the smoothing operation produced by taking the consensus
of the k locates improves the decision surface by removing some of the "kinks" and
hence can improve the generalisation [Bat74,78].
1.6.6 The c-means and fuzzy c-means clustering algorithms
A popular unsupervised clustering technique used in conventional pattern
recognition is the c-means (alternatively known as the isodata or &-means)
clustering algorithm [Har75]. In this technique, the data is individually "tagged" to
one of the c clusters. Each application of the algorithm tests the data points in turn
to see if moving the data to another cluster reduces the overall squared distance
(using an appropriate distance metric). The data points to be reassigned are not
normally relabelled until the entire data set has been examined. The algorithm is
terminated when no further reduction in the squared distance can be obtained. An
improvement on this technique utilises fuzzy set theory. The fuzzy c-means
algorithm [Kan82] assigns a membership (a numerical value between 0 and 1)
between each input and each cluster such that the total membership for any
particular input to all clusters is equal to 1. The algorithm minimises the overall
product of the membership (raised to a power, eg. 2) and the squared distance. In
both the c-means and fuzzy c-means, we can assess which cluster a new input
should belong by employing a ^-nearest neighbour strategy [Dud73,Bat74]. The
disadvantage of using these techniques is that the data must be tagged and reapplied
as "training" takes place and therefore they are only suitable for analysing a small
(due to the large storage requirements) fixed data set [Lip87a] (eg the nutrition
content of a range of foods [Har75]). Part of the impetus of neural network research
is the ability to use training data that is non-repetitive and therefore cannot be
tagged (eg. live speech) using only the storage required for the adjustable
parameters. As with the Kohonen network, there is a superficial similarity between
the c-means and fuzzy c-means algorithms and the training equations to be
described in subsequent chapters and this similarity will be highlighted when they
are introduced in chapter 2 [Koh88, Lip87a, Hou91a].
1.6.7 The compound and Gaussian classifiers
Perhaps the simplest visualisation of the decision surface produced by the
compound classifier (CC) is given by Batchelor [Bat74,78]. Imagine that a piece of
paper represents a two dimensional input state space. With reference to Fig. 1.6.4,
if we scatter a selection of circular solid coins on to the paper then the shadow they
cast will correspond to an example of the decision surface produced by a CC. From
the figure it can be seen that by choosing the appropriate "shadow", we can
discriminate between the two classes denoted by a "1" and "2" and this is normally
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Fig. 1.6.4 Decision regions formed by compound classifier.
done manually [Bat74]. The CC was conceived as a two layer device and is shown
in Fig. 1.6.5 [Bat68,69,74]. Each of the hypesphere sub-classifiers in layer 1
produces the shadow of a particular coin in Fig. 1.6.5. Heuristic training procedures
exist for the CC which modify the centre and radius of the hypespheres by constant
amounts. Details of these training procedures and their performance can be found

Output (Class)
f:

Input
Xi
ssssssssssss

Hypersphere
sub-classifiers
Fig. 1.6.5 Structure of compound classifier.
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in [Bat74,78].
The maximum likelihood Gaussian classifier is also a two layer device except that
the only function carried out by the second layer is to select the maximum output
from the first layer [Dud73, Lip87a]. Essentially, the first layer of the consists of a
series of multinormal Gaussian functions, one for each class. The mean and
covariance of each distribution is calculated using maximum likelihood estimates.
This strategy is successful if the underlying distribution of the input is also
Gaussian. However, if the input distribution is not Gaussian, then the performance
of the classifier will degrade [Lip87a] and this is particularly noticeable if the class
to be recognised contains disjoint regions [Hua87]. Again there is a superficial
similarity between the Gaussian classifier and the radial basis function (RBF)
mapping network to be described in chapter 3. In this case however, the differences
between the two schemes will manifest itself by the exemplary performance of the
new RBF network when confronted with disjoint regions [Hou89b].

1.7 Outline of thesis, a simple model of perception
The categorisation of ANNs can be done in several ways. Lippmann based his
excellent review on those networks that use either supervised or unsupervised
training procedures and whether the network handles continuous or discrete (binary)
signals [Lip87a]. In this thesis we shall adopt a different approach. We shall use a
subjective, simple model of artificial perception, to relate the different ANN
structures to their function. It must be stressed that this model is not intended to
represent the functioning of the brain but instead encapsulates the building blocks
necessary to design an artificial perceptual system. To aid in the understanding and
application of the networks to be described, the simple model will refer to the
processing that maybe carried out on visual and speech signals throughout each
stage of perception. The flow diagram for this simple model can be seen in
Fig. 1.7.1 and this figure should be referred to throughout this thesis.
Obviously, the first part of any model of perception is the input to the system. In
the case of visual perception, this is the incoming light which is focused by the lens
on to the back of the retina. In speech the sound input is in the form of pressure
waves through the air. An artificial system can conceivably take any form of input,
the only requirement being that a suitable transducer exists to convert the input into
appropriate electrical signals (assuming an electronic implementation). Converting
the electrical input in to a suitable signal for a network to utilise, is the first stage in
the process of artificial perception and may be considered as pre-processing which
we will consider in the next chapter. The remaining four stages in our simple
perception are;
(1)

Feature extraction or self organisation
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Fig. 1.7.1 A Simple model of Perception.
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(2)

Mapping

(3)

Associative memory

(4)

Hypothesis evaluation

The interelation of these four stages can be seen in Fig. 1.7.1. Chapters 2-5 cover
these categories giving details of the major works and the contributions made by the
author. Chapter 6 explores the possibility of unifying the architectures presented in
chapters 2-5 and chapter 7 covers the electronic implementation of these systems
using both analogue and digital techniques. Finally, chapter 8 summarises the
conclusions from each of the previous chapters and looks to the future to assess
what subjects within the umbrella of ANN research will come to the fore and
suggests new avenues of research. In assessing the relative merits of the networks
to be discussed, we shall base any conclusions on engineering efficiency (eg. the
number of training cycles required to achieve a particular accuracy) and not how
closely the network replicates the biological system for example. This stance
results from the environment in which this work took place and not from any
prejudice.
Before we embark on the first level of our perceptual system, we shall introduce the
radial basis function (RBF) neuron. This device is the fundamental building block
of the various structures to be described and appears in every chapter to follow. It is
for this reason that we introduce it now.

1.8 An alternative to the first order model, the radial basis function
As has been stated, the majority of neural network structures arc based on the first
order model shown in Fig. 1.3.1. Although this model has proven successful, an
alternative building block has been shown to be more effective in terms of
susceptibility to noise (which includes the effect of connection weight resolution)
[Bat74] and training time [Hou89b]. This alternative activation function is the
Gaussian function which belongs to the class of radial basis functions. The use of
this function in a pattern recognition context can be traced back to the compound
and Gaussian classifiers described earlier [Bat74, Lip87a]. The general form of the
RBF in a neural network context was first expounded by Broomhead et al [Bro88].
They noted that there is a relationship between "learning" in an adaptive layered
network and the curve fitting of data points in a high dimensional space. The
interpolated surface between known data points would then allow generalisation
which is one of the desirable properties exhibited by a trained system. Having
redefined training and generalisation as curve fitting and interpolation respectively,
standard techniques can then be applied. One such technique is to use RBFs
[Pow85, Mic86]. The general equation for an RBF can be found in [Bro88. Low89]
and is represented here as an equivalent neural network which conforms to the
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notation to be used throughout this thesis.
Ok = 'LjWjk .f(\\X r Wij\\)

(1.8.1)

where Ok is the output of layer 2, W-, Wjk are the connection weights between layers
0, 1 and 1, 2 respectively, fQ is the activation function of layer 1 (eg Gaussian) and
the symbols II II represent an appropriate distance metric (normally Euclidian). In
Broomhead’s et al's implementation [Bro88], the RBF centres correspond to the
data points. This leaves the weights Wjk to be assigned. As the output (0*) is linear
with respect to these connections, their values can be determined directly by solving
the set of linear equations formed, using matrix inversion [Bro88]. Using as many
RBFs as data points, a global solution is guaranteed. However, in all but the
simplest of problems, the parity between data points and RBFs would be impractical
as the computational overhead would be excessive and hence the implementation
would be problematic. Also, the results may be misleading as the interpolation
surface will fit to inprecise or noisy data [Bro88]. These difficulties can be reduced
by relaxing the link between the number of RBFs and data points and also relaxing
the condition that the centres of the RBFs correspond to the location of the data
points. In doing this however, the curve fitting problem becomes overspecified
such that no unique inverse exists to calculate Wjk directly. Using the MoorePenrose pseudo inverse in a minimum norm least squares method, we can carry out
linear optimisation to determine Wjk [Bro88]. This technique will yield the
optimum solution for the RBF centre points chosen but the solution will not be
globally optimum (but will be locally optimum) as the quality of solution is heavily
dependent on the location of the RBF centres which are chosen arbitrarily [Bou91].
Work has been done using an orthogonal least squares technique to decide which
subset of data points should be chosen for the RBF centres and some success
achieved [Che91]. However, the extra computations required may offset any
benefits obtained. It is interesting to note that it is also possible to train the single
layer perceptron using the afore mentioned linear optimisation procedure instead of
the perceptron convergence procedure (PCP). In fact this technique was known
before the PCP but the difficulty in inverting the large matrices produced made the
development of simple training procedures attractive [Dud73]. However, although
there are practical difficulties with Broomhead et al particular implementation, it
has been applied with some success to speech pattern classification.
In this thesis, we shall describe a set of equations which allow both the centre and
variance of each Gaussian function to be "trained" using both, standard statistical
techniques and a modification of the delta rule which is at the heart of
backpropagation. Also, the number of Gaussian functions which represent a class
and even a region within the input state space can be, an probably will, be greater
than unity. These attributes allow a network to find a good solution (in terms of
accuracy of mapping for a classifier) using data which is non repetitive (eg live
speech transcription) and whose underlying distribution is non-Gaussian. This
solution is also obtained in considerably less time (for a classifying network) than
an equally accurate solution obtained using a multilayer perceptron type network
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Inputs Xi

Output Oj
Connection weights Wij

Fig. 1.8.1 Symbol used for RBF neuron.
trained using backpropagation [Hou89b]. Further, the network also measures the
noise in the input data and can signal if an input occurs outside the error bounds
found from the training data. The network can then give a "don't know" response in
addition to it's "best guess" which is of considerable interest with applications that
are safety critical. The symbol that we shall use for an RBF neuron (or node) can be
seen in Fig. 1.8.1. The RBF that we shall use in this thesis can be expressed as
follows:
netj= I.i WCr Wijp \

(1.8.2)

Oj = cxp(-Aj.netj)

(1.8.3)

= exp (-netj/dj)

(1.8.4)

where X{ is the input to the network,
is the connection weight which represents
the centre of the Gaussian function of node y, netj is the total input to node y, Aj is a
reciprocal measure of the radii (in each dimension) of influence and dj is a measure
of the radii and is also the variance of the Gaussian function (i.e. aj~l = Aj). This
defines an N dimension hypersphere. A hyperellipsoid, whose axes are aligned with
each dimension, can be produced by replacing the Aj in eqn. 1.7.4 by
as shown
below:
netj= ^ [ A ^ - W ^ ]

(1.8.5)

Oj = exp {-netj)

(1.8.6)

The RBF node described using the above equations forms a vital part of the new
structures to be introduced by the author and these structures will be considered in
detail in the chapters to follow.
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1.9 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the concept and motivation for ANNs. The
intricacies of the biological neuron were considered and the difficulty in accurately
modelling its characteristics discussed. A brief history of ANN research was then
given and the simplified model of the neuron used in the majority of artificial
systems shown. As the primary motive force for ANNs is pattern recognition, basic
concepts were considered along with some of the most popular techniques which
have emerged from the discipline. To categorise the networks to be described, a
hypothetical model of perception was introduced. This model forms the skeleton of
this thesis and is the framework to which we will refer the various networks to be
covered in the chapters to follow. The five stages required for perception are:
(1)

Self-organisation and Feature extraction.

(2)

Mapping networks and classifiers.

(3)

Associative memories.

(4)

Hypothesis evaluation.

(5)

Higher brain functions.

Stages one to four are considered in the chapters to follow while stage five is
beyond the scope of this thesis. The reason for not considering higher brain
functions is the fact that we are concerning ourselves solely with an alternative
technology to carry out essentially pattern recognition tasks and not considering the
psychological modelling of the brain. Also, it may be found that higher brain
functions are reliant on esoteric neuron operation the details of which have yet to be
discovered. After detailing the simple model of perception, the radial basis function
(RBF) was then considered whose origins can be linked to the compound and
Gaussian classifiers used in conventional pattern recognition. The use of the RBF in
a neural network context is comparatively recent and was made explicit by
Broomhead et al. However, their method of training the RBF relies on the use of as
many RBFs as data points and the use of matrix inversion although a globally
optimum solution is guaranteed. The size of the network produced may be
excessive and hence an appropriate implementation may be problematic. One can,
of course, reduce the number of RBF centres such that there are less RBFs than the
number of data points. In this case, the network is overspecified and has to be
trained using linear optimisation and the pseudo inverse. As the RBF centres are
chosen randomly, the solution obtained will only be locally optimum and its quality
will be heavily reliant on the actual centres chosen. Techniques do exist for making
a considered choice on the data points to be chosen for the network centres but the
benefit of doing this compared to the extra computation required has yet to be
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quantified. In this thesis we will employ the Gaussian RBF. Further, the centre and
variance of each function will be trained using equations which are derived both
statistically and by modification of the generalised delta rule. It must be stressed,
that these equations do not require matrix inversion which is known to be
problematic. We shall show that for a series of generally representative problems,
the networks to be introduced are superior in terms of accuracy as a function of
training time to "traditional" network architectures based on the first order model of
the neuron.
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The first level in our simple model of perception is self-organising feature
extraction and is one of the fundamental building blocks of our perceptual system.
In infancy the brain is required to analyse and extract the important information
from the complex signals arriving from the various senses without reference to an
exemplar. In speech recognition for example, the post-natal infant will have no a
priori knowledge of the language it is to learn, it must extract the phonemes of
speech with no other reference than listening to the conversation of its elders. In
visual recognition, feature extraction reduces the immense array of luminence
values emerging from the receptor cells at the back of the eye to sets of primitives
such as edges, surfaces, steriopsis etc. Essentially, a self-organising network must
adapt itself in such a way so as to quantise the statistical distribution of the inputs
within the input state space to reduce the immense amount of information entering
the brain. By removing data which is in some sense redundant, the data processing
carried out by the brain becomes tractable [Koh88a,b, Joh88, Barl90, Barr87,
Lip87a, Trei84].
Self organising feature extraction is the first level of processing carried out by the
brain. Two examples are the tono-topic organisation of the nerve cells which form
the frequency receptive cells of the ear [Koh88b] and the topological attachment to
the visual cortex of the optic nerve [Faw86]. In the last example the brain goes to
some length to achieve a direct mapping. When we are bom, the number of optic
nerve fibres exceeds what is required. The receptor cells on the surface of the visual
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cortex (area 17) compare responses from neighbouring cells. If the fibre to which it
is attached does not fire at the same time (on average) as those around it then it
would seem likely that the fibre is misaligned. The cell will then cause the fibre to
shrivel and die [Faw86]. This competitive self organising evolutionary behaviour
(survival of the fittest) inherent in biological systems is reflected in the training
strategies used in ANNs although the consequences are of course less severe. The
two examples just given maybe thought of as the first stage in feature extraction. In
speech recognition further stages will extract phonemes which are the basic building
blocks of speech while in visual recognition lines, colour and perspective will be
extracted from the perceived image. This reduction in data whilst retaining
information and enhancing those properties required for perception characterise the
role of a feature extractor. However, for a feature extractor to work successfully,
we must present the data in the most suitable way. For example in speech
recognition fine hairs in the cochlear act as a bank of tuned filters which
approximate a one dimensional Fourier transform to supply the perceptual system
with a measure of the incoming energy at different frequencies [Barr87]. We shall
term this basic manipulation of the raw data as pre-processing which we will now
consider briefly.

2.1 Pre-processing
Pre-processing in artificial systems is often carried out using circuits and techniques
which are not based on a neural network approach. For this reason will shall not go
into detail in this thesis on what techniques exist although it must be stressed that
pre-processing is a vital part of any artificial pattern recognition or perceptual
system and should be given due deference. However, for completeness, we shall
briefly revue pre-processing in both the speech and visual systems in the brain as
well as some artificial approaches.
2.1.1 Pre-processing in the speech and visual systems
Pre-processing in the speech and visual systems is carried out by the primary
auditory and visual encoding components respectively. The primary auditory
components are the ear, cochlea and auditory pathway. The outer ear acts as a
pressure amplifier to the incoming sound waves. These sound waves vibrate the ear
drum etc. (middle ear) which behaves as a mechanical transformer to convert
fluctuations in air pressure to mechanical movement of the oval window in the
cochlea. Rows of fine hairs within the inner ear (cochlea) convert pressure waves in
the incompressible cochlea fluid caused by movement of the oval window
membrane to frequency sensitive electrical signals. The signals are then carried
away along the auditory pathway to enroute processing stations such as the superior
olivery complex etc. and finally to the speech centres of the brain [Barr87, Joh88].
The primary visual components are the lens, rod and cone cells, ganglion cells and
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the optic nerve. The lens focuses light onto light sensitive rod and cone cells at the
back of the eye (retina). The rod cells are direction sensitive but not colour
sensitive. They have higher gain than the cone cells and hence are responsible for
our night time vision. The cone cells are colour sensitive and there are three types
each responsive to either the red, green or blue parts of the spectrum. The cone cells
are clustered around the centre of the eye to give us our high definition vision. The
ganglion cells associated with the cone cells have a so called “mexican hat
response”. This shape of response is produced by taking the Laplacian of the
Gaussian of the central cone cell with respect to the cone cells which surround it.
The Gaussian response averages out irregularities which would otherwise cause
false edges. The Laplacian detects changes in brightness and these correspond to
actual edges [Barl90, Barr87, Joh88].
2.1.2 Pre-processing in artificial systems
Artificial speech pre-processing systems are based on the measurement of signal
amplitude at discrete frequencies strategically placed within the speech band
(approximately 300Hz - 3.4kHz) [Koh88b]. Bandpass filters are used to measure
the signal energy at the required frequencies and as many as 20 may be required to
cover the band adequately. Vision recognition systems use techniques such as the 2
dimensional fourier transform which is a measure of the change in brightness of a
picture, a full explanation of which is beyond the scope of this thesis but can be
found in [Rab75].

2.2 Kohonen’s feature map
Perhaps the most popular ANN structure that operates as a self organising feature
extractor is Kohonens feature map [Koh88a]. The feature map is a single layer
structure and is shown in Fig. 2.2.1. The nodes are configured in a two dimensional
grid and each has a variable weight connected between it and each input, with the
outputs also being extensively interconnected laterally (not shown).
2.2.1 Feature map training
The weights are initially set to small random values and a continuously valued input
is applied. The input X h after normalisation (e.g. the sum of the vector elements
when squared are equal to a constant) is correlated by the connection weights and
the output (Oj) measures directly how close the weights are to the input. The node
with the most positive output will be the closest and will, by extensive lateral
inhibition, be selected for the purposes of training. Training is by definition
unsupervised and takes the node with the most positive output and modifies the
weights associated with that node to increase the correlation with the input. An
interesting aspect of the training scheme is that the nodes which physically surround
the one to be trained are also trained. As the training continues, the surrounding
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Weights Wij

Outputs
Fig. 2.2.1 Diagram showing structure of Kohonens feature map.
neighbourhood is decreased and this can be seen in Fig. 2.2.2. In the figure, the
central node, C, has been selected for training and the shaded regions shown inclose
those neurons that will be trained with C at iterations tO, tl and t2. When sufficient
training data has been applied to the network, the neurons will form clusters or
vector centres which represent the input probability density function and a vector
quantizer will be formed. A short cut algorithm has been presented in [Koh88b]
which we repeated here:
C = min(Li \Wij- X f )

(2.2.1)

where the function minQ returns the subscript of the nearest neuron to the input.

,

NSC(tO)

:*?¥

N SC(tl)

NSC(t2)
Fig. 2.2.2 Example of topological neighbourhoods at times n = tO, tl, t2.
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The connection weights for neuron C and the other neurons in its neighbourhood are
updated as follow:

Wijin+D-WijW + AWijin)

(2 .2 .2)

AW£n) = g.(Xi(n) - Wi;{n))

(2.2.3)

for ally e NSC(n)
where AWy is the increment for weight W-, g is the adaptation rate, NSC is the
neighbourhood surrounding node C and n is ameasureof time (strictly, n measures
the number of iterations that have taken place but as we can arbitrarily set the time
for each iteration (T), we will set T to unity). As an aside, it was mentioned in
chapter 1 that there is a superficial similarity between the training equations
developed for the Kohonen network and those of the k means clustering [Koh88a,
Lip87a, Mak85]. In fact this similarity is in the use of the maximum likelihood
estimate for the sample mean of an input [Dud73]. This can be shown as follows:
The maximum likelihood estimate for a mean (Wjj) of rij inputs (X,-) is:
nj
W ifa+l) = ( V - 1 H E BWs)]

(2.2.4)

s=l

= (fij-Wjj («,)+ X,<n}+ lM n j+ iyl

(2.2.5)

equating with equations 2.2.2 & 2.2.3 and manipulating gives
* = («,+1)'1

(2.2.6)

This demonstrates that the maximum likelihood estimate is only obtained when the
gain (g) is made equal to the reciprocal (plus 1) of the inputs experienced by the
node being trained. The functions often used to change g are linear, exponential and
centre adaptation [Luc89]. The reciprocal relationship of equation 2.2.6 lies
between the linear and exponential functions and one would expect that this should
provide optimum performance. However, in the case of speech recognition, the
exact function used seems to have relatively little effect on a network's overall
performance [Luc89].
A demonstration of feature map training is shown in Fig. 2.2.3 and is taken from
[Koh88a]. The figure shows how a one dimensional network relates to a two
dimensional input Initially, all weights are set to small random values and hence
located within a small radius from the origin (centre of the triangle) with
neighbouring weight vectors being connected by a line. In this example, the input
has equal probability of occurring anywhere within the triangle. As training takes
place, the weights unravel (organise) themselves to fill the space provided and it can
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Fig. 2.2.3 Demonstration of a one dimensional Kohonen network.
be seen from the diagram that the one dimensional string copes well with covering
the required area. It does this by forming Peano curves [Koh88a]. Perhaps the
simplest way of observing the self-organising process is to splice together snapshots
taken during training and run them as an animated sequence. Kohonen has done
this with a two dimensional network trained from a uniformly distributed two
dimensional input and the effect is impressive [Koh88a,89a,b]. Kohonen also
presents other applications for the feature map along with mathematical proofs
regarding the ordering of weights (entropy decreases with each iteration) and
convergence [Koh88a]. As with other network algorithms, Kohonens network has a
gain term whose initial value and function of time (or function of the number of
training inputs) must be selected by trail and error, although as we have noted, for
the function at least, the overall effect, for speech recognition, is minimal. In
addition, a neighbourhood whose size (as a function of the number of input samples
n) must be chosen. Again, trail and error must be employed although in this case,
the range of possible spatial and temporal functions that one could employ is almost
endless. However, we can constrain the selection somewhat by requiring that the
influence of the spatial function which determines the neighbourhood decreases as
the distance between nodes increases and that the temporal behaviour of this
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Distance
from central node
Fig. 2.2.4 Step size function used in training the Kohonen network.
function is linearly decreasing. Such a function is the Gaussian or Normal
distribution, the variance of which is inversely proportional to the number of
samples n [Lip87a]. The use of a region which shrinks with time presupposes
knowledge about the extent of data, which is not always available [Tat89]. An
alternative to a shrinking region is to have one that is constant with time. Such a
function is the step-sized function shown in Fig. 2.2.4 [Tat89] which is a quantised
version of the Laplacian of the Gaussian or "Mexican hat" response exhibited by the
ganglion cells in the eye and described in section 2.1. With reference to Fig. 2.2.4,
nodes nearest to the centre (the centre is the node with the highest excitation) will
be modified to reduce the difference between their connection weight (Wjj) and the
input. This strong coupling between neighbouring nodes, encourages global
ordering. Further from the centre, there is a region of negative coupling which will
push those nodes effected, away from the input.
This prevents the nodes
converging to the mean of the input. Finally, there is a second region of positive
coupling the strength of which is greatly reduced in comparison to the region
immediately surrounding the excited node. The effect of this to to ensure that nodes
at the extremities are not pushed beyond the limits of the input state space which
would render them useless [Tat89]. However, this approach is not robust. The
widths and magnitude of the positive and negative regions is critical and if set
incorrectly , the network will become unstable [Tat89]. A more promising approach
is to set the initial value of the connection weights to cover the data state space
using linear interpolation. This procedure being somewhat arbitrary. Subsequent
training then uses a small fixed positive region and modifies the connection weights
of nodes within that region in accordance with the excitation of the node [Tat89].
2.2.2 The application of Kohonens feature map to phoneme extraction
Kohonen has used his feature map to construct a phoneme extractor in a speech
recognition system [Koh88b]. The input to the network is normalised amplitude
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information of specific frequencys located across the speech bandwidth. When
utterances are made, the network will extract the basic feature of the speech, which
are phonemes and the output of each node will correspond to a particular phoneme.
Several nodes may represent the same phoneme with each node corresponding to
the coarticulation of that phoneme in a particular context. The output of the
network feeds a personal computer which combines the incoming phoneme
sequence to produce words and then sentences. Traditional AI techniques are used
to minimise translation errors when producing the appropriate words and sentences
and is a good example of the successful marriage of the two disciplines. The system
can recognise about 1000 words and compares favourably with conventional
designs using template matching etc [Koh88b].

2.3 Linskers model: Feature discovery by competitive learning
Linsker provides us with an example of how features are discovered by the use of
competitive learning [Lin86a,b,c,88,Kha90]. The motivation for his research is the
processing carried out in the first few stages of the mammalian visual system. One
interesting aspect is that in some animals, the training of the early visual system is
carried out before birth. In essence this means that the only input to the system is
random noise signals and not structured patterns. Remarkably, the network trains
itself in such a way as to generate the functions necessary for scene analysis thus
giving the post natal infant an important head start in its ability to perceive the
world (which may be crucial to its survival). Linskers model is shown in Fig. 2.3.1
(from [Lin88]) and is a feed forward multilayer structure based on the first order
model shown in Fig. 1.3.1 which is trained with the Hebbian scheme mentioned in
Input Xi
Layer 0

Output Oj
Layer 1

Output Ok
Layer 2

Output 01
Layer 3
Fig. 2.3.1 Linskers self adaptive network.
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chapter 1. Each layer in the network is organised as a two dimensional grid with
each neuron in one layer feeding its corresponding neuron in the subsequent layer as
well as the neighbouring neurons. The connection scheme, can, for example, be
chosen to be a Normal distribution such that the number of connections decreases as
the distance from the corresponding neuron increases.
2.3.1 Training the Linsker model
The original formulation of the training equations can be found in [Lin86a, b, c, 88a
and Kha90]. The notation is unusual and hence difficult to follow. As with the
other networks that we shall consider, we shall use the notation introduced in
chapter 1 thus:
considering the first layer:
(2.3.1)
where a = W,
the update for Wtj is based on the Hebbian rule:
AWij = x + X(Xr e).(O j-i)
where

(2.3.2)

W- < Wi} < W+

and W-, W+ are bounds on the possible range of Wtj
If we assume that the the rate of change of W^ is small with each presentation of
inputs then we can calculate an ensemble average thus:
from (2.3.1) and (2.3.2):
(2.3.3)
the covariance between two inputs is
coval = <Xi=a. Xp> - X2

(2.3.4)

X = <Xf>\ (assumes distribution of all inputs equal)

(2.3.5)

and

where <..> is the expected value,
and
(2.3.6)

k[=X + Ma - £).(X - y)
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k2 = X(X - e)

(2.3.7)

and a , p, %, e, y, X are constants.
The computation for the connection weights for further layers is computed in a
similar fashion as those for the input layer and layer 1. The network thus produced
exhibits properties which are remarkably similar to those found in the ganglion cells
of the biological visual system. In particular, when the input to the network consists
of noise (e.g. the picture displayed by a television when de-tuned) centre surround
cells acting as contrast sensitive filters emerge (the Laplacian of the Gaussian
mentioned earlier) in layer 2 [Lin86a]. Further orientation-selective cells emerge in
latter stages which respond to lines and edges [Lin86b,c]. Linsker has shown that by
extending the above analysis (using principle component analysis and applying the
infomax principle), the Hebbian training equation used preserves maximum
information about the activity of the input subject to certain constraints
[Lin88,Kha90]. The network thus produced, filters out redundant information from
each successive level of processing. An analogy given in [Kha90] is to consider the
network as a bureaucratic structure. The director of the bureaucracy is only
concerned with the information that concerns her/him directly and not with the its
collation which is done by hierarchy below her/him. This is then true for each layer
below. Although the results of this work are significant, the prime objective of the
work was to model the biological system and not design a general purpose structure
and so the network will not be considered further.

2.4 Adaptive resonance theory model 1 (ART 1)
The ART 1 network is in essence, a self-organising memory. As far as our simple
model of perception is concerned, it would probably be more appropriate to
consider it in chapter 4 (associative memories). However, the self-organising
capability is the prominent feature of the network and it is for this reason that we
consider it here.
As we have alluded to, the amount of information that can be processed by the brain
in one day is immense. The sensory input from the eye alone could probably fill the
entire storage capacity of a large mainframe installation (i.e. gigabytes). The brain
has to sift the input data and store only what it requires without disturbing existing
memory patterns. The contradictory requirements of being sufficiently “plastic” to
enable the storage of new patterns whilst also being stable enough to retain
previously memorised states is termed the “stability plasticity dilemma” and plagues
many of the ANN training algorithms. The problem is one of resource allocation.
If a new class is added to a previously trained network then the network must have
sufficient resources to enable allocation to the new class and must be able to
allocate those resources without disturbing the patterns that already exist. A
network structure that was designed to solve the “plasticity stability dilemma” is the
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Layer 1
Layer 0

Memory

(Input layer)

H

Vigilance

Training Signals

Fig. 2.4.1 Schematic representation of the ART1 network.
ART network developed by Carpenter and Grossberg.
They designed two
networks, ART1 which is a binary input system and ART2 which is a development
of ART1 and uses analogue input signals. A brief description of ART1 now follows
to give the essentials of system operation [Lip87a,Was89]. If a detailed analysis is
required then a full mathematical treatise of ART1 and ART2 can be found in
[Car86,87,Gro87].
2.4.1 The operation of ART1
The ART1 network is basically a two layer network and is shown schematically in
Fig. 2.4.1. The unipolar binary input X, is multiplied by
to form nety The
memory patterns are stored in W- and the input is effectively correlated with each
memory. Each node in the conceptual layer 1 corresponds to a particular memory
and the highest netj output (Vmax) will correspond to memory that is closest (not in
the Hamming sense, due to the use of unipolar signals) to the applied input. This
will be selected by lateral inhibition, similar to that used in Kohonen's network and
the highest output Vmax will be set to 1 and all other outputs will be set to 0. The
output of layer 1 is fed back to the input layer by connections Wyt. This signal
corresponds to the stored memory represented by the single node in layer 1 that is
“on”. The logical AND is then performed between corresponding elements of the
input X i and the fed back signal derived from Wy and a comparison signal
generated, whose value is the number of “ones” that the input and fed back signals
have in common. This comparison signal is then normalised by dividing it by the
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number of “ones” contained in the input vector. This normalised signal whose
range will lie between 0 and 1 is then compared to a vigilance parameter. If the
normalised signal is greater than the vigilance then the weights associated with
Vmax will be trained. If not, then the node associated with Vmax will be switched
off for the duration of the search for either a closer pre-stored memory or a
uncommitted layer 1 node.
It may seem strange that the memory which is closest to the applied input (in the
Hamming sense) does not necessarily give the highest output of layer 1. This is due
to the fact that unipolar signalling is used and can be demonstrated by the following
example:
Suppose that two patterns have already been stored and these two patterns are:
Ml = 1 1 0 0 0 0
M2 = 1 1 1 1 0 0
The weight update equation used to train ART1 is [Was89]:
Wij = g.QCt && (Vmax.Wji))/(g - 1 + Z, [XJ)

(2.4.1)

where g is a constant between 1 and 2 and the operator && performs the logical
AND. This provides a pseudo normalisation to ensure that memories with a small
number of “ones” are not dominated by those that have a large number when the
memory is applied as an input. When this equation is used to train the weights Wu
and Wi2, the weights are set to the following values:
Wu = 2/3 2/3 0 0 0
Wa = 2/5 2/5 2/5 2/5 0
If the input 1 1 1 0 0 is applied, then the input to node 1 in layer 1 will be 4/3 and
the input to node 2 is 6/5 and hence node 1 will be selected. The memory pattern 1
1 0 0 0 will then be fed back and the similarity to the input measured. As stated
earlier this is done by dividing the number of “ones” in common between the input
and thememory by the total number of “ones” in the input. Thiswill be equal to 2/
3 and this value is then compared to the vigilance. If the vigilance has been set to 3/
4, the test will fail and node 1 will be disabled and the search for another similar
memory started. Node 2 will be selected and its memory will be fed back as before.
The similarity with this memory will be however 3/4 and so the vigilance will be
satisfied and hence the search was successful. The weights Wi2 will be updated
according to equation 2.4.1 and the weights W2l updated by applying a logical
“AND” between the memory already stored and the input. The following equation
summarises this:
Wji(n+1) = (X; && Vmax.Wyin))
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If a memory could not be found that in conjunction with the input, exceeded the
vigilance then a uncommitted node in layer 1 would be assigned. For this to be
successful, it is vital that the connection weights between the input layer and the
output layer are initialised correctly. The weights Wy are initialised according to the
following equation:
Wij < * / ( * - 1+ty)

(2.4.3)

where N,- is the number of elements in the input vector. This equation ensures that
the net input to an uncommitted node will always be less than the net input to an
allocated node and so a uncommitted node will only be sought when the committed
nodes have been exhausted [Was89]. The weights from layer 1 to the input layer
(Wy) are initialised as follows [Was89]:
Wy= 1

(2.4.4)

If an uncommitted node has been selected then the value of the weights Wy ensure
that the vigilance will be exceeded by the similarity whose value will be equal to 1
and that the weights Wy will take on exactly the value of the corresponding bits in
the input. In this way the ART1 system will learn new patterns previously unseen
whilst retaining those that have been previously stored. Thus the stability plasticity
dilemma is resolved.

2.5 Feature Extraction using the Radial basis function (RBF) neuron
As we have seen, designs for a self organising Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
have been proposed by Kohonen [Koh88a, Lip87a] and Linsker [Lin86a,b,c].
These designs are based on the use of the perceptron for the artificial neurons.
Kohonen's network is designed topologically such that the training algorithm
ensures neighbouring neurons represent neighbouring regions in the input state
space. This training strategy favours input classes that change smoothly with
distance and not those that are sparsely distributed. The reason for this is that those
neurons which map onto the boundary between two disjoint regions will attempt to
cluster to each region alternately and hence oscillate in the void separating the two
regions. Also, implementation of the Kohonen network requires normalization to a
unit vector of the connection weights and input values with each presentation of the
input and is thus computationally cumbersome [Koh88a, Lip87a]. Normalization
also has the side effect of making the network invariant to the scaling of all inputs
by a constant which may, in certain circumstances, remove important information.
Linskers network and its biologically inspired training procedure is designed to
demonstrate the processes evident in the early visual system (which it does
successfully) [Lin88]. The input to the network is a parallel two dimensional image
which is processed through a series of densely interconnected layers. However, the
network is again forced to operate topologically by the spatial character of the
connection matrix and this in conjunction with the necessity to have as many inputs
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and corresponding connection weights as unit hypercubes within the input state
space may preclude the application of the network to arbitrary problems of a
dimensionality greater than two.
In this section we present a design based on a Gaussian RBF neuron which can
operate as a general (non-topological) self-organising RBF network (SORBFN).
The two adjustable parameters of the RBF are the RBF centre and its region of
influence, with both of these being trained in an incremental way. We shall
demonstrate that the network exhibits two desirable properties, migration and
consolidation, which we define as follows:
Definition 2.5.1
Migration: The modification (movement), o f the weights
which represent the centres o f incorrectly located RBF
nodes, to their final value (location).
Definition 2.5.2
Consolidation: The convergence of the weights, which
represent both the RBF centres and their region o f
influence, when the final value (location) o f the node is
approached.
An unusual feature of the SORBFN is its ability to give a ’’don't know" response
when the input is insufficiently close to a known region. This last feature may be
particularly important for applications requiring high integrity such as safety critical
systems.
As in the Kohonen network, there is a superficial similarity between the c-means
and fuzzy c-means algorithms and the training equations to be described [Hou91a,
Koh88a, Lip87a]. However, in the SORBFN, the resemblance is limited to the
method of calculating the new mean of the Gaussian function used for the RBF
neuron and is entirely different in all other regards. The particular RBF used for the
SORBFN is the Gaussian function which is also employed in conventional pattern
recognition in the supervised Gaussian classifier [Lip87a, Dud73]. The present
design differs from the Gaussian classifier in that it is an unsupervised network, the
Gaussian functions used have zero covariances (apart from the variances which are
equal), more than one function can represent a class or region and the parameters
are updated after each presentation of an input pattern (allowing migration) using
training equations which take account of the inherent initial uncertainty of the
Gaussian function parameters. As the particular Gaussian function to be used
provides a direct measure of Euclidian distance, it is relatively insensitive to
parameter fluctuations due to noise and training instability when compared to other
structures (such as the perceptron) or alternative distance metrics e.g. Manhattan
[Bat74]. As a supervised classifier, a two layer RBF network (trained using an
algorithm based on the Delta rule) is also known to be superior in terms of training
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Outputs Oj
Outputs Ok
Fig. 2.5.1 Self-organising network based on the RBF (SORBFN).
time to a achieve a certain accuracy, when compared to a multi-layer perceptron
trained using backpropagation [Hou89b].
The structure of the two layer SORBFN can be seen in Fig. 2.5.1 and the operation
of the network is defined by the following equations [Hou91a]:
net/n)

=I , [(*,<«) -

W^n)?](2.5.1)

Of n) = f(-netj(n)Mj(n)-1) = exp (-netJ{n).aJ{ n ) 1)

(2.5.2)

Ok(n) = 1; k = max((9y(/0)

(2.5.3a)

Ok{n) = 0; k * max(0;(/i))

(2.5.3b)

where X i is the input to the network, W;j are the connection weights between the
input and layer 1, ctj represents the radius of the RBF, Oj and Ok are the outputs of
layers 1,2 respectively, the function max() returns the subscript of the particular
node Oj which has the most positive output and the index n refers to the temporal
position of its associated variable. The selection layer (layer 2) is not shown
explicitly, as it's particular implementation is unimportant here. For example, one
could use structures similar to those used in the "maxinet" of the Hamming network
[Hou90b] (which will be described in chapter 4), or any other circuit [Bat74], or
technique, based on some form of comparison [Lip87a].
2.5.1 A simple statistical training algorithm
By definition, the training is unsupervised and therefore no exemplars are present to
compare the response of the network to that required. Instead the input data itself
must be used. If we consider that RBF neuron j in layer 1 is responsible for a
hyperspherical region of input state space defined by the parameters
cij then the
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maximum likelihood estimate [Dud73] for the mean value ((1,-y) of the input values
that occur within that space in dimension i is given by:

ViMP = n/ 1' ^ / s )

(2.5.4)

where s is an index and rij is the number of input vectors sampled within the neurons
region of influence. A measure of the distance of these points from the mean is the
variance (g;-2, second moment about the mean) and its maximum likelihood
estimate [Dud73] is given by:

1
i
ojKnp = E [ " / ‘ E W 2 - H ni>2 ]
5=1

(2.5.5)

To train the adjustable parameters Wty a; we must find the mean and variance of the
RBF function and apply equations 2.5.4, 2.5.5 to them. Equations 2.5.1, 2.5.2 are
simply the equations of a multivariate normal distribution scaled to give unitary
output at the mean and with a covariance matrix which is zero apart from the
leading diagonal which contains identical elements (aj). Therefore, the mean of
neuron j in dimension i is
and its variance is ay To train the network we must
consider the current input within the influence of neuron y, Xi(nj+1), in relation to
the preceding inputs to neuron j and modify the adjustable parameters W ^np and
afnj) to give W^rij+lX aftij+Y). From eqns. 2.5.1, 2.5.2,2.5.4:
n j+ l

W^nj+l) = (n;+ l)-* E K /s)]
5=1

(2.5.6)

n;

nj
I

5=1
= («;+l)-i.(X,(«;+l) + Wifnp.nj)

(2.5.8)

To compensate for the fact that the neuron being trained may not have reached its
final location, we must reduce the total count of inputs seen by neuron j by
introducing a variable P (whose value lies between 0 and 1) and replacing every nj
by p.nj thus:
Wijinfrl) = (PMyW^nj) + X ^n j+ lM ^n j +l)-i
(2.5.9)
from eqns. 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.5.5
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nj+1
afflfr 1) = I , [(«,-+1)-1.X [X,(s)2] - W ^rij+ m

(2.5.10)

= 1; [(«;+ l)-1.(X,(n/ H)2 + nfflfnj) + W ^ n f ) ) - ^ < « ;+l)2 ]

(2.5.11)

replacing W^nj) using equation 2.5.8
= X,- [(W/f l)-i.(X/.(/i/ f 1)2 + njXajirij) +

nfKinj+D.Wijinj+l) - X^y+1))2)) - ^ + 1 ) 2]

(2.5.12)

simplifying by using the identity of eqn. 2.5.1 and replacing nj by fi.rij as before:

=>

If the RBF neurons were correctly located from the outset then (3 would be set to 1.
However, the probability of the RBF neurons being initialised to the correct location
is extremely small and so inevitably the neurons will have to change their position
(migrate). If we set p to a value of between 1 and 0 then the influence of the current
input increases (as (3 approaches zero) with respect to the previous inputs which
increases the mobility of each RBF neuron during training. If we reduce P too
much, we increase the instability of the network in the sense that the RBF neurons
will oscillate about their true mean. Simulations have shown empirically that a
good compromise value for P is 0.5. From eqns. 2.5.9, 2.5.13 it can be seen that the
convergence of Wtj and aj during training is assured, assuming p is positive and
non-zero.
2.5.2 Initialising the adjustable parameters
As in many other ANN designs, the initial value for each Wy can be set to a small
random number [Lip87a]. Alternatively, as we are matching the probability
distribution of the input space with that of the network then we can assign the first
Nj data inputs to each Wy in turn (where Nj is the total number of RBF neurons).
Simulations have shown that in practice both methods are successful with little to
choose between them. The initial value for alpha is calculated by setting the output
Oj to 0.5 at the maximum distance that a neuron will be from its final position thus
(eqns. 2.5.1,2.5.2):
(2.5.8)

dj = (lii2)*1.X/ [Xmaxi]2

where Xmaxi is the total width of the dimension i in the input state space. The
operation of the network is however relatively insensitive to the exact value of
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alpha.

2.5.3 Simulation results
A 10 RBF neuron network was trained using the above equations from random
samples of the input state space shown in Fig. 2.5.2. The initial values of Wy were
set to small random numbers, a, was set to 2.89 (Xmax = 1 in both dimensions) and
the constant (3 was set to 0.5. The input state space depicted in Fig. 2.5.2 contains
three regions of interest shown by the shaded rectangular areas. The probability
distribution function (PDF) of the input is uniform within each area (and zero in the

Fig. 2.5.2 Input state space showing initial positions of RBF neurons.
void between areas) and therefore proportional to the size of the area (the areas are 6
units middle left, 2 units top right, 2 units bottom right) and the initial values of the
weights W;j correspond to the position of the RBF neurons numbered 0-9 (Note that
with each presentation of input data, training involves the adjustment of only the
RBF neuron whose output is the most positive and is thus extremely efficient
computationally). Fig. 2.5.3 shows the output after 39 presentations of the input
data. All neurons apart from 9 have migrated from their initial positions and are
consolidating their final positions. RBF neuron number 9 is in the process of
migration. Migration is an important part of the training process and operates as
follows. If there are too many neurons occupying a particular region in relation to
the PDF of the input then these neurons will not be selected for training as often as
others which belong to a region with insufficient coverage of RBF neurons. Being
selected less, the radius of the wrongly situated neurons will be large compared to
those neurons that have been selected more often (the initial value of aj corresponds
to the maximum distance within the input state space). Consider neurons 1,9 in Fig.
2.5.3. Neuron 9 had not moved from its initial position (see Fig. 2.5.2) and was in a
region over-occupied by other neurons and 1 in a region of insufficient coverage. A
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Fig. 2.5.3 Migration of RBF neuron "9" (39 inputs).
point in time was reached where the output of 9 exceeded neuron 1 in the vicinity of
the required final location for 9 and hence 9 will migrate to that position (see Fig.
2.5.4). Neuron 9 will then be selected for training with a frequency proportional to
the difference in radius between itself and its new neighbour (neuron 1). Neuron 9's
region of influence will then shrink rapidly (consolidation) until it approximates that
of its neighbour (neuron 1). If there is still an imbalance in coverage then other
neurons may migrate until the distribution of the RBF neurons approximate the
distribution of the input. This process by which the region of a heavily used neuron
is reduced (so reducing the number of inputs that fall within the region) satisfies a
particular problem that plagues the Kohonen network. Namely, the problem of

111
Fig. 2.5.4 Position and radius of RBF neurons (1000 inputs).
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weight initialisation [Was89]. In the Kohonen network, the normal procedure in
initialising the network is to set the connection weights to random values on the unit
sphere (remembering that all inputs and connection weights are normalised to the
unit sphere). If the inputs occur across a relatively small portion of the
circumference of the unit sphere then only the weights within the vicinity of the
inputs will be trained and hence only a few of the available neurons will be used to
quantise the input distribution. In the SORBFN, each neuron starts with a large
region of influence. This will reduce as the particular node is activated. If a node is
not initially selected, the region of influence of the other nodes will reduce to a
point where the node that has yet to be selected will be activated and migrate to its
correct position. This is demonstrated by neuron 9 in the simulations. Hence, the
SORBFN is relatively insensitive (when considering the initialisation) to the initial
positions of the neurons and the statistical distribution of the input. Fig. 2.5.4 shows
the network after 1000 presentations of training data. As can be seen, migration and
consolidation have finished and the RBF neurons have arranged themselves to cover
the required shaded areas such that their PDF closely approximates the PDF of the
input (i.e. the number of RBF neurons in each area is directly proportional to the
area). The radius of each neuron is also shown and it can be seen that they are
approximately equal (uniform input PDF) and cover the required area as accurately
as possible. If a threshold is applied to the selection layer then the network can also
ignore inputs that do not occur within the lightly shaded circles (i.e. don't know) as
all outputs (Ok) will be zero. Finally, it should be pointed out that in common with
other network algorithms, the quality of solution obtained will depend on the initial
values of the weights and may correspond to a local minimum in the error surface as
opposed to the global minimum. However, with the above configuration, extensive
simulations have shown that at least one RBF neuron will occupy a region thus
ensuring that information from that region is not lost.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the first level of perception, self-organisation and
feature extraction. This is one of the fundamental building blocks of our perceptual
system. When we are bom, the brain has not been pre-programmed to know which
language we will have to learn or to know what objects we must perceive. It must
learn these things from interreacting with the environment. With speech, the brain
must sort out the sounds that correspond to language from the myriad of other
extraneous noises. However, how does the brain know which sound to recognise
and it should it go about recognising it ? There are no external sources that can
provide this information and so the brain must extract the relevant features from the
environment itself i.e. self-organising feature extraction. Three popular artificial
neural networks that are designed to replicate this behaviour are Kohonens feature
map, Linskers model and Carpenter & Grossbergs adaptive resonance theory
(ART1).
These were then briefly reviewed.
Kohonens training scheme
topologically orders a grid of neurons such that they quantise the statistical
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distribution of the input. As Kohonens feature map is based on the neuron model
shown in Fig. 1.3.1, normalisation is required for the inputs and the connection
weights to ensure correct operation. This constrains the inputs that can be separated
and effectively ignores absolute magnitude information from the input vectors.
Linskers model uses a biologically plausible connection pattern and training
strategy which together demonstrate the processes evident in the early visual
system. Although successful, the network is not designed for general applicability
and so for this reason we shall not consider it further. The inception of the ART1
network was brought about by the requirement to model a biologically plausible
method which demonstrates how the brain is able to solve the stability/plastic
dilemma. However, the use of “biologically plausible” unipolar signalling gives
rise to the possibility that the node selected in layer 1 will not give the highest value
of similarity and may be rejected if the vigilance is not equalled or exceeded. This
requires the use of a search phase. If bipolar signalling is used instead (as in the
Hamming network, which will be described in chapter 4) or an activation function
which provides a Euclidian distance metric such as the RBF used in the SORBFN,
then the search phase would be no longer necessary. From the above, it would seem
better to use a model of the neuron that measures the distance from the input to a
specific point in the input state space directly. An example of such a model is the
RBF which was introduced in chapter 1. Also, the lateral inhibition used to select
the node with the most positive output in the various models discussed can be
considerably improved and details of this can be found in chapter 4 [Hou90b]. A
network which utilises the RBF neuron is the self-organising RBF network
(SORBFN) [Hou91a]. The training equations presented for the SORBFN are based
on standard statistical formulae (maximum likelihood estimates) and exhibit the
desirable properties of migration for an incorrectly located neuron and consolidation
for those that are correctly located. The operation of the network was demonstrated
by means of simulation and shown to converge to an efficient solution for the
example given.
Although the solution produced (from a random initial
configuration) may be locally optimum as opposed to globally optimum, at least one
RBF neuron should occupy a region thus ensuring no information is lost. An
important feature of the network is that it can be easily configured to provide a
"don't know" response to inputs that are not sufficiently close to a known region
which is a feature unique to the SORBFN and one which may be crucial for todays
high integrity systems.

-
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In the last chapter we saw how self organising networks maybe used to extract the
essential features of the perceived input. From our simple model of perception, the
next stage must take the outputs of the feature extractors and combine them to gain
a high level of abstraction by associating the various inputs together both spatially
and temporally. An example of such a mapping is the temporal association of a
phoneme sequence into words and the words into a grammatical sentence [Joh88].
With vision, the line and colour information from the feature extractors are
combined to produce surfaces and the surfaces combined to produce geometric
primitives and hence objects [Trei84,Pog84]. The multilevel structures required of
the mapping network is reflected in the multilayer structures found in the brain and
correspondingly employed in artificial systems although of course, the training
strategies, size and performance (so far) are somewhat different.

3.1 The single layer perceptron
The single layer perceptron or perceptron as it is commonly known was invented by
Rosenblatt in 1957 [Ros58, Hec90]. Its inception generated a great deal of initial
interest as it has the ability to recognise simple patterns when trained. Essentially,
the perceptron performs as a classifier and decides whether an input is one of two
classes signalled by a +1 or 0 from the perceptron output.
A schematic
representation of a perceptron is shown in Fig. 3.1.1 and its transfer function can be
expressed as follows:
netJ = WCJ + l i [Xi.Wij]

(3.1.1)

Oj = VNYT(netj)

(3.1.2)
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Inputs Xi

Output Oj
Connection weights Wij

Fig. 3.1.1 Diagram of a perceptron.
where X, is the input to the network, Wcj is a connection weight between a constant
input (the constant input is set to one) and node
W,j is the connection weights
between the input and node j , netj is the total input to node j\ UNIT(x) = 1; x > 0,
UNIT(.x) = 0; x < 0 and Oj is the output of node j. The input X i is multiplied by the
connection weights Wy and then summed to form a total input. The total input is
then compared to a threshold which is normally zero. As there is a constant input
(effectively, Wcj), then this will be the threshold that the sum Z, [X;.Wy] will be
compared to. If the input is greater than the threshold, the output of the perceptron
will be high (Oj = 1). The input will then be considered as class A. If the total input
is below the threshold, the output will go low (Oj = 0) and this corresponds to class
B. To understand its operation, a perceptron with two inputs will be considered.
The two inputs will be labelled Xj and X 2 and their corresponding weights are Wu
and W2j- The decision boundary that separates the two classes will be given by the
values of X 1 and X2 that satisfy the following relationship:

=>

X J.Wlj + X 2.W2j = W cj

(3.1.3)

X 2 ^ W cj/W 2j + X 1.W1j / W 2j

(3.1.4)

Decision
Boundary

Input X2

t>

r*

I* l l B l
Input XI
Fig. 3.1.2 Typical decision boundary formed by a perceptron.
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Equation 3.1.2 is the equation of a straight line where W1jfW2j corresponds to the
gradient and Wcj/W2j gives the vertical offset. An example of a typical decision
boundary formed by a perceptron can be seen in Fig. 3.1.2. This reasoning can be
extended to more than two inputs and in general for N inputs, the decision region
will be an (/V-l) dimension hyperplane.

3.1.1 Perceptron convergence procedure (perceptron training algorithm)
The algorithm used to train the perceptron is called the perceptron convergence
procedure (PCP) [Ros62]. Rosenblatt has proved that if there exists a hyperplane
which can partition the input state space such that the two classes lie on opposite
sides of this boundary, then the PCP will converge to this hyperplane. The PCP
training equation is:
Wi}{n+1) = Wjjin) + gXiXRj - Oj)

(3.1.5)

where R. is required output (0 or +1) from node j and g is the adaptation rate (0 < g
< 1). The equation operates as follows. If the required output is equal to the
calculated output then no modification of the input weights will take place.
However, if they are different, then (,Rj - Oj) is equal to ±1 and this gives the
direction required for adaptation. The gain term g is then added and the result is
then multiplied by the input X r This is done for two reasons. First, to ensure the
correct direction of weight modification and secondly to provide an adaptation
proportionally to the effect that a particular input has on the output (eg. inputs
which are zero will not have their weights adjusted as they have no effect on the
output). This total value corresponds to the increment that needs to be added to the
present value of the connection weights to give the new value of the connection
weights. It should be noted that the step size g (between 0 and 1) should be chosen
so as to satisfy the conflicting requirements of fast adaptation (g close to 1) to real
changes of input and slow adaptation (g close to 0) to provide a true average of past

Input X2

.*

^

A

B

B B

g

g

M L:

Input XI
Fig. 3.1.3 Example of disjoint classes (A) and meshed classes (A lower right & B)
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inputs.
In 1969 Minsky & Papert [Min69] carried out an extensive treatise of the potential
usefulness of the perceptron and found that in many applications it would be of little
practical use. An obvious problem is that if the two classes overlap, then the
decision boundary will oscillate as training takes place and the value of the weights
will not converge. In essence, the single layer perceptron cannot discriminate
classes that are either meshed or disjoint, some examples of which are shown in Fig.
3.1.3. Interest in not only perceptions but also in neural networks in general
diminished until such time as other more useful architectures were suggested.
Although the PCP is successful in training the perceptron and has been proven to
converge (if a solution exists), it is an intuitive formalism as opposed to one based
on a known mathematical foundation. We can consider the problem of training the
connection weights of a neural network, to carry out a particular mapping, as an
optimisation problem. We can then use known techniques from the discipline of
optimisation and apply them to the structure of a ANN to obtain a training
procedure that is well categorised in its convergence characteristics.

3.2 Optimisation and gradient descent
Many problems that occur in engineering involve finding a solution which will
satisfy a particular requirement or requirements related to a given set of input
parameters. Problems that can be stated in terms of simple arithmetic may have
analytic solutions and hence can be solved by equation manipulation and the use of
calculus etc. However, many problems can not be expressed explicitly either
because of the complexity of the functions involved or the number of independent
variables employed and these have to be solved by optimisation and heuristic
techniques. Such a problem is the training of the connection weights of a ANN.
The search strategies involved in finding the solution invariably use an error or
objective function where minima or valleys in the error surface generated by the
function correspond to the solution or solutions required. This is exactly the process
required to develop the mapping between the input state space and the output state
space in a mapping network. The algorithms used in optimisation use either a direct
search technique i.e. tabulation, sequential or linear methods, or alternatively some
form of gradient search is employed where the first and maybe higher derivatives
are used to descend down the energy surface towards the minimum. Some of the
most popular direct search method are now briefly introduced [Mas84]:
3.2.1 Tabulation methods
A set of points is chosen in the argument-space either at a fixed spacing ( g rid ), or
at random points and the point with the lowest error is chosen. A new set of points
is then generated with a smaller dispersion enclosing the previous point of smallest
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error. The process is repeated until the position of the minimum has been found to
the desired accuracy. This method may be useful in determining a good starting
position but because no account is taken from previous function evaluations it is
inefficient in determining the minimum’s location.
3.2.2 Sequential methods
In sequential methods a geometric figure is constructed and the objective function
calculated at each node. With this information the figure is manoeuvred and
possibly changed in size and shape until the minimum is reached. One of the most
effective sequential methods is the “simplex” algorithm (due to Nelder and Mead)
which for an N variable function is a N+1 geometric figure. For a problem with
two independent variables the “simplex” will be a triangle. The optimisation
process is carried out by allowing the simplex to “roll” towards the minimum point.
This is achieved by using the following operations; reflection, expansion and
contraction. Optimisation continues until the N+ 1 nodes which constitute the figure
converge to the same point.
3.2.3 Linear methods
Linear methods are perhaps the most explicit in terms of the iteration between
successive steps. The method consists of a sequence of searches along lines in
argument-space.
The lines used are dependent on the particular algorithm
employed.
3.2.4 Univariate search
The lines used for search correspond to the co-ordinate axis of the independent
variables. Starting from an initial position in the state space, a variables is altered
until it reaches a minimum. That variable is then held constant and the next
variable altered in a similar way.
The process is repeated until no further
improvement can be obtained by adjusting any of the variables. Univariate search
has good initial convergence and is easy to implement, however its performance
deteriorates as the minimum is approached and this limits it’s usefulness.
3.2.5 Hooke and Jeeves method
This introduces the concept of a pattern move in which the direction of the
minimum is inferred from previous moves. The method consists of basically two
moves, the exploratory move in which a univariate search is carried out to
determine the best direction for movement and the pattern move in which the new
direction is combined with the previous direction to ascertain the new direction to
try. The method is very successful and is particularly effective at negotiating
curving valleys and is also relatively easy to implement.
At present, these techniques have not been applied to the training of ANN and it
-
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remains a possible avenue of research to ascertain whether they would be useful.
3.2.6 Gradient methods
In gradient methods the first and perhaps higher derivatives are used to establish a
suitable direction for exploration. When this is done a step is taken which is a
function of the algorithm used and the result of previous moves. The initial
placement on the energy surface is normally set by initialising the parameters to
random values as normally there is no obvious benefit from choosing a particular
location since the location of the global minimum is unknown. The search strategy
then involves choosing the direction of movement which corresponds to the greatest
negative slope (i.e. downhill) and a step is taken in that direction. Again, the
direction of greatest slope is sought and the process repeats. Eventually a minimum
will be found which will correspond to the best solution in the local neighbourhood
of the starting position. It would be very unlikely that this solution is the global
minimum and so a new starting position could be chosen and the search repeated to
find a new minimum. This new minimum can be compared with the previous and
the best one selected. When several “good” minima have been found, then for some
problems it may be possible to infer from their positions and quality, the area that
may contain the global minimum. In others, there is no topological relationship to
depth of minima and hence no inferences can be made from other solutions.
Sometimes, it is useful to approximate the error surface by a power series. Perhaps
the most popular example being a quadratic equation (Newtons method) which has
a known minimum allowing movement directly to it. The quadratic is then
reconstructed and the process repeated. Although efficient, Newtons method suffers
from two problems. Firstly, it can diverge (without damping) and secondly, the
process involves matrix inversion which may be impractical [Mas84]. These
limitations have led to the evolution of quasi-Newton methods. A particular variant
of this has been applied to the training of neural networks with some success
[Yu90]. However, the calculation of the necessary 1st and 2nd order derivatives is
complex and it is unclear whether the reduction in training time compensates for the
increased computational overhead. Under certain conditions (where the objective
function has a sum of squares form), a strategy which can out perform these quasiNewton methods is the LMS algorithm. A variation of the perceptron which is
trained using an LMS approach is the Adaline ("adaptive linear element") which
was developed by Widrow and Hoff [Wid60]. This LMS algorithm [Wid88]
(which is perhaps better known as the delta rule) is exactly the same as that shown
in eqn. 3.1.5 assuming that the output Oj is linear as opposed to binary thus:
Oj = netj

(3.2.1)

In this particular network, the decision for the output would normally be set at half
the maximum swing. Since the output is a linear function of the input, the weights
are adapted by the difference between the required input and the actual input (taking
into account the connection weights) [Lip87a]. Again, as this is a single layer
structure then it suffers from the same limitations as those of the perceptron. To
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circumvent the limitations of the single layer devices we can cascade layers together
to form a multilayer structure.

3.3 The multilayer perceptron
The multilayer perceptron (MLP) consists of several layers of perceptron like
structures connected in a feed forward configuration with each layer connecting
only to the layer above. It should be emphasised, that the transfer function of the
nodes in the MLP do not usually conform to the original perceptron. In particular,
the non-linear function which is applied to the net input to generate the output
would not normally be the threshold function but would be the logistic (alternatively
known as the sigmoid) function. The simplest multilayer perceptron would consist
of two layers, an input layer and an output layer. The network can separate meshed
classes but not those that consist of disjoint regions. Each node in the first layer
behaves as a single layer perceptron and defines a partition between two classes.
The second layer combines the outputs from the perceptrons in the first layer and
effectively “ANDS” them together to form convex regions, sometimes known as
convex hulls [Lip87a]. Since the final decision region is the overlap of the
hyperplanes generated in the first layer, disjoint regions cannot be catered for and so
a third layer is required (NB, in a three layer network, the second layer is known as
the hidden layer, as both the input and output of the layer normally connect to other
nodes and not externally). A schematic of a three layer perceptron is shown in Fig.
3.3.1. The structure shown can form arbitrary complex disjoint regions and is
capable of separating meshed regions. It is able to form regions as complex as those
formed by mixture distributions and the nearest neighbour classifiers mentioned in
chapter 1 [Lip87a]. There are two theorems which have important implications
when considering the capabilities of a multi-layer network. The first is due to
Kolmogorov [Kol57]. This theorem was discovered during an intellectual duel with
the mathematician V. I. Amol'd as they attempted to find a solution to the remaining

Input Xi
Output Oj
Weights Wij

Weights Wjk

Weights Wkl

Fig. 3.3.1 Structure of a multi-layer perceptron.
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questions surrounding the 13th problem of Hilbert [Hec90].
theorem states the following:

Put simply, the

Theorem 3.3.1
A three layer network with Nt inputs, N; nodes in layer 1,
2Nk+l nodes in layer 2 and Nj nodes in layer 3 can
compute exactly any continuous function from the Ni
dimensional unit cube to produce Nl real outputs.
Hecht-Nielsen has rewritten the original proof of this theorem in a neural network
context and this may be found in [Hec87a]. The non-linear functions exhibited by
the nodes are real and continuous and depend entirely on the mapping required.
There also a number of constants which must be applied to the network. The
second theorem is the backpropagation approximation theorem and is more specific
to the multi-layer perceptron. The theorem was discovered by Hecht-Nielsen
amongst others [Hec89] and stated simply is:
Theorem 3.3.2
Given any function f whose coordinate functions are
square-integrable on the unit cube, there exists a three
layer perceptron that can approximate f to within e mean
squared error accuracy, where e > 0.
Although the above theorems guarantee that three layer networks are capable of
solving the vast majority of problems (the functions covered include the continuous,
the discontinuous that are piecewise continuous on a finite subsets of the unit cube
and some other functions that are badly behaved [Hec90]) they do not and cannot
comment on how to achieve the mapping nor on whether a particular training
algorithm will achieve the correct choice of parameter values.
To appreciate informally, the degree of complexity capable from a three layer
network, one can split the input state space into hypercubes equal to the resolution
of the input The number of nodes required in the first layer to inclose a hypercube
is 2.N where N is the number of inputs (e.g. 4 nodes are required if there are 2
inputs) as a node is required for each side of the hypercube. A single node in the
second layer can “AND” the outputs from the nodes in the first layer which form
the hypercube such that if the input occurs within that hypercube, the node in the
second layer will be active. Other hypercubes may be similarly formed from other
nodes in the first and second layers until the decision region has been covered. This
process can be repeated for the decision regions of the other input classes. As
classes may occur in several disjoint regions then layer three effectively "OR's" the
outputs from the second layer which correspond to the decision regions belonging to
the required class. In this way, any desired classification can be carried out
assuming that sufficient nodes are present to enable partitioning to the desired
accuracy. It should be noted that any geometric object formed by intercepting
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hyperplanes (e.g. a hexagonal figure) can be used instead of the hypercube, if the
shape is better suited to the input decision regions. Of course, in a trained network,
the geometric shapes formed by the first and second layers will in practice be
different to each other and non-symmetric. The above discussion relates primarily
to nodes which use a threshold function. Similar behaviour is exhibited when the
non-linearity used is the logistic function although the behaviour of these networks
is more complex as the decision regions formed are bound by curves and not
straight lines [Lip87a]. The advantages of using the logistic function are threefold:
(1)

It is a general form of the hard limiting threshold function, with the two
being equivalent when the independent parameter of the logistic
function approaches infinity.

(2)

The compression, of both large positive inputs and large negative inputs,
ensures that signals which propagate through the network have a constant
dynamic range.

(3)

The function is continuous and continuously differentiable which
enables the application of training procedures based on gradient descent.

When Minsky and Papert discussed the perceptron [Min69], there was no suitable
training procedure for multi-layer structures and they were particularly pessimistic
about the potential of such structures [Rum86].
"The perceptron has shown itself worthy o f study despite
its severe limitations. It has many features that attract
attention: its linearity; its in intriguing learning theorem;
its clear paradigmatic simplicity as a kind of parallel
computation. There is no reason to suppose that any o f
these virtues carry over to the many-layered version.
Nevertheless, we consider it to be an important research
problem to elucidate our intuitive judgement that the
extension is sterile. Perhaps some powerful convergence
theorem will be discovered, or some profound reason for
the failure to produce an interesting "learning theorem"
for the multilayered machine will be found (pp231-232)."
These comments were seen to be premature when the very successful
backpropagation training algorithm was discovered.
3.3.1 The backpropagation training algorithm
The most popular training algorithm developed for multilayer perceptrons is called
the backpropagation training algorithm and was formulated independently by the
following researchers [Wer74, Par82, Rum86]. It is a generalisation of the least
mean square (LMS) algorithm which uses the gradient search technique discussed
earlier to minimise a cost function equal to the mean square difference between the
-
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required output and the actual output. Its derivation can be found in [Rum86] and is
repeated here using the notation of this thesis. Assuming a three layer network:
Mh =

\Pk-WkA + Oc.wci

(3.3.1)
(3.3.2)

nett = Zj lOj.Wjtl + Oc.Wck

(3.3.3)

Ok = f(netk)

(3.3.4)

netj = 'Li [Xi.W $ + O c.Wcj

(3.3.5)

II
o"

(3.3.6)

s:

O, = f(net,)

where the subscripts i,j, k, I, c correspond to layers 0, 1, 2, 3 and the constant input
respectively, W is the connection weight between layers, net is the total input to a
node and O is the output of a node (note, Oc = 1).
We can define the LMS error E as
£ = 0-5.Z/ [(/?/ -O /)2]

(3.3.7)

where R is the required output.
Before embarking on the main body of the derivation given in [Rum86], we shall
indicate how one can proceed from the continuous equations of the network transfer
function to the incremental (sampled) update of the connection weights.
To perform gradient descent, we must modify the connection weights such that we
reduce £ thus:
BWkl/dt=-g.dE/dWkl

(3.3.8)

dWd f t t = -g.dE/dWc,

(3.3.9)

dWjk (dt = -g.dE/dWjk

(3.3.10)

dWck/dt=-g.dE/dWck

(3.3.11)

dWjj /dt = -g.dE/dWjj

(3.3.12)

dWcj(dt= -g.dE/dWcj

(3.3.13)

where dW/dt is the (continuous) gradient of the connection weight WRT time, g is
an arbitrary constant of proportionality (usually known as the gain term) whose
value lies between 0 and 1 and dE/dWcj is the (continuous) gradient of the LMS
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error WRT the connection weight. However, the weights are incrementaly updated,
i.e. a discrete time system. To convert from the continuous equations derived from
the transfer function of the network, to the discrete time equations required for
training, we can employ the same methods that are used to convert an analogue
filter to an equivalent digital filter. These techniques are based on the z transform
[Rab75, Hou85]. Perhaps the simplest mapping between the continuous domain
and the discrete domain, uses backward differences (alternatively known as implicit
Euler) which in this context can be expressed as:
(Wu(n+1) - WyinWAt -^ d W ^ /dt = -g.dE/dWa

(3.3.14)

where the o p e r a t o r »" means replacement and At is the sample time.
re-arranging and replacing the arbitrary value (in this context) of At by unity
=>

Wu(n+l) = Wu(n) - g.dE/dWu

(3.3.15)

the update equations for the other connection weights can be similarly described
thus:
Wcl(n+l) =Wcl(n)-g.dE/dWcl

(3.3.16)

Wjk(n+1) = Wjk(n) - g.dE/dWjk

(3.3.17)

H^Cn+l) = Wck(n) - g.dE/dWck

(3.3.18)

Wjj(n+l) = Wjj(n) - g.dE/dWy

(3.3.19)

WCJ(n+Y) =WCJ{n)-g.dE/dW cj

(3.3.20)

It is interesting to note that the above equations correspond to those used in the
generalised delta rule. The benefit of using backward differences is that that the
equations produced are simple and stable continuous systems map onto stable
discrete systems [Rab75, Hou85]. However, the mapping is inaccurate (nonconformal). There are other replacements that can be made, which will increase the
accuracy of mapping at the expense of increasing the complexity of the resulting
equations. Such a mapping is the bilinear transform [Rab75, Hou85] which in this
context can be expressed as:
2.(W^(/i+l) - WuinWAt -> (dWu(fH-l) /dt + dWu(ji)/dt)

(3.3.21)

where
dWuin+V/dt+dWuW/dt) = -g.QE/dWuin+V+dE/dWutn)) (3.3.22)
=>

2.(W^(#i+l) - Wkl(n))/At = -gidE /dW ^t2+1) + dE/dWH(n.)) (3.3.23)

-
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incorporating 2/At into g (g is an arbitrary constant) and re-arranging
=>

Wuin+l) = Wfjtri) -g.QEQW^n+Y) + dE/dWu(n))

(3.3.24)

as before, the above method can be similarly applied to the other connection
weights thus:
Wcl(n+1) = Wc[(n) -g.(dE/dWcl(n+1) + dE/dWd(n))

(3.3.25)

Wjk(n+1) = Wjk(n) -g.@E/dWjk(n+l) + dE/dWjk(n))

(3.3.26)

Wck(n+1) = Wck(n) -g.(dE/dWck(n+1) + dE/dWck(n))

(3.3.27)

Wij(n+l) = Wij(ri) -g.QE/dWijin+l) + dE/dW^n))

(3.3.28)

Wcj(n+1) = Wcj(n) -g.(dE/dWCJ{n+1) + dE/dWcj(n))

(3.3.29)

As can be seen from the above equations, to get an improvement in performance,
we can use the average of the past and present weight increments (remembering that
conceptually, g in equations 3.3.24-3.3.29 is one half that of g in equations 3.3.1520). Again, it is interesting to observe that this is equivalent (when dE/dWifn) is
substituted using eqn. 3.3.12) to the training equation with momentum which is
described in [Rum86] and known to improve convergence. Returning to the
derivation given in [Rum86]:
Applying the chain rule
-dE/dWy = -(3 E/d 0[).(dO^dneti).0 netjd Wu)

(3.3.30)

= (Rr Oi)T(neti).Ok

(3.3.31)

Assuming the logistic function thus:
0[ = f(netj) = l/(l+exp {-netff)

(3.3.32)

=>

f(netj) = f(neti).(l-f(neti))

(3.3.33)

=>

-BE/dWy = (/?/ - OfrOtX 1 - Ot\O k

(3.3.34)

also by a similar argument
-dE/dWcl = (Rt - OflOtX 1 - Oi).Oc

(3.3.35)

For the hidden layer (layer 2)
-dE/dWjk = -(dE/dOk).0O k/dneti).(dnetk/dWjl)
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= - 0 E /dO J.nnetJ.O j

(3.3.37)

assuming the logistic function for f(net%)
=>

-dE/dWjk = -(dE/dOk).Ok.(l - Ok).Oj

(3.3.38)

also by a similar argument
-dE/dWck = -(dE/dOk).Ok.(l - 0£).0C

(3.3.39)

dE/dOk = 2, KdE/dOi).(dO,/dnet,).(dneti/dO^]

(3.3.40)

= 2, HR, - OMXnetf.Wu]

(3.3.41)

= -2, [(R, - 0,).0,.( 1 - 0,).WU]

(3.3.42)

where

similarly for layer 1
-dE/dW,j = -(dE/dOj).Oj.(l - Oj)X,

(3.3.43)

-dE/dWcj = -(dE/dOj).Oj.( 1 - Oj).Oc

(3.3.44)

dE/dOj = -Lk [(Rk - O^.Ok.{ 1 -

(3.3.45)

and

where

The problem with using an algorithm based on gradient search is the possibility of
converging to a local minimum as opposed to the global minimum. This possibility
can be reduced by lowering the gain term and by also increasing the number of
hidden nodes [Rum86, Lip87a]. It may also be beneficial to start with a different
set of random weights and thresholds. An additional problem with the technique is
the large number of training runs which have to be made before convergence takes
place and it is this problem that we shall now address.
As previously described, the first two layers generate appropriate regions to enable
classification of the input to take place. Of course, any of the nodes in layer 1 can
represent a particular hyperplane, and the hyperplane that they will eventually
represent will depend to a large degree on the initial random value assigned to each
weight, and the training data sequence used. This level of flexibility would seem
unnecessary and is believed to contribute to the large amount of training data
required.
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3.4 A two layer network based on the radial basis function
An alternative to the MLP is to use pre-defined geometric figures as the neuron
activation function in a two layer network. The figures must be continuous and
differentiable (to enable application of a training scheme based on gradient descent)
and preferably of low order (to minimise complexity). Two figures that meet these
requirements are the hyperellipsoid and hypersphere. The two alternative schemes
to be described use a two layer network which is based on the radial basis function
(RBF) [Bro88] the structure of which can be seen in Fig. 3.4.1. The first layer of
Input Xi
Output Oj
Weights

Weights Wjk

Output Ok

Fig. 3.4.1 Structure of the two layer RBF network.
the RBF network defines Nj figures {N-t dimensional hyperellipsoids or hyperspheres
where (V,- is the number of dimensions in the input state space) with each node of the
first layer corresponding to a particular figure. The centre of each figure and its
effective radius in each dimension are parameters that are modified during training
and the output of each node is a Gaussian function of the radial distance from the
centre of the figure defined by the node. The second layer of the RBF network is a
perceptron structure that effectively ‘O RV together disjoint regions belonging to
the same class. The two networks to be considered are the radial basis function
using ellipsoids (RBFE) whose radius in each dimension can be separately defined
and the radial basis function using spheres (RBFS) whose radius is the same in each
dimension [Hou89b].
3.4.1 Training the RBF two layer network
The RBF network is trained using a modified version of the generalised delta rule
[Rum86] and the derivation of the training equations are as follows [Hou89b]:
net, = Zj [Oj-WjA + Wck

(3.4.1)

Ok = f(netk) = l/(l+exp(-/i<>/t))

(3.4.2)
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netj = 'Li [Ajj.iXj-W^2]

(3.4.3)

O j- finetj) = Qxp(-netp

(3.4.4)

where the subscripts i, j, k, c correspond to layers 0, 1, 2 and the constant input
respectively, W is the connection weight between layers, A represents the reciprocal
of the radius, net is the total input to a node and O is the output of a node (note, Oc
= 1) .
The training equations are defined thus:
Wjk(n+l) = Wjk(n)+AWjk(n)

(3.4.5)

Wck(n+l) = Wck(n) + AWck(n)

(3.4.5)

Wij{n+l) = Wij{n) + AWij(n)

(3.4.6)

Aij{n+1) = Ajj(n) + AA^n)

(3.4.7)

where n is a variable that is incremented with each iteration (also a measure of time,
as the time for one iteration is arbitrary and can therefore be set to unity).
Defme the LMS error E as
(3.4.8)

E = 0 5 X k[ (Rk - 0 ^ ]
where R is the required output.
Applying the chain rule
=>

-dE/dWjk = -(dE/d Ok). (dO/Jdnet^Xdnetrfd Wj$

(3.4.9a)

-dE/dWck = -(dE/d O ^.^O fjd net^ .(3 net/Jd Wck)

(3.4.9b)

and
=>

employing the identity of eqn. 3.3.10 and the backward differences formulation
described in section 3.3.1
=>

AWjk = -g.dE/dWjk

(3.4.10)

= -g.(dE/dOk).(dOk/dnetkHdnetk/dWjk)

(3.4.11)

= S-(fik ' 0/).Ok.(l - OJ.Oj

(3.4.12a)

similarly
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AWck = g.{Rk - Ok).Oh.{ 1 - Ok).Oc

(3.4.12b)

where g is an arbitrary constant (gain term) between 0 and 1 which determines the
learning rate.
Applying the same reasoning to Wy and Ay thus:
for the RBF centre weights Wy
-dE/dWy = -(<dE/dOjMdO/dnetjUdnetj/dWtP

(3.4.13)

for the parameter Ay
-dE/dAy = -(<dE/dOjUdOj/dnetpXdnetj/dAy.)
=>

(3.4.14)

AWy = -g.dE/dWy = -g.(dE/dOj).-Oj.-2Ay.(Xi - Wy)

(3.4.15)

AAy = -g.dE/dAy = -g.&E/dOp.-OjXXi - w p i

(3.4.16)

and
=>
where
dEldOj = X* [{dEldOlc).0 O k/dnetk).0netk/BOj)]

(3.4.17)

=

(3.4.18)

= -X* [(/?* - 0*).0*.(1 - O^.WJk]

(3.4.19)

If the radius in each dimension is identical, then a hypersphere is produced and eqn.
3.4.3 is modified thus:
netj = A jZ i [(Xi-Wy)'1]

(3.4.20)

Oj = finetj) = exp(-netj)

(3.4.21)

the training equations are modified as follows
^•(*+1) = Wy(n) + AWy{n)

(3.4.22)

Aj(n+1) = Afn) + AAj(n)

(3.4.23)

applying the chain rule
=>

-dE/dWy = -(d E/d Op .QOj/dn etj).(d netj/d Wy)

and
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=>

-dE/dAj = -(dE/dOj).(dOj/dnetj).(dnetj/dAj)

(3.4.25)

employing the identity of eqn. 3.3.10 and the backward differences formulation
described in section 3.3. J
A W ij = -g.dE/dWij=-g.(dE/dOj).-Oj.-2.Aj.(Xi - W ip
( 3.4.26)

=>

and
=>

AAj = -g.dE/dAj = -gXdE/dOp.-Oj,Zf [(X, -

2]

(3.4.27)

where dE/dOj is given by eqn. 3.4.19.
This modification effectively reduces the number of variables to be independently
assigned during training (assuming the same number of nodes) and both the RBFE
and RBFS will be compared to the MLP.

3.4.3 Comparing the MLP with the RBFE and RBFS networks
The size of the three networks to be compared are such that each network has
approximately 100 parameters that can be independently adjusted during training.
This enables a fair comparison to be made between the different structures to be
considered. The MLP has 12 nodes in the first layer, 6 in the second and one in the
third. The RBFE has 20 nodes in the first layer and one in the second. The RBFS
has 25 in the first layer and again one in the second. The two regions to be mapped
can be seen in Fig. 3.4.1. The first is a test for disjoint regions and consists of a
'V

Test pattern 1

Test pattern 2

Disjoint regions

Interlocking regions

Fig. 3.4.1 Test patterns used to train the MLP and RBF networks.
single large circular region at the lower right of the figure with a satellite region to
the upper left. This pattern also tests the ability of the network to allocate sufficient
resources to map the satellite region correctly even though the inputs from the larger
region occur four times more often than those from the smaller region (radius of
large region = 2 x radius of small region). The second test determines the ability of
the network to correctly map interlocking regions. Please note, strictly speaking
both test patterns contain disjoint and meshed regions. It is the geometry of the
regions which is different and it this which is being used to compare the
performance of the networks under test.
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Fig. 3.4.2 MLP network trained using test pattern 1.
We now present results based on the simulation of the behaviour of the two RBF
networks given a particular input compared to the MLP (with backpropagation
training algorithm) given the same input. The output response of the 3 networks
was determined at 500, 2000, 8000 and 16000 cycles of the training data and
reported in [Hou89b]. The weight correction gain (g) was set at 0.5 for the first
8000 presentations of the training data and then reduced to 0.25 for the final 8000
cycles. This was done to facilitate a fast initial convergence and then to finally
allow fine tuning of the adjustable parameters. The initial values of the parameters
were chosen randomly apart from the A-, Aj of the two RBF networks which were
set to the value 2, to ensure that the ellipsoids and spheres have a good initial
mobility. Fig. 3.4.2 represents the output of the MLP when trained using the pattern
shown in Fig. 3.4.1. As can be seen, the network initially concentrates on the large

500 cycles

2000 cycles

8000 cycles

16000 cycles

Error = 14%

Error =11%

Error = 4%

Error = 4%

Fig. 3.4.3 RBFE network trained using test pattern 1.

500 cycles

2000 cycles

8000 cycles

16000 cycles

Error =19%

Error = 9%

Error = 9%

Error = 6%

Fig. 3.4.4 RBFS network trained using test pattern 1.
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Fig. 3.4.5 MLP network trained using test pattern 2.
region creating a partition perpendicular to the line joining the centres of the two
regions. At 8000 iterations, the network extends vertically to cover the smaller
region but fails to map the space between the two regions. The network requires a
great deal of training before both regions are catered for and even after 16000
presentations the mapping error is still 17%. The response of the RBFE network
trained using the same input can be seen in Fig.3.4.3. In contrast to the MLP, the
RBFE acknowledges the presence of the smaller region within the first 500 cycles.
At 8000 cycles, a separate region has been created to cover the smaller circle and
the overall error has reduced to an acceptable 4%. It seems though that this is the
minimum error that can be achieved using this configuration as the output and its
corresponding error remain virtually constant up to 16000 cycles. The performance
of the RBFS network can be seen in in Fig. 3.4.4 and is similar, although slighdy
worse than the RBFE. It would seem that although the spheres defined in the RBFS
should map more directly onto the circular regions, the greater number of pre-
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Fig. 3.4.6 RBFE network trained using test pattern 2.
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Fig. 3.4.7 RBFS network trained using test pattern 2.
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defined spheres (25 spheres as opposed to 20 ellipsoids) and the fact that they will
not be aligned perfectly actually increases the total error. This was demonstrated by
re-running the test using a network that defined 20 spheres instead of 25 (not
shown). In this case, the error reduced to that found using the RBFE network. This
highlights an important point: it is detrimental to over specify a network beyond the
requirements of the problem. The MLP’s attempt to map the interlocking region
shown in Fig. 3.4.1 can be seen in Fig. 3.4.5. As before, the mapping is inaccurate
and it would almost seem that the network constructs a solid block whose symmetry
and “centre of mass” reflect the combination of the two regions to be mapped. It
took 16000 presentations of the input for the network to acknowledge, to any
accuracy, the central circle and even then it was not recognised as being disjoint.
Fig. 3.4.6 and Fig. 3.4.7 show respectively the response of the RBFE and RBFS
when trained using the same input. As in the test for disjoint regions, the two
networks performed considerably better than the MLP. After 8000 presentations the
two networks acknowledged, to a reasonable accuracy, the central circle and the fact
that it was disjoint from the horizontal “U” shaped region. At 16000 presentations
the output response showed a good resemblance to the input and the overall error
was 7% for the RBFE and 10% for the RBFS, with the RBFE being in general
slightly more accurate than the RBFS.

3.5 Counterpropagation
The counterpropagation network is a combination of two well known algorithms:
the self-organising feature map of Kohonen which was covered in chapter 2 and the
Grossberg outstar method [Hec87b, Koh88a, Gro82, Was89]. The network operates
as a trained lookup table and is capable of generalisation [Was89]. The nodes in the
Kohonen layer sample the input distribution and quantise it with the nodes
available. The Grossberg layer then maps the regions represented by the Kohonen
neurons onto the output neurons such that only the output node (or nodes) are
activated which correspond to the class of the region represented by the Kohonen
neuron. As the Kohonen layer is self-organising, the node which will represent a
particular region of the input is unknown and unimportant. Whichever actual node
is used, the Grossberg layer is trained in such a way so that the correct output node
is activated. To classify a new input, the node in the Kohonen layer which is closest
to the input (i.e. the value of the connection weights between the node and the input
are the closest in value to the actual input values) will generate the most positive
output. This output is selected by lateral inhibition and will be the only output
which is non-zero. The Grossberg layer will then effectively switch the one positive
output to the node or nodes in the output layer which correspond to the correct class.
The network just described is the forward only version. Counterflow versions exist
[Hec87b] which enable a function and its inverse to be computed. The advantages
of using counterpropagation is that the statistical properties of the input are sampled
and this in conjunction with the simple training (when compared to
backpropagation) allow comparatively fast training times to be achieved. However,
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as only one output is selected from the Kohonen layer, the complexity, considering
the number of connection weights used etc, is somewhat limited in comparison to a
multilayer network trained using backpropagation.

3.6 Statistical training schemes
An alternative view of training is gained by considering a networks energy (in a
conceptual sense). By this we mean that the further the network is from producing
the required mapping, the greater is its energy. The minimum energy state is
therefore equivalent to the global minimum in the objective function used in the
previous strategies based on gradient descent.
In nature, all systems will lose energy (assuming that no work is applied to the
system) and this fact is summarised by the second law of thermodynamics thus
[Han84]:
Definition 3.6.1
Heat cannot be transferred from a colder to a hotter body
within a system without net changes occurring in other
bodies within that system; in any irreversible process
entropy always increases.
Normally, systems will fall into the local minimum in their energy profiles and
hence if applied to the training strategy of a neural network would probably not
perform better than the techniques already discussed using gradient descent.
However, one system which does achieve a near optimal relaxation (i.e. global
minimum energy state) is annealed metal. The application of this philosophy to
general optimisation tasks such as the training of the connection weights in a ANN
is called simulated annealing.
3.6.1 Simulated annealing
When a piece of metal is annealed, it is first heated to a high temperature and then
allowed to cool slowly. This process removes any stress that is in the metal and
allows it to be re-worked without fear of fracture. When the annealed metal is
analysed it is found that the structure of the metal has reverted to a minimum energy
state (relaxed) so removing any possibility of high internal forces which would
otherwise cause the metal to fail. This reduction to a minimum energy state is
exactly what is required in solving optimisation problems. This technique was
suggested by Kirkpatrick working at the IBM research laboratories and he gave it
the name of Simulated Annealing [Kir83]. An understanding of the basic principle
of annealing can be obtained from the simple two dimensional energy surface
shown in Fig. 3.6.1. The particle shown is propelled stocastically with a force
whose magnitude is proportional to the temperature that is applied to the system.
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Fig. 3.6.1 Two dimensional energy surface showing local and global minima.

There are two minima, A and B where A represents a local minimum and B the
global minimum. Since the particle requires a greater energy to escape from the
global minimum, the time spent in B will be greater than A, although of course its
actual position at any instant in time can only be stated as a probability and not as a
certainty. If the temperature is lowered, the particle must spend more of its time in
B since it will be less and less likely that it is able to gain sufficient energy to
escape. Therefore, if the temperature is lowered at an optimal rate starting from and
ending at a particular temperature (the cooling schedule) then the particle will be
trapped inside the global minimum. It should be noted that if the temperature is
lowered too quickly then the particle may be trapped in a local minimum since it did
not have sufficient time to visit the global minimum before the available energy
diminished to a value too small to escape. Conversely, if the temperature is lowered
too slowly then although the particle will probably occupy the global minimum. It
will have sufficient time to acquire the required energy to escape and may again
find itself trapped in a local minimum. A multilayer neural network structure that
implements a simulated annealing algorithm is the Boltzmann Machine.

3.6.2 The Boltzmann machine
The Boltzmann machine is a multilayer structure which can be modified slightly so
that it reflects the architecture of the problems to be solved giving a parallel
implementation of the simulated annealing algorithm. The weights attributed to the
network would reflect the parameters for the particular problem to be solved and the
consensus function, which is central to the networks operation would represent the
quality of solution obtained. Optimisation would be carried out by changing the
state of each unit and measuring the change in consensus (Ac). This change Ac is
applied to the stochastic function thus [Kor88]:
Pj= 1/(1+ exp (-Ac/T))

(3.6.1)
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where T is the temperature or degree of randomness and Pj is the probability that
node j should be changed. The greater the positive change in consensus, the greater
the probability of keeping the new state and conversely, the greater the negative
change in consensus then the greater the probability of abandoning the new state
and reverting to the previous state. A high temperature (large value of T) minimises
the effect that Ac has and also ensures that the probability centres around Vi giving
an equal chance to the node to either change or remain as it was. The network then
goes through a sequence of Markov chains in which the individual elements are
tested with the criteria of eqn. 3.6.1. When all units have been tested and therefore
a chain has been completed, the value of T, which starts at a high value, is reduced
and the units are again tested. This process repeats until as T approaches zero, little
change should be occurring in the state of the individual units and the network
achieves thermal equilibrium (e.g. stability). Convergence of the network is
determined by the following four parameters:
(1)

The starting value of T.

(2)

The rule used to decrement T between chains.

(3)

The length of the individual Markov chains.

(4)

The stop criteria which will justify termination.

These parameters are collectively known as the cooling schedule. The previous
discussion of how a Boltzmann machine may be used for optimisation has involved
a sequential series of steps suitable for implementation on a conventional computer
which is able to compute the global consensus at each time step. Thought must now
be given on how this structure can be applied to a parallel machine. The first thing
to consider is that the consensus may be calculated locally to the node as the effect
of change of node state is due to the weights connected to it (assuming that the
nodes are not too highly connected). This ability to measure the change of
consensus locally enables nodes to update simultaneously and asynchronously. In
addition to this each node can have its own cooling schedule as the effective
iteration time for each node will be different This allows the optimisation task to
fully utilise the benefits gained from using a highly parallel architecture. It should
be noted that although numerical calculations infer asymptotic convergence of the
simulated annealing algorithm to a globally optimal configuration, when using
asynchronous parallel state transitions, no rigorous proof [Rum86] for this exists.
The cited reference [Kor88] contains many examples of optimisation problems to
which the Boltzmann machine has been applied successfully. They are:
(1)

The max cut problem.

(2)

The independent set problem.

(3)

The graph colouring problem.
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(4)

The clique partitioning and clique covering problem.

One common optimisation task known as the travelling salesman problem seems
unsuitable for implementation. Two reasons are given for this. The first is that the
TSP is architecturally more complex than the other problems considered as it has
N.N nodes and f(NJ9.N) connections. The second reason is that configuration of
low consensus would need to be traversed to arrive at a high consensus
configuration and many iterations are required between each solution. The
Boltzmann machine allows a parallel architecture to implement the simulated
annealing algorithm efficiently and asynchronously. Convergence is achieved by a
stochastic descent, a discrete configuration space and with an appropriately chosen
cooling schedule optimum or near optimum results can be obtained. An electronic
implementation of a Boltzmann machine has been constructed (Alspector & Allen
see [Kor88]) and this is believed to provide solutions approximately one million
times faster than a sequential realisation on a conventional mainframe. Although
the Boltzmann machine would seem an efficient solution in the above instance, the
training time required for such a network, to guarantee the global solution would be
prohibitively long, even compared to the somewhat lethargic backpropagation
algorithm considered earlier (although it must be remembered that backpropagation
will seek only a local minimum). For this reason, the simulated annealing strategy
is rarely used, although some success has been achieved using hybrid schemes
based on backpropagation and statistical methods [Was89].

3.6 Summary
In this chapter we have considered mapping networks and classifiers. The mapping
network in our simple model of perception must take the outputs of the feature
extractors and combine them to gain a high level of abstraction by associating the
various inputs together both spatially and temporally. An example of such a
mapping is the temporal association of a phoneme sequence into words and the
words into a grammatical sentence. The mapping networks considered in this
chapter were: the single layer perception, the multilayer perceptron an RBF
mapping network, counterpropagation and the Boltzmann machine. The problem of
training a ANN to perform a particular mapping is one example of an optimisation
procedure. Optimisation involves the exploration of an objective or error function
in search of a global minima. One technique used to search the error surface is
based on the minimisation of the mean squared error (LMS). This has been applied
to ANNs under the guise of the generalised delta rule (backpropagation) to train
multilayer perceptron like structures (MLP). The flexibility of the MLP in
conjunction with the backpropagation training algorithm has been instrumental in
the resurgence of interest in artificial neural networks. The MLP can map any
distributed set of arbitrarily shaped regions and therefore functions as a universal
mapping network. However it is believed that the flexibility of the design incurs a
penalty in terms of training time required to achieve a particular accuracy of
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mapping. The MLP was compared with two RBF networks that contained pre
defined regions, the regions being either an ellipsoid or a sphere. The three
networks had the same number of adjustable parameters to enable a fair comparison
and each of the three networks was trained using two test patterns. The first was
used to test the ability of the three networks to map disjoint regions and the second
was to test interlocking regions. In both tests the MLP performed poorly putting into
question its usefulness in a practical environment. In contrast both RBF networks
performed well acknowledging the presence of disjoint regions early in the training
sequence, with the network based on ellipsoids performing marginally better then
the one based on spheres. It was found, that in the case of regions which mapped
directly onto the pre-defined geometric figures used by the network, the accuracy of
mapping deteriorated slightly as the number of pre-defined regions was increased.
This led to the important observation in that over specifying the size of the network
to carry out a particular task was not only wasteful in calculation time (sequential
implementation) or component count (parallel implementation), but was also
detrimental to the overall accuracy of the mapping carried out by the network.
Techniques such as those based on LMS are capable of falling into a local minimum
and hence would provide a sub-optimal performance. To increase the likelihood
that the global minimum will be found, noise must be added to the search. This
process is termed simulated annealing and a network which utilises it is the
Boltzmann machine. However, the training time is long and its success reliant on
the parameters of the cooling schedule and so the Boltzmann machine has fallen
from favour in comparison to backpropagation and the subsequent improvements in
structure brought about by the use of the RBF.
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The next stage in perception must take the objects (words, geometric figures etc)
formed by mapping the basic features together and compare them with those stored
objects gained from previous experience. As the data itself is used to recall the
memory patterns, then the structure required is an associative (content addressable)
memory. An associative memory structure must infer a representation, which is
likely to be complex, from the subset of data presented i.e. it must correct any bits
in error from the incoming information to enable comparison of any differences by
subsequent levels of processing which thereby allows appropriate decisions to be
made [Kha90]. Conceptually, this method of operation is completely different to
that employed in von Neumann machines (vNMs) based on a sequential processor
and passive memory. With vNMs, there is at best, a tenuous link between the data
and where it is stored and is only apparent if techniques such as "hashing” are used
[Aho86]. Therefore, a sequential search is initiated on receipt of new information.
If this was done by the brain then conversation, for example, would be practically
impossible as pauses between words would range from 10th5 of a second to several
10s of minutes. Since in practice, there is little disparity in the comprehension of
different words we can surmise that an important property of an associative memory
is that the access time for each memory must be approximately the same, i.e.
parallel access. As a neural system is an ensemble of collectively interacting
elements we must abandon all concepts which allocate particular entities to
particular nodes [Kha90].
Instead we must focus on the realisation that
representations are stored as the collective state of a network [Kha90]. If we were
to examine a particular neuron, then we would find that it responded to a multitude
of inputs. Therefore, a single neuron, is incapable of indicating to us the exact
nature of the input. It would be like trying to infer a picture on a computer screen
by analysing a single pixel. This type of collective representation may be termed
holographic or holologic [Kha90]. Another aspect of distributed representation is
that if one particular node was to fail then its impact on the memory trace would be
minimal. Continuing the analogy with the image on the computer screen, if one was
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to alter one pixel then the effect on the image would be hardly noticeable. This
inherent redundancy may prove essential if wafer scale integration becomes a
commercial reality. The distinct advantage of parallel access and the
implementation dependent advantage of robustness due to node failure make
associative memories and their correspondingly efficient implementation using an
ANN an attractive proposition.

4.1 Binary associative memories
In this chapter, we shall restrict ourselves mainly to associative memories that are
used to recall binary patterns. A measure of the difference between two binary
vectors is the number of bits that are different. This measure is called the Hamming
distance and can be calculated by multiplying corresponding bits in the two vectors
together and summing the total (remembering that the exact result, although
representative, will depend on whether unipolar or bipolar signalling is used). This
is equivalent to finding the dot-product (sometimes alternatively known as innerproduct) or correlation of the two vectors and is the basis of the majority of binary
associative memories devised. Kohonen suggested one of the first examples of a
correlation matrix memory in 1972 [Koh72]. The network is a two layer
feedforward non-recurrent device with a "key" input which recalled a particular
memory. The memories are stored by applying both the key and the required
memory output together and the weights modified according to a Hebbian type rule
identical to that used later by Hopfield [Hop82] whose network will shall consider
later. Little suggested the use of a single layer highly interconnected recurrent
network whose operation was seen to be similar to an Ising spin glass Hamiltonian
[Lit78]. In a ferromagnet, the magnetism will suddenly disappear when the material
is heated beyond a certain critical temperature known as the Curie point. We can
consider the atoms to be arranged in a lattice of sufficient proximity to enable
interaction. The predominant interaction mechanism is due to "exchange" which is
a consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle. Briefly, neighbouring atoms which
have parallel spin cannot occupy the same orbital state and hence cannot come close
to each other (the system is at a high energy state). Conversely, if they have anti
parallel spin then there is no restriction on their mutual positions and hence the
system is at a low energy state. At temperatures below the Curie point the range of
influence of a particular atom is limited and hence the system is stable. At the Curie
point, the range of any atom becomes infinite such that the spins alternate wildly in
a frenzy of activity. The equations used to describe these effects are known as the
Ising model and are identical to those used to describe the network model [Lit78,
Ami85]. Using this formalism, it is possible to define the energy state of a network
and show that it heads towards a local minimum with each change in output (spin
reversal) and hence the network is stable [Hop82,Ami85]. Grossberg used a
technique based on the use of non-linear stability criteria to show under what
conditions a network would converge to a stable state. The technique is based on
the the admittance of a global Liapunov function to describe the evolutionary
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behaviour of a system. If the Liapunov function indicates that every trajectory
approaches some equilibrium point (attractor), i.e. the trajectory is bounded, then
the system will converge eventually to a stable state [Coh83]. Hopfield continued
the analogy with the Ising spin model in his widely referenced paper of 1982
[Hop82]. It might be argued, that the popularity of his contribution is mainly due to
the wide interdisciplinary readership of the Journal it was published in (proceedings
of the national academy of sciences) and the relatively non-mathematical treatment
of the paper, as opposed to the originality of contribution. However, there is no
doubt, that this one contribution is largely responsible for the intense international
interest the subjects now enjoys (one estimation suggests that a third of the converts
to ANN are directly due to Hopfield [Hec90]) and for this reason we shall consider
the network in detail, acknowledging with due deference as we do, the contribution
that others have made prior to Hopfield.

4.2 The Hopfield Network
The Hopfield network operates as an autoassociative memory and is able to recall
stored patterns (exemplars) when a facsimile of the stored pattern is presented as an
input It generated immense interest when proposed by Hopfield [Hop82] and has
been the topic of much research in the field of neural networks since then. The
original network consisted of a single densely interconnected layer. We have
redrawn this to suit our notation and the modified structure of the network can be
seen in Fig. 4.2.1 and this should be referred to during the following discussion.
The network consists of two layers with each layer containing N nodes. The nodes
in layer 1 connect to each node in layer 2 with the exception of the node that is
directly opposite (i.e. Wy does not exist iff i = f). Every node in the two layer
network is a perceptron which compares the total input to a threshold. If the input
equals or exceeds the threshold then the output of the node will go high (+1)
otherwise the output will go low (0). Unlike the majority of the other neural
network architectures, the original Hopfield network does not go through a training
Input Xi
Output Oj

Weights Wij

Output Ok

Weights Wjk

Fig. 4.2.1 Two layer representation of the Hopfield network.
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phase in the accepted sense. The network is in essence programmed with the
memory patterns to be stored. Since the nodes have a binary output, the network is
only able to store binary words. Therefore, the input to the network is also expected
to be binary which has been corrupted in some respect although some researchers
have examined the effect of noise corrupted analogue input signals [Sel89].
4.2.1 Training the Hopfield network
The original network used stochastic update for the neurons and a unipolar
threshold function for the transfer function of the nodes. The stochastic update is
inconvenient to implement and does not affect the network's performance [McE87]
and so we shall employ synchronous update. Although the use of unipolar codes is
biologically inspired, an underlying theme in this thesis is engineering efficiency.
For this reason, we shall use bipolar codes which are known to give an improved
performance [Oh88]. To program the modified network, the following steps are
required (reference should be made to Fig. 4.2.1):
(1)

Weights Wjk are initially set to zero and weights W- and Wkj are set to
unity.

(2)

The output of the nodes in layer 1,2 are then forced to the value of the
first memory (exemplar) to be stored. If the two nodes which are linked
by the weight to be adjusted (VT;/k) are of the same binary state then the
weight will be incremented. Conversely, if the two nodes have a
different binary state then the connection weight is decremented.

(3)

Repeat 2 for all connection weights and for all exemplar patterns to be
stored. The final value of the connection weights will then represent the
correlation between the two nodes to which it is connected and the
network is then ready for use.

To use the network, an input (probe) is applied to the network (Xf) such that the
outputs Oj at time zero take on the probe value (hence the requirement for a binary
input) and the outputs Ok take on their respective values. The probe is then
removed and the outputs allowed to change (iterate) until they stabilise at a
particular binary level. This now becomes the output of the network. Ideally, the
output will be the stored pattern which most resembled the input pattern presented
(i.e. the smallest Hamming distance). The storage prescription used to set the value
of the interconnections weights and the update equations for the nodes may be
expressed as follows.
Wij= 1

(4.2.1)

Wjk = Zm[Smj.Smk] \ i i j * k

(4.2.2)

Wkj= 1; k = j

(4.2.3a)
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Wkj = 0 ; k * j

(4.2.3b)

netj(n) = 'Li [Xi.Wij\;n = 0

(4.2.4a)

netj(n) = Z* [Ok.Wkj\; n> 0

(4.2.4b)

Oj ~ netj

(4.2.5)

netk(n) = Z;- [Oj.Wjk\

(4.2.6)

Ok = finetf) = BIVTinetf)

(4.2.7)

where the subscripts i, j, k correspond to layers 0, 1, 2, W is the connection weight
between layers, net is the total input to a node, O is the output of a node, Smj is bit j
in memory pattern m and the function BIPT(jc) returns +1 if x > 0 and -1 if x < 0.
4.2.2 Calculating the performance of modified Hopfield networks
When Hopfield carried out the initial research into the recall capabilities of his
network he found empirically that the number of patterns that could be accurately
recalled (stored) was equal to 0.15N where N is the number of nodes [Hop82]. A
formula has been presented for the storage capacity of the Hopfield net in terms of
the number of stable points in the connection matrix that have a non-zero radius of
attraction [McE87]. The expression given is:
M = A//(4.1n(A0)

(4.2.8)

where M is the maximum number of stored memories and In is the natural
logarithm. As can be seen from the above equation, a large number of nodes and a
corresponding larger number of interconnects are required to store a modest number
of exemplars. Although it is useful to know the upper limits of the networks error
correcting capabilities, better definitions on the actual storage capacity and its error
correcting capability (associativity) are required to enable comparison of modified
networks. We have defined two fundamental characteristics which determine the
usefulness of an associative memory capacity and associativity [Hou90a]:
Definition 4.2.1
Capacity, C: The maximum number of stable binary
vectors that can be stored (on average). This assumes that
a particular storage prescription has been applied to a
sufficiently large arbitrarily chosen set o f memories using
a specified network architecture. This is an extension of
the definition implied in [Hop82].
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Definition 4.2.2
Associativity, A : the capability (on average) of a particular
network architecture to take an arbitrarily chosen
erroneous probe and correct the bits in error within the
probe to reproduce exactly the nearest exemplar. This
assumes that the network was trained using a specified
storage prescription and that the Hamming distance (H) of
the probe to one stable stored memory (exemplar) is known
and also less than the Hamming distance to any other
stored memory.
The definition of capacity that was given in [McE87], measures the absolute lower
bound on the error correcting capability and cannot be used to predict the actual
storage capacity. The definitions given above separate the storage capacity of the
network and its error correcting capability in terms of Hamming distance
(associativity) and this will yield a profile of the network which can be used to
assess, for example, the capability of a particular network to correct probes that
have a small mean error rate. This is not possible using the measurement of
capacity used in [McE87].
To calculate the capacity (C) of the network, we must first find the mechanism
which is responsible for the limited performance. We begin by reconfiguring the
network as the three layer model shown in Fig. 4.2.2 which is sometimes referred to
as the matched filter representation [Gran86, Sel89]. In this model, the nodes in
layer 2 are linear summers and the output of each one corresponds to the correlation
of the probe with each stored memory. The transfer function of the three layer
model can be expressed as follows:

Input Xi
Output Oj
Weights Wjk
Weights Wij

Output Ok
Weights Wkl

Weights Wlj
Weights Wjl
Output Ol
Fig. 4.2.2 Three layer representation of the Hopfield network
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W{j= 1

(4.2.9)
(4.2.10)

Wj[ = -M;j = /

(4.2.11)
(4.2.12)

W tj= l;k = l

(4.2.13a)

Wtj = 0 \ k * j

(4.2.13b)

netj(n) = £ i [Xi.WiJ\;n = 0

(4.2.14a)

netfn) = X/ [0/.W/;]; n > 0

(4.2.14b)

Oj = netj

(4.2.17)

netk(n) = X;- [Oj.Wjk}

(4.2.18)

Ok = netk

(4.2.19)

net{n) = 'Lk [Ot Wki\-W jl.O j ; j = l

(4.2.20)

Oi = finetj) = BIPT(ai^//)

(4.2.21)

where the subscript I corresponds to layer 3. Equivalence can be demonstrated
between the two and three layer models by considering the total input (netj) to the
final layer of the three layer model thus:
nett =

[Oj.Wjd.Wu - M.Oj

re-arranging and replacing Wjk by Skj (eqn. 4.2.10), Wa by
subscript k by m
=>

(4.2.22)
(eqn. 4.2.12) and the

net, = X, Oj X J .S ^.S ^ ] - M.Oj

(4.2.23)

= ^ l Or 1m[SmySml]

(4.2.24)

which is equivalent to the two layer model with the subscript k replaced by /. When
a probe is applied to the three layer model, the output of layer 2 will resemble
Fig.4.2.3 The most positive output represents the required stored memory
(exemplar). Fig. 4.2.4 shows the input to a particular output node after the outputs
of layer 2 have been multiplied by the connection weights Wjk. As can be seen, the
contributions from the other memories (of which there are M -1) have aligned
themselves against the required signal and their combined magnitude is greater than
the signal and thus an error will occur. Although the figure shows the worst case
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Exemplar

Node 2

Node 3

Node 5

Mean
Node 1

Node 6

Node 4

Fig. 4.2.3 Diagram showing typical output from layer 2.
situation, it does represent the actual cause of instability of memories in the
Hopfield network. If we consider as noise, the cross correlation between the input
and the memories apart from the one required, then an error will occur when the
noise exceeds the signal. The distribution of individual noise signals from the
output of the nodes in layer 2 is Binomial and as we are using bipolar codes, the
mean is zero and the variance is N-1 (the N-1 is due to the direct connections
between layer 1 and layer 3). To simplify the calculations to follow and since it is
equi-probable that a particular bit in a memory is a 1 or -1, we can accurately
approximate the Binomial distribution by a Normal distribution with the same mean
and variance [Wea46]. As each output in layer 2 is statistically independent
(randomly chosen memories), the corresponding input to each node in layer 3 is
again a Normal distribution with variance ((N-l).(M-l)) and mean 0 [Wea46] (note,
as the connection weights between layer 2 and layer 3 are equi-probable ± 1, they
do not effect the distribution). However, for all the memories to be stable, the
network must be free from errors for every memory when applied as an input. This
gives us an M by N multinormal distribution, the formulae for which is shown
below:
[2.7t(^/2).(ICovxl)^).exp(1/i(X-^)T(Covx)-i(X-ja)]-i

(4.2.25)

where X is a N.M element column vector and is the total noise input to each output
node, p. is also a N M element column vector and is the ensemble average of this
noise (mean), Covx is the covariance matrix of the vector X (NMxNM), ICovxl is the
Exemplar

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Node 4

Mean

Node 5
Node 6

Fig. 4.2.4 Diagram showing total input to a particular node in layer 3.
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determinant of Covx, the operator T is the transpose and Cov^1 is the inverse of
Covx. To calculate the probability that all variates within this distribution lie below
some value (partition) we must first find the covariance matrix. The covariance
between any two variates X,Y is defined thus:
Cov^ = <X.Y> - <X>.<Y>

(4.2.26)

where <> is the ensemble average. For our purposes, the distribution will consist of
M memories of N bits each and so we will describe each variate by two subscripts.
The first subscript will refer to the memory and the second to a particular bit
position in that memory. For example, Cov^ cd is the covariance between memory
a bit b and memory c bit d.
Before considering the covariance, we must first find the mean. The mean (i.e. the
ensemble average <>) of the output b in memory a (p^) can be calculated thus:
Vab -<(£ptb [Oj ^m [SWy-*SwJ])>

(4.2.27a)
(4.2.27b)

noting that Oj = Saj and without loss of generality, we can multiply by Sab to ensure
that all partition values are positive:
(4.2.27c)
“ <(Sab’^‘j*b [Saf (SajSab+^m*a ^m j'^m b^^

(4.2.27d)

= N-1

(4.2.27e)

which is the correlation of a memory with itself (remembering the zero leading
diagonal in the nodal connection matrix). We can now calculate the variance (i.e.,
the variance of output b, memory a is Var^) and covariance:
from the symmetry of the network (which is a direct result of employing Hebbian
training)
V ar^ = VarC4 = Co\abab

(4.2.28a)

<(Sal£j*b[Saj^m*a[Smj Smb]])-(Sal£j*b[Saj^nPita[Smj-Smb]y)> (4.228b)
^^jtfr^rnta^ab-Saj-Smj’Smb . ^ab’^ay^my^mi^)>
= (N-l).(Af-l)

(4.2.28c)
(4.2.28d)

The covariance between outputs b,d when memory a is applied (Cov^ ^):
again, using the symmetry of the network
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Co'/abiad = Covef_eh
= <(Sa^

(4.2.29a)

A[Sa;-.XMJ S m^ ] ) . ( S ^ [ 5 ay. ^ a[ ^ . 5 m<<]])> (4.2.29b)
m b '^ m b \ 1

= 1*
= M-\

(4.2.29c)
(4.2.29d)

The covariance between output b when memory a,c is applied (Cov^ cb):
again, using the symmetry of the network
C°Vab,cb = Cowef,gf

(4.2.30a)

=

(4.2.30b)

= <(X^^[5a^.5ay.5cy.5c^])>

(4.2.30c)

= N-1

(4.2.30d)

The covariance between outputs b,d when memory a,c is applied (Cov^ cd):
again, using the symmetry of the network
C°Vab,cd = C o v ^ ; a * c ; b * d ; e * g ; f * h

(4.2.31a)

= <(Saf£j*b[Saj'^m*a[Smj-Smb]])'(Scd^j*d[Scj'^m*c[Smj-Smd]])> (4.2.31 b)
=

ab'Sad‘Scd'Scb) • (^cd^cb'^ab^ad^

=1

(4.2.3lc)
(4.2.3 Id)

To calculate the multinormal distribution whose covariance matrix is defined by the
above equations would require the use of numerical integration over each dimension
which would be an immense computational task even for modest sized networks.
However, it is known that a multinormal distribution with all covariances equal can
be represented as a sum of independent normal distributions [Stu58]. We can
modify the technique to allow for the particular symmetry of the above covariance
matrix that will reduce considerably the computations required. However, the
calculation is still impracticably large (eg. steps^+W, where steps is the number of
sample points used by the numerical integration technique). We can further
simplify calculation by approximating the covariance matrix by one that is zero
apart from the leading diagonal and this method was employed by [McE87]. The
results derived from using this simplification will underestimate the capacity, using
the definition given in this thesis. The reason for this is that the elements of the
covariance matrix along with the partitions are positive (which yields a positive
correlation coefficient) and the number of nodes that are correct outnumber those
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that give an incorrect result. To calculate the probability that all memories are
stable (using the above simplification), we must find the total probability that each
of the variates is below the partition. The partition is equal to the mean of each
output which is the correlation of a memory with itself and is thus equal to N- 1
(remembering the effect of the non-zero diagonal). The total probability (pO) can
be calculated thus:
p( ok) = (d>((iV-1)'A (A/-1 )^-))M-W

(4.2.32)

p(fail) = 1 - p(ok)

(4.2.33)

where d>(jt) is the area under a normalised Normal distribution from °o- to x. The
result of this can be seen in Fig. 4.2.5. The figure also shows the result from
Percentage of networks failed
lOOr
Simulated

i

Calculated

I
60

—

50— —
3 0 ----- *

mmm

2 0 ----10

—

sSSssSSS
4
5
Memories

Fig. 4.2.5 Graph of a 30 node network showing simulated and calculated results.
simulations and the expected discrepancy can be seen.
Although relatively
accurate, the use of the probability distribution in the calculation becomes infeasible
when we endeavour to increase the capacity by introducing additional nonlinearities. To circumvent this, we have developed a simple technique which
represents the statistical distribution by two values. It is then comparatively
straightforward to manipulate these values algebraically to determine the upper and
lower bounds on both capacity and associativity.

4.2.3 Calculating the upper and lower bounds on capacity
The technique to be described was introduced in [Hou90c] and subsequently
formalised in [Hou90d]. To demonstrate the flexibility of the analysis we shall
consider two modified Hebbian trained networks, but as we shall see, the method
can be applied to other Hebbian trained networks. The first is based on the original
network [Hop82] which is modified here to have bipolar signalling and synchronous
update (HN1). The second network (HN2) has the modifications of HN1 and also
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removes the stipulation that the leading diagonal in the nodal connection matrix
contains only zeros. With this condition removed, the value of each element in the
leading diagonal is Af, the number of stored memories (when trained using the
Hebbian rule).
As we have seen, the limited capacity of the Hebbian-trained Hopfield network is
due to errors caused by the effective correlation noise of the input vector (probe)
with each stored memory (apart from the required memory which is the exemplar)
[Hou90a,b]. To determine the upper and lower bounds of the capacity, we shall use
the fact that the maximum error signal will occur when the correlation noise from
each memory is aligned and of the opposite polarity to the signal from the exemplar.
Also, for an error to occur, we must ensure that the number of occurrences per
network of this alignment (mean error rate (MER)) equals or exceeds unity and this
will be considered as part of the analysis.
To calculate the upper bound (i.e. the number of memories required to guarantee at
least one error per network) we must first find an expression for the average
correlation (mean |i) for an arbitrary probe applied to an arbitrary memory vector.
The mean is calculated in the usual way, noting that the required alignment of the
noise, dictates using the absolute value of the correlation thus:
(N-l)

^ = Z f(x).p(x)
x=0

(4.2.34)

where the correlation f(x) = I(N-l) - 2jcI, the probability of the probe having a
Hamming distance x from the exemplar is p(x) =
Cx and N is the number
of nodes (NB, the factor N-l is due to the zero leading diagonal in the nodal
connection matrix). To simplify the equations to follow, if we approximate the
Binomial distribution p(x) by a Normal distribution, (I is equivalent to the mean
deviation from the mean and can be calculated using the Gamma function [Wea46]
giving:
=

(4.2.35a)

*0-8.(N-l)^

(4.2.35b)

This approximation of the Binomial distribution by the Normal distribution is
accurate for large N (e.g. when N = 10, error < 3%). To calculate the lower bound
(i.e. the maximum number of memories that can be stored before an error occurs),
we must find an expression for the RMS noise. This is given by the addition of the
mean (|i) with the standard deviation (a) of the correlation. The standard deviation
(a) is calculated in the usual way thus:
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(AM)

o2 = E / « 2P « - H2

(4.2.36)

x=0

again approximating the Binomial distribution by a Normal distribution and
applying the Gamma and Beta functions [Wea46] gives:
c + |i « ((AM).Tt-1)* (2* + (tc-2)*)

(4.2.37a)

* 1-4.(N-1)^

(4.2.37b)

As before, the approximation is sufficiently accurate for N > 10. The upper and
lower bounds on the memory capacity for HN1 can now be calculated. An error
occurs when the summation of the noise correlation of Af-1 memories can equal or
exceed the correlation of the probe with the required exemplar, i.e.:

=>

(N-l) = (Af-1). c

(4.2.38)

A/ =l + ( N - l ) .r 1

(4.2.39)

where c is the correlation noise (i.e. for lower bound c = a
for upper bound
c = |i). Equation (4.2.37) assumes that the mean error rate (MER) per network
equals or exceeds unity but this is only true for networks up to a certain size. If the
MER is less than unity then we must increase Af in steps of two, to give a corrected
value of Af, Af'. This will allow the correlation of one of the Af-1 memories to be
aligned with the exemplar (which increases the probability of alignment p{a)) whilst
ensuring that the total correlation noise remains unchanged. The MER is calculated
thus:
+

jl i,

MER = N.M'.p(a)

(4.2.40)

Af' = Af + 2r

(4.2.41)
r

p(a) = 2-W-D X W-VCi
i=0

(4.2.42)

where the variable r represents the number of memories that are aligned with the
exemplar and is introduced to ensure that for arbitrary N M , a value of r can be
found that enables the MER to just exceed unity (i.e. a smaller value of r will
generate an MER which is less than unity). For moderate sized networks (i.e. N <
54) the MER will be greater than unity and so the variable r in equations 10 and 11
is zero. For larger networks the MER will be less than unity and so Af must be
increased by incrementing r from zero until the MER > 1. For HN1, the lower
bound on capacity for an arbitrary size of network is therefore:
Af'« 0*71.(N-l)*4 + 1 + 2 r
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and the upper bound is:

1-25.(AM)** + 1 + 2 r

(4.2.44)

The bounds on capacity given by the above equations can be compared with
simulated results by referring to the graph shown in Fig. 4.2.6. The graph shows the
Percentage of networks failed

Binfii

m m *

Memories
Fig. 4.2.6 Graph showing upper and lower bounds for 30,100 node HN1 networks.
percentage of networks failed (i.e. one or more unstable memories) for two network
configurations of 30 nodes and 100 nodes and they confirm Hopfield's original
results [Hop82] (note, it is not meaningful to make a direct comparison with the
lower bound given in [McE87] since it is based on a significantly different
definition of capacity). The theoretical bounds are depicted by the vertical dashed
lines and their accuracy is evident. Significantly, the equations also show that as the
number of nodes increases, the increase in available capacity follows a square root
characteristic thus limiting the application of the network.
The bounds on capacity for HN2 is calculated similarly, remembering that the value
M in the leading diagonal of the nodal connection matrix will increase the
magnitude of the required signal thus:
( N - l ) + M = {M-\).c
=>

(4.2.45a)

M = ((A M ) + c).(c - I ) '1

(4.2.45b)

as before, the MER must equal or exceed unity, so the lower bound is:
=>

M' * ((A M ) + T4.(AM)*).(1-4.(AM)^ - l)-1 + 2r

(4.2.46)

and the upper bound is:
=>

M' * ((A M ) + 0 -8 .(A M )* ).(0 -8 .(A M )* - I ) '1 + 2r
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Fig. 4.2.7 Graph showing upper and lower bounds for 30,100 node HN2 networks.
The bounds on capacity given by the above equations can be compared with
simulated results by referring to the graph shown in Fig. 4.2.7. As can be seen, the
capacity of HN2 is greater than HN1 and this was found by [Oh88]. The increase
in capacity is approximately c.(c-l)*1. Again, the theoretically derived bounds
accurately define the useful portion of the capacity graph.
An important feature of the technique used to calculate the bounds on capacity is
that it can be easily extended to encompass other Hebbian trained associative
memories and this was demonstrated in [Hou90c].

4.2.4 Calculating the upper and lower bounds on associativity
The calculation of associativity is considerably more complex than the calculation
of capacity as the effect of each iteration must be taken into consideration. We can
develop the method presented above [Hou90c,d] to give approximate values for the
upper and lower bounds on the error correcting capability (associativity) of two
binary associative memories as a function of the Hamming distance of the erroneous
input (probe).
McEliece et al have derived a closed form expression for the absolute lower bound
on associativity (using the definition given in this thesis) [McE87] which was given
in eqn. 4.2.8. As this figure is the absolute lower bound (in the sense that it refers to
the networks ability to produce the nearest exemplar from a maximally corrupted
probe), then it may restrict unnecessarily the number of memories stored for a
particular configuration. For example, if the maximum Hamming distance of the
probe with respect to the exemplar is limited or some error in recall can be tolerated
then the absolute lower bound can be exceeded. The analysis to be given, differs
radically from [McE87] in that it develops a simple technique used originally to
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calculate the bounds on capacity, to generate approximate values for both the upper
and lower bounds of associativity as a function of the Hamming distance of the
probe. An important feature of the analysis is that like the original calculation for
capacity, it is very amenable to being applied to other Hebbian trained networks.
To demonstrate this last point, two network structures will be considered. The two
structures are identical to those used in calculating the bounds on capacity and so a
direct comparison can be made between the equations given for capacity and the
formulae to be derived for associativity below when the Hamming distance of the
applied input is zero.
As has been said, the calculation of the upper bound on associativity when
compared with capacity is made difficult by the necessity to include in the analysis
the possibility that the network may have to iterate more than once to reach a
solution. To accommodate this, whilst minimising the complexity of the analysis,
the following assumption has been made. If the Hamming distance of the output
with respect to the exemplar after the first pass through the network is less than the
Hamming distance of the probe, then the network will converge (in an unspecified
number of iterations) to the correct solution. This assumption is based on the fact
that the capability of the network to associate correctly an erroneous input increases
monotonically as the Hamming distance of the probe approaches zero as found by
numerous simulations which are reported in [Hou90a].
Considering the input to a single output node in network HN1, the required signal
(s) is the correlation of the probe with the exemplar thus:
s = (N-l) - 2.H

(4.2.48)

where N is the number of nodes, H is the Hamming distance of the probe, the 2.H is
due to the use of bipolar signal levels (±1) and the N -l is due to the zero leading
diagonal in the nodal connection matrix. The noise generated by the correlation of
the probe with the remaining stored memories is responsible for any errors in the
output vector. An error occurs when the amplitude of the noise exceeds the signal
(s) and is of the opposite polarity. To find the value of the noise we must first
calculate the mean absolute correlation of two arbitrary binary vectors of length N-.
This was done in the previous section and the result is repeated below for
convenience:
N-l

H = Z f(x).p(x)

(4.2.49)

x=0

where the correlation /(x) = \((N - 1) - 2x)l and the probability of the probe having a
Hamming distance x from the exemplar is p(x) =
C J. However, if we
require the probe to be closer to one memory than any other then the degrees of
freedom of the probe (in the sense that the Hamming distance of the probe from the
stored memories, other than the exemplar, must be less than H) decreases as the
Hamming distance increases and is this is reflected in the average absolute
correlation thus:
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H =Z f(x)-P(x)

(4.2.50)

x=H+l

where
N-l-H+l

P(jc)=((W-1) C J / Z ^ C ,
y=H+1

(4.2.51)

y

if, as before, we approximate the Binomial distribution p(x) by a Normal
distribution [Wea46], then:
p * 0-8.(ZV-l)*

(4.2.52)

The approximation of the Binomial distribution by the normal distribution is
accurate for N > 10 and (N-l - 2.H).(N-l)Vl > 3. The value of p in (4.2.50, 4.2.52)
will be used to generate a value for the upper bound on associativity. As we also
require a value for the lower bound we must find a measure which reflects the width
of the distribution of possible correlations between the input and the stored
memories. Such a measure is the addition of the mean (p) with the standard
deviation (a) of the correlation which was also calculated in [Hou90d] and is
modified here as before:
(N-l-H+ l )

o2 =Z f(x)2.p(x) - |i2

(4.2.53)

x=H+1

again approximating the Binomial distribution by a Normal distribution to simplify
the calculations to follow gives:
a + p - l-4.CZV-l)fc

(4.2.54)

as before, the approximation ofthe Binomial distribution by the Normal distribution
is sufficiently accurate for N > 10 and (N-l - 2.H).(N-l)Vl > 3. Returning to the
calculation of the associativity of HN1, the minimum numbers of memories (M)
required to cause an error is therefore:
s-(M -l).c = 0

(4.2.55)

re-arranging gives:
M = s.c-1 + 1

(4.2.56)

where c is the correlation of the probe with a memory other than the exemplar. For
the upper bound c = p and for the lower bound c = a + p. For the upper bound, we
require that for a failure to occur, the minimum number of errors that must occur in
the network on average (mean error rate, MER) equals or exceeds the Hamming
distance of the probe thus:
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MER = / / ; / / > 0

(4.2.57a)

MER = 1; / / = 0

(4.2.57b)

and for the lower bound (errors start to occur):
MER = 1

(4.2.58)

where the MER is given by:
MER=N.M'.p(a)

(4.2.59)

AT = Af + 2.r

(4.2.60)

and the probability of alignment p(a) is:

p(a) =

. £ [ <*'-» C ,]

i=0

(4.2.61)

where the variable r represents the number of memories that are aligned with the
exemplar. The inclusion of the parameter r compensates for the fact that with
particular combinations of Af, H, eqn. (4.2.57) will not be satisfied and so M must
be increased to M ’ by incrementing r from zero until eqn. (4.2.57) is satisfied. For
HN1, the lower bound on associativity for a network of size N is therefore:
M' « ((N-l) - 2.H).(a + p)-i + 1 + 2.r

(4.2.62)

and the upper bound is:
W « ((N-l) - 2./f).|i-1 + 1 + 2.r

(4.2.63)

In practice, Af will be a 'real' value whilst p(a) requires an 'integer' value of M. To
retain accuracy, two values of M' can be calculated using the nearest integers above
and below Af and linear interpolation applied to get a 'real' value for M '. This value
is then rounded to the nearest integer above M' to give the bound. The bounds on
associativity given by the above equations (when interpolation is used) can be
compared with simulated results by referring to Table 4.2.1. The Table shows the
percentage of networks failed (i.e. one or more incorrectly associated probes) for
two HN1 network configurations. The first consists of 30 nodes with probes of
Hamming distance 0,6,10 applied and the second has 100 nodes with probes of
Hamming distance 0,15, 25 applied. It should be noted that within the memory sets
chosen, each memory within the set was unique and non-complementary to other
memories within the same set. Also, the probes were chosen such that they were
closer to the exemplar than any other memory contained in the set and the number
of memory sets examined was commensurate with the requirement to obtain better
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than 1% accuracy in the results. The results that lie on and above the lower bound
and on and below the upper bound are underlined and their accuracy is evident. The
absolute lower bound derived from [McE87] (using 0-25AS(lniV )4 ) is approximately
2 for the 30 node network and 5 for the 100 node network and these agree
favourably with lower bounds given for probes with a Hamming distance of 10 and
25 respectively as expected.
To calculate the minimum numbers of memories required to cause an error for HN2
is less straightforward than it was for HN1 due to the direct connection between
corresponding nodes in the input and output layers (due to the non-zero diagonal in
the nodal connection matrix). If the input node which corresponds to the output
node under observation is correctly activated, the direct connection between the
input and output node will enhance the required signal. However, if the external
input feeding the input node is incorrect, then the required signal to the
corresponding output node will be diminished. The minimum number of errors
required to cause an error in an output node is:
s + a. M - (A/-l).c = 0

(4.2.64)

re-arranging gives:
M = (5+c).(c-a)‘1

(4.2.65)

where a is a constant. For a correctly activated input node a = 1 and for an
incorrectly activated corresponding input node a = -1. The maximum value of M is
achieved when a = 1.
Let:

M l = M\ a = 1

(4.2.66)
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M2 =M\ a = -1

(4.2.67)

as before, the required MER is given by (4.2.57) where the MER is given by:
MER = A/'.( (N - H).p{al) + H.p(a2))

(4.2.68)

M' = M2 + 2 r ; H > 0

(4.2.69a)

M' = M l + 2 r ; H = 0

(4.2.69b)

and the probability of alignment for an output node with a corresponding correct
input is p(al):
0 .5 .(A f'-M 7 )

p(al) =

.E

C ,•]; if M' > M l

(4.2.70a)

1=0

p(al) = 0; if M' < M l

(4.2.70b)

and the probability of alignment for an output node with a corresponding incorrect
input is p(a2):

p(a2) =

. E [ < M C ,]
/=0

(4.2.71)

for HN2, the lower bound on associativity for a network of size N is therefore:
W * (N-l - 2.H + a + p).(a + \i + l)-i + 2.r

(4.2.72)

and the upper bound is:
M’ * (N -1 - 2H + p ) . (p + I)*1 + 2r

(4.2.73)

The bounds on associativity given by the above equations were again derived using
interpolation and can be compared with simulated results by referring to Table
4.2.1. As before, the Table shows the percentage of networksfailed (i.e. one or
more incorrectly associated probes) for two network configurations of 30 and 100
nodes respectively and again the accuracy of the above equations is evident The
absolute lower bound derived from [McE87] cannot be used as a comparison in this
case as the network structure of HN2 is significantly different to that used in
[McE87].
To compare the equations for the capacity and associativity of both HN1 and HN2
we need to set H to zero in the above equations (note, equations 4.2.51 and 4.2.53
differ slightly from those in the previous section, as uniqueness of each stored
memory in relation to the others, was not enforced). Also for HN2, as there is no
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erroneous inputs, a = 1 for all nodes, M l - M and M2 will not exist (hence equation
4.2.69b). When this is done the formulae are identical (except equations 4.2.51,
4.2.53) to those presented for the capacity and hence the equations presented here
are general solutions for calculating both the capacity and associativity. This is
demonstrated by the inclusion of the results from probes of Hamming distance 0 in
Table 4.2.1 calculated using the above equations (noting that the bounds will differ
slightly from those in [Hou90d] due to the application of interpolation and the
enforcement of uniqueness).
Much research has been done on how to improve the performance of the Hopfield
network and some of the methods explored will now be considered.
4.2.5 Using the Delta rule to train the Hopfield network
As has been previously stated, the original Hopfield network when trained using the
Hebbian rule has a limited capacity. This is due to memories combining together so
that a memory which has the highest correlation with the probe is overruled by two
or more of the other stored memories with less individual correlation, but together
more than that of the correct stored memory. It is known that this situation can be
improved by modifying the original network to utilise nodes which have bipolar
(±1) threshold functions and the use of a non-zero diagonal in the nodal connection
matrix [Oh88]. The most obvious improvement based on memory code selection is
to ensure that the exemplar patterns stored are orthogonal (i.e. have zero cross
correlation) and in binary terms this means that half the bits between each memory
should be different. Although the use of certain memory codes improves the
number of patterns that can be stored and reduces the possibility of the network
converging to a spurious state, they impose a rather tight and undesirable constraint
on the patterns that can be stored. A significant increase in the capacity of the
Hopfield network can be achieved by applying error correction techniques to
repeatedly train the connection weights using the memories to be stored until all
memories are stable. A suitable training procedure for achieving this is the zero
matrix initialised delta rule (ZMIDR) and the application of this was explored in
[And83,Kak89] and is repeated here (in our notation) for convenience:
AW ^ 'M S m j- O p S ^

(4.2.74)

where
is the connection weight between node i in the input layer and node j in
layer 1, Sab is bit b of memory pattern j and Oj is the output of node j in layer 1. As
the method of training is based on the delta rule, we are unable to employ the
techniques introduced in the previous sections and so the results will be derived
from simulations only. To explore the increase in capacity, two networks having 30
and 50 nodes were trained using both methods. In the case of Hebbian rule training,
it was found that the resulting capacities were approximately 7 and 10 respectively.
In contrast, the capacities of the same networks trained using the ZMIDR when the
number of applications of the training rule was limited to 50 was approximately
equal to the number of nodes N. This result is based on the same implementation
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given in [Prad89] and repeats the results of that work. However to put these results
into a true perspective we must assess the associative capabilities of the two
networks [Hou90a].

4.2.6 The associativity of the delta trained network
One of the fundamental features of the Hopfield network is the amount of inherent
redundancy. The network can be partitioned into N single layer perceptrons each
with N inputs and N corresponding connection weights. In each perceptron, the N
connection weights have to map 2N possible inputs to a particular output column
vector of 2N elements. Evidently, for successful operation, the network is heavily
reliant on a simple mapping. Unfortunately, the complexity of the mapping
increases as the number of stored memories increases (due to the increase in
probability that the reversal of any bit in the probe will dictate that the probe is
closer to an alternative stored memory) and a point is soon reached where errors in
the mapping begin to occur [Hou90a]. It is known that the type of mapping that a
single layer network can perform is severely limited [Min69] and is equivalent to
the decision region formed by a single N dimensional hyperplane. This limitation of
a single layer structure clearly sets an upper bound on the associative capabilities of
the Hopfield network which is independent of the training scheme employed. To
demonstrate this, Table 4.2.2 shows the associativity "A" of the 30 and 50 node
networks when trained using the Hebbian and ZMIDR methods as described in the
previous section. The values for A were derived by applying 100 randomly chosen
probes of Hamming distance (H) 2,6,10 to each memory combination. Ten runs
were then carried out using different memory sets (i.e. 100 probes each) to
determine a reliable average. From Table 4.2.2, it can be seen that the improvement
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in stability of the stored memories when the ZMIDR is used does not give a
corresponding improvement in associativity. In fact, the associativity is
considerably worse than in the case where Hebbian training is used and this would
seem to question the usefulness of the Delta Rule in this application. However if
the nodal connection matrix is initialised using the Hebbian rule and then the Delta
rule is applied using the incremental weight update given in eqn. 4.2.74, the
network thus formed (HIDR) exhibits the capacity of the ZMIDR trained networks
and in addition, an associativity which in the main, equals or slightly exceeds that of
the networks trained using the Hebbian rule (see Table 4.2.2).
4.2.7 High order correlations (HOCs)
One method that can be employed to increase the capacity of an associative memory
is to use high-order correlations (HOCs) [Che86,Gil87,Prad88,Sej86]. HOCs are
the multiplication of two or more inputs together with a unique weight. They are an
extension to the perceptron which is a first order correlation model and were
considered in "Perceptrons" [Min69]. The general high order model has the
following characteristic equation [Prad88]:
Ok = B I P T d ^ .W y + Xj[Xi[Xi.Oj.Wijk\] + . . . )

(4.2.75)

where BIPT(jc) = 1; x > 0, BIPT(jc) = -1; x < 0, Oj = X,-; j=i and Wtjk is the
connection weight between nodes Xit Oj and O*. The advantage in using HOCs is
that any single layer structure of sufficient order can represent any desired mapping
[Gil87,Min69]. Training such a network is thus simplified, as there are no hidden
layers to contend with, and no local minima [Gil87]. In essence, the use of high
order terms are equivalent to previously specified hidden units in a multilayer
unitary order network (eg. multilayer perceptron) [Gil87].
The storage capacity of a HOC network that uses a correlation matrix of NN, of
which N are non-zero, has been shown to be able to store the maximum of 2(AL1) (no
direct connection between the output node and the input nodes of the same index)
memories. However, the stored memories must belong to either the set of odd
parity codes or the set of even parity codes [Prad88]. The use of parity codes
directly maps onto the architecture of such a machine as the process of multiplying
all the bits in the input will yield a positive result for even parity and a negative
result for odd parity and so the requirement for only N weights is somewhat
artificial. For a randomly chosen memory set, the number of non-zero connection
weights may need to grow exponentially as the length of input vector increases to
guarantee the correct output under all input conditions [Min69] and this is the major
drawback of the technique. However, work has been done to reduce the
combinatorial explosion of high order terms by using a priori knowledge on the
order of the problem and matching to this to the correlation order of the network
and some success has been achieved [Gil87].
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4.2.8 Using high order non-linearities in the three layer Hopfield network
With reference to the three layer model shown in Fig. 4.2.2. In our original
formulation of the transfer function of this model, the nodes in the middle layer,
layer 2, were unity gain linear summers and the output of these nodes represents the
correlation of each stored memory with the input probe. If we apply a non-linear
transfer function to these nodes, whose gradient at any point above zero is positive
and greater than unity then we can expand the difference between the outputs until
one becomes dominant [Tai88]. There are of course two different formulations one
can use:
The raising to a constant power.
Ok = (netk)a ; a > 1

(4.2.76)

or an exponential function.
Ok = (3<«**) s exp<'*'*ln<P»

(4.2.77)

where a , p are constants. To understand the operation of this modification consider
the following example. If we have a 10 node, 5 memory network whose two layer
representation has a non-zero diagonal nodal connection matrix and we apply one of
the memories, then we have one of the outputs of layer 2 equal to 10. Let us assume
that the other memories are very close in terms of Hamming distance compared to
the exemplar, say H - 2. Their output isthen 6 (Bipolar codes).Further, if we
consider the worst case, then these outputswill be aligned against the exemplar, for
at least one of the output nodes in layer 3. Such a memory set is:
E x e m p la r

+1 +1 + 1 +1 +1 +1 + 1 +1 + 1 + 1

M em ory 2

-1

M em ory 3

-1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 + 1 +1 +1 +1

M em ory 4

-1 +1 +1 -1

M em ory 5

-1 +1 + 1 + 1 - 1

-1 + 1 +1 +1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1

+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1
+ 1 + 1 +1 +1 + 1

and the leading bit on the left is the one under consideration. It is apparent that the
exemplar will be overruled by the other memories if a linear transfer function is
used for the nodes in layer 2. However, if we use a cubic function for the nodes in
the middle layer then the network will work correctly (i.e. 10 < 4x6 but 103 > 4x63).
The calculation of a, p in eqn.s (4.2.76, 4.2.77) for any combination of N,M is
relatively straightforward. Starting with the analysis for eqn. 4.2.76 and simplifying
the analysis by assuming that the worst case is when all memories are a Hamming
distance of 2 from the exemplar (actually, assuming each of the memories are
unique, then one will could be a Hamming distance of 1 and the others will be 2):
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=>

Na = (A/-l).(A-4)a

(4.2.78)

a = (ln(Af-1))/\n(N/(N-4))

(4.2.79)

and the analysis for eqn. (4.2.77) is:

=>

expMitf = (M - ^ .e x p ^ M

(4.2.80)

P = (M-X)Va

(4.2.81)

To assess which equation is to be preferred we can divide the output after
magnification given by eqn. 4.2.76 by the same output magnified using eqn. 4.2.77
and if this ratio (x) is less than one then eqn. 4.2.76 should be used otherwise eqn.
4.2.77:
X = W P /V

(4.2.82a)

replacing a,P and manipulating
=>

X = (Af-l)((ln W /to(W (A M )) - N/4)

(4.2.82b)

For N > 6 and M > 2, then eqn. 4.2.28 is greater than unity and therefore eqn. 4.2.77
will produce the smallest magnification. Although the technique will ensure perfect
recall, there is an obvious problem. As N increases, the increase in magnification
required to ensure perfect recall will increase exponentially. This rules out an
analogue implementation and requires floating point arithmetic from a digital
implementation which is costly in terms of hardware.
4.2.9 Using other non-linearities in the three layer Hopfield network
In this section we shall review some simple modifications which can be made to the
non-zero diagonal network each of which, improve the performance of the network.
By extending the techniques to be described, it is possible to show that the
conclusion of these modifications yield the Hamming network which has the ideal
characteristics for an associative memory [Hou90b]. To assess the improvements,
we will extend the analysis of capacity given earlier. The improvements in capacity
also give a corresponding improvement in associativity but this point will not be
made explicit as the purpose of this section is to show a natural progression between
the Hopfield and Hamming networks and not advocate one of the stages in between.
One feature of the Hopfield network is the automatic storage of each exemplar's
complement. Of course, the effective storage of the complement is generally
unwanted and so it would be useful to introduce a modification which prevented its
storage. A simple method for achieving this is to add a non-linear transfer function
to the nodes in layer 2 of Fig. 4.2.2 which will allow positive inputs through
unchanged but prevents negative excursions i.e.:
fitted) = netk; netk > 0

(4.2.83a)
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=>

f(netk) = 0;netk < 0

(4.2.83b)

f(net*) = QLIN (net,)

(4.2.83c)

where the quasi-linear function QLIN(;r) = x; x > 0, QLIN(x) = 0; x < 0 and is the
response of an “ideal diode”. This of course does limit the error correcting
capability of the network to inputs which are less than a Hamming distance of N/2
away. In practice however, if a random probe is applied to a memory set then the
correlation of the probe to half of the memories will be positive (i.e. less than a
Hamming distance of N/2) and equal to (I and so the modification should not cause
a problem in terms of the networks error correcting capability. As half (on average)
of the outputs of layer 2 will be negative, the capacity is approximately doubled as
shown below [Hou90b]. For an error to occur:

=>

(N-l) + 1 = (c-l).(A /-l)/2

(4.2.84)

M = 1 + 2JV/(c-l) + 1

(4.2.85)

M ‘ = M + 2.r

(4.2.86)

as before

where the values M \ c, r are defined and calculated as in section 4.2.3. We can see
the result of this modification by referring to the graph (derived from simulation
results) shown in Fig. 4.2.8 As expected, the resulting increase in capacity is
approximately double that of the non-zero-diagonal network shown in Fig. 4.2.7
The upper and lower bounds derived from the above equations are represented by
the vertical dashed lines and the accuracy is evident. This also demonstrates the
amenability of the analysis to modified networks as alluded to previously. We can
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Fig. 4.2.9 Structure of additional subtractor layer.
increase the relative difference in the amplitude of the node in layer 2 which
represents the required exemplar and the amplitude of the other nodes by
subtracting from each output of layer 2 the average of the remaining outputs of layer
1 (by using the average of the outputs, the amount subtracted is never greater than
any individual output). This can be done by adding an additional layer between
layer 2 and layer 3 of the three layer model to form a four layer model. This new
layer can be seen in Fig. 4.2.9 and can be described thus [Hou90b]:
Ot = QLINCO^, - a X k=l [OkJ])

(4.2.87)

where a = (Af-1)*1. The capacity for the subtractor circuit is derived thus [Hou90b]:

=>

3JV/2 - (c-1) - (c-l).(Af-l)/4 = 0

(4.2.88)

M = 3.(2JV/(c-l)-l))

(4.2.89)

M ‘ =M + 2.r

(4.2.90)

as before

The improvement in performance can be seen in the graph of Fig. 4.2.10. From the
graph, the upper and lower bounds derived analytically are not as accurate as
before. This is due to the modification affecting the distribution of possible outputs
such that they are no longer Gaussian and hence the calculation for the average
correlation is incorrect. Even so, the calculation is useful as an analytical approach
to determine the approximate improvement expected from the modification.
We can obtain further improvements by cascading additional subtractor circuits. As
each subtractor circuit is identical, we can emulate each additional circuit by
feeding the output of layer 3 to the input of layer 2. Layer 1,2 can then be allowed
to “iterate” until only one output remains positive. This also removes the necessity
for the connections between layer 1 and layer 4. This structure (which is described
in detail in the next section) will then exhibit a capacity and associativity that is
equal to the theoretical maximum that can be obtained and is equivalent to the
Hamming network which we shall now consider [Lip87a,b, Hou90b].
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Fig. 4.2.10 Graph showing bounds for modified (Subtractor) networks.

4.3 The Ham m ing Network
It is known from communication theory that the optimum minimum error classifier
for a fixed length binary signal whose bits are reversed randomly and independently
with a fixed probability, selects the pattern which is the minimum Hamming
distance from the corrupted input. The Hamming distance is the total number of bits
which are different between the two patterns. The Hamming network directly
implements this and it maybe thought of as a parallel correlator since the input is
multiplied by the stored patterns [Lip87a].

4.3.1 Programming the Hamming network
The Hamming network consists of three layers and is shown in Fig. 4.3.1. The
probe is applied to the input layer and the connection weights
within which the
memory patterns are stored, correlate the probe with each stored memory. The
nodes in layer 1,2 will then have some positive output, the magnitude of which is a
measure of the degree of correlation between the probe and the particular memory
that the node represents. The node with the most positive output in layer 2 is the
required memory and is selected by successively subtracting from each node a
fraction of the outputs of the other nodes in layer 2 until only one node remains
positive and all other nodes have an output of zero. The update equations can be
found in [Lip87a,b, Hou89d] and are repeated here (slightly modified) in our
notation:
Wij^Sji

(4.3.1)

Wkj= l ; k = j

(4.3.2a)

Wkj = 0; k * j

(4.3.2b)
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Fig. 4.3.1 Structure of Hamming network.
Wjk = a; j = k

(4.3.3a)

Wjk = - fr j * k

(4.3.3b)

netfri) = N + Z-, [XrWij]\ n = 0

(4.3.4a)

netjin) = X* [Ok.Wkj\\ n > 0

(4.3.4b)

Oj = netj

(4.3.5)

netk(n) = £j[Oj.Wjk\

(4.3.6a)

or alternatively
netk(n) = a.Oj=k - (3.2^* [Oj[

(4.3.6b)

Ok = QLIN (netk)

(4.3.7)

where Sab, is bit b in memory pattern a,
Wjh Wkj are the connection weights
between layers 0-1, 1-2, 2-1 respectively, netj, netk are the total input to layers 1,2,
Oj, Ok are the outputs of layers 1,2, QLIN(jt) = x; x > 0, QLIN(jc) = 0; x < 0, a,P are
constants and the N in eqn. 4.3.4a is to ensure that all correlations are positive (to
enable operation on probes that are greater than N/2 away from any stored memory).
To regenerate the exemplar output, a connection matrix Wu, which is the transpose
of the input matrix (W,y), is required to link the output of layer 2 to layer 3. Since the
output level at layer 2 can be quite small, the nodes in layer 3 must have a non
linear threshold response to restore the output of layer 3 to the required bipolar
signal levels. This is summarised below:
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wkI= su

(4.3.8)

netl = E*

(4.3.9)

x = netf

(4.3.10)

Oj = BWT(netj)

(4.3.11)

where the subscript / refers to layer 3 and BIPT(jc) = +1; x > 0, BIPT(jc) = -1; x < 0.
It is of course possible to use a weight matrix which is not the transpose of the input
matrix. In this case, a unidirectional pair-associator will be produced since each of
the stored exemplars will map onto an output pattern which can be different from
the exemplar.
4.3.2 Determining suitable values for a and P
The network is said to have converged if only one output in layer 2 remains
positive, the others being zero. To ensure convergence, we must determine suitable
values for the two constants a, (3 and to achieve this we must satisfy the following
three conditions:
(1)

All non-zero outputs of layer 2 must decrease in amplitude until such
time as there is only one non-zero output (the exemplar).

(2)

The relative difference in amplitude between the output representing the
exemplar (Ojj) and all other non-zero outputs must stay equal or
preferably increase with each subsequent iteration.

(3)

The output representing the exemplar (Ojj) must never go to zero.

To ensure the single non-zero output in layer 2 remains constant after convergence,
(conditions 1 and 3) the constant a should be set to 1. To calculate p we shall
assume the following:
(1)

There is one output which is more positive than any other (Ojj).

(2)

There are M' other non-zero outputs (Of, j * jl).

We can see from eqn. 4.3.6b that the maximum amount to be subtracted from Ojj
occurs when all other non-zero outputs are equal and related to 0 }1 thus:
Ojj = Oj + Av

(4.3.12)

where Av is the change in output for a 1 bit change in input. The upper bound for p
is when Ojj is made zero thus:
from eqn. 4.3.6b
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=>

(X.Ojj - fi.M'.Oj

(4.3.13)

p = (Oj + Av)/(M’.0j)

(4.3.14)

the lower bound for P is when Oj is made zero thus:

=>

a .Oj = p.M'.<9; + p.Av

(4.3.15)

P = Oj /(M'.Oj + Av)

(4.3.16)

As N tends to infinity, both the upper and lower bounds tend to 1/M'. However, for
an arbitrary memory set and probe, we cannot predict what the actual value of M'
will be and so for correct operation, irrespective of the particular combination of
memories and probe, we must set p as follows:
M' = M -1

(4.3.17)

P=1/(M-1)

(4.3.18)

i.e. the amount subtracted in eqn. 4.3.6b will be the average value of the other
outputs in layer 2, which guarantees that the amount subtracted is never greater than
the highest output and never lower than the smallest output
4.3.3 Calculating the maximum number of iterations to reach a solution
An important parameter of the Hamming network is the maximum number of
iterations required to reach the solution (converge) [Hou91b]. The reason for this,
is that in the basic model suggested by Lippmann [Lip87a,b], there is no signalling
to the outside world that the network has converged. It is therefore necessary to
wait a sufficient time to ensure the solution is reached and this time must be the
maximum iteration time (nmax). To find nmax we must do two things. Firstly, we
must find the combination of outputs that will give us the slowest decrease in each
output whilst keeping at least two outputs positive and secondly, we must derive an
expression which models the behaviour of these outputs with time. In the previous
section we derived a value for P (1/(M-1)). This tells us that the reduction in output
with each iteration is proportional to the number and amplitude of the non-zero
outputs. From this we can define the worst case combination of memories thus
[Hou91b]:
Definition 4.3.1
There are two outputs Ojj (the exemplar) and Oj2. The
other outputs are as close to zero as possible such that they
minimise the amount subtracted from Ojj and Oj2 and all
go to zero after the first iteration (i.e. M-3 outputs will be
at a Hamming distance of N-l and one output at a
Hamming distance ofN (the complement o f the exemplar)).
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From eqn. 4.3.6b and starting from n = 1
Oj,(n+1) = Ojj(n) - UOj,(n) + Oj2(n))

(4.3.19)

Oj2(n+l) = Oj2(n) - P.(Oj,(n) + 0 , » )

(4.3.20)

Sum(/t) = Oji(n) + Oj2(n)

(4.3.21)

Diff(«) = On (n) - Oj2(n)

(4.3.22)

=>

Sum(n+1) = (l-P).Sum(/i)

(4.3.23)

and

Diff(n+1) = (l+P).Diff(n)

(4.3.24)

let:

after nmax iterations
Oj2(nmJ = 0

(4.3.25)

Sum(nmM) = Diff(/imal)

(4.3.26)

Sum(flmax) = Sum(l).(l -

(4.3.27)

and

Diff(/zmax) = Diff(l).(l + P)nmax

(4.3.28)

=>

nmax = ln(Sum(l)/Diff(l))An((l+P)/(l-P))

(4.3.29)

nmax » ^(M-l).ln(Sum(l)/Diff(l))

(4.3.30a)

* l/i(M-l).ln((2JV-3).(M-2)/M)

(4.3.30b)

where

noting that /zmax is counted from 1. Obviously, the calculated value of nmax will be a
real number. As the number of iterations must be an integer, nmax should be
rounded up to the nearest integer to get the value required. From the above
equations, the maximum iteration time for a 30 input network having 10, 20
memories is 18, 38 respectively. For a 60 node network having 10, 20 memories
the maximum number of iterations is 21, 45 respectively.
4.3.4 Improving the structure of the Hamming network
Compared to the Hopfield network, the performance of the Hamming network is
exemplary in the sense that the capacity C is equal to 2N and the associativity for
any arbitrarily chosen probe is 100%. Although the characteristics of the network
are ideal, the structure is non-optimal and we have suggested two structural
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Fig. 4.3.2 Diagram showing layers 0-3 of modified Hamming network.
modifications which optimise its performance in terms of the connections and hence
calculations required for any particular configuration [Hou90b, 91b]. The first three
layers of the modified structure can be seen in Fig. 4.3.2.
4.3.5 Reducing the connections between layer 1 and layer 2
We can reduce the number of connections between the input layer and layer 1 by
adding an additional layer between them and this extra layer can be seen in Fig.
4.3.2. Assuming that the number of memories is an even number, the number of
nodes in in the new layer 1 is equal to the number of memories (M). The memory
patterns are then considered in pairs (Smj and S(m+iy) with each pair being assigned
to two alternate nodes in layer 1. The memory pairs are then compared. If a
particular bit is identical in both memories (Smj = S(m+iy) then a connection is made
between the corresponding node in the input layer and the even numbered node in
layer 1 associated with the memory pair, the weight being Smj. If the bits under
comparison are different, then the connection is made to the odd numbered node,
the weight being again equal to Smj. Each even node in layer 1 is connected to the
two nodes in layer 2 that represent the memory pair with a connection strength of
+1. The odd node is connected to the same two nodes in layer 3 but this time the
connection is +1 to the node in layer 2 representing memory m and -1 to the node
representing memory m+1. This may be expressed as follows:
Wi r 'M S j,S (j+1)i+ 1)

(4.3.31)

Wi(j+1) =

(4.3.32)

-

Sji.S(j+1)j)

(4.3.33)

wjk = U k = j
W /o t+ i) =

1;

(4.3.34)

k =j
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W( j + l ) k = ^ k = j

(4.3.35)

^(/'+n(/t+i) =

(4.3.36)

Wkl = a \ k = l

(4.3.37)

Whl = - f r k * l

(4.3.38)

Wlk= l ; k = l

(4.3.39)

where j e the set of even numbers which are less than or equal to M.
The update equations are:
netj(0) = X, [Xj.Wjj]

(4.3.40)

netj(n>0) = l k [O k.W kj]

(4.3.41)

netk(n) =

(4.3.42)

[Oj.Wjk]

nett(n) = X*

(4.3.43)

Oj = netj

(4.3.44)

Ok = netk

(4.3.45)

0 { = QLIN(;2^)

(4.3.46)

The number of connections between the input layer and layer 2 in the modified
structure is V2 .N.M (layer 0 to layer 1) + lA .M (constant of value N to the even
numbered nodes in layer 2, not shown) + 2.M (layer 1 to layer 2). The original
structure has N.M (layer 0 to layer 1) + M (constant of value N to layer 1, not
shown) connections and so there is a net saving which approaches 50% for large
N M • This saving can be seen from the examples given in Table 4.3.1. As the input
signal to layer 3 in the modified network is identical to the input signal to layer 2 in
the original network then previous discussion applies equally to the connections
between layer 2 and layer 3 of the original network (see Fig. 4.3.1). If the number
Hopfield
Hamming •
Modified Hamming
N M
Wij4Wji L ayer.2 T otal
Wij-fWji Layer 2? T otal
50 '•.20' 7650
1090
600
1690
mmMm:
50 50
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6475
(111 50
3«4
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2*4
1*4
5.2e5
.
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lilll
l llll lllll
lili? § 1 1 1 7.5*5
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1*51
1 .6 * 5
i l l i i i i i i •:'7lSeS
5eS
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Table 4.3.1 Comparison of Hopfield. Hamming and Modified Hamming.
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of memories is odd, Af-1 memories should be paired as before and the remaining
odd node in layer 2 directly connected to the outputs of layer 1 as in the original
network. Although the majority of connections are between layer 0 and 1 (and layer
2 and 3) in the original network, they are not the dominant factor when considering
the calculation time in a sequential digital implementation. The reason for this is
two-fold. Firstly, the connection weights are ±1 making calculation trivial.
Secondly, the selection layer must iterate to converge to the correct solution so that
the number of effective connections is the product of the number of actual
connections and the number of iterations required. Before considering the reduction
in connections for the selection layer, it is important to realise that the above
improvements apply only to an application specific (ASIC) design where the
required memories are already known.
If the design is intended to be
programmable, then no improvement can be made to the number of connections
between the input layer and layer 1 [Hou91b].
4.3.6 Reducing the number of connections in the selection layer
To facilitate a reduction in the number of connections in the selection layer we can
change the value of the direct link (k = f) from a to a+p. This allows us to remove
the weights Wjk; k * /, as only one calculation is required for the -(3. This may be
achieved by an extra node which is shown in Fig.4.3.2. The connections from the
output of layer 2 to the input of the extra node have a value of -1 and the
connections from the output of the extra node to the input of layer 3 are +1. The
node itself is a linear summer with a gain of p. The difference in the new structure
can be described thus;
Wu = a + p; k = /

(4.3.47)

Wlk= l; l = k

(4.3.48)

nett = Ok=l.Wk=ll - pX k[Ok]

(4.3.49)

Of = QLIN (neti)

(4.3.50)

The connections in the selection layer have been reduced from M.(A/+1) to 4M and
the number of floating point calculations have been reduced from M.(M-1) to M.
4.3.7 The performance of the improved Hamming network
Table 4.3.1 shows the number of calculations required for various network
configurations. An empirical equation for the average number of iterations required
by the “selection layer” to reach a solution (less than 3 outputs > 0) was found by
simulation to be approximately MU and these simulations were used to generate
both the Hamming and optimised Hamming results in Table 4.3.1. To compare the
results, figures are also given for the fully interconnected Hopfield network (non
zero diagonals) assuming convergence takes place in 3 iterations (again found by
simulation). As can be seen, the improvements are considerable and the results
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therefore endorse the modifications suggested in the previous sections. It is
interesting to note that for M < N & 9 < V, the optimised Hamming network will
require less calculations (on average) than the Hopfield network, whilst delivering a
superior performance in terms of both capacity and associativity.

4.4 An RBF associative memory
There are many ways in which we can realise the selection layer when
implementing the Hamming network. For example, in a digital implementation
perhaps the simplest technique is to do a sequential comparison, comparing each
output of layer 1 with the previously encountered maximum that is locally stored.
In an analogue implementation, the intrinsic characteristics of semiconductor diodes
can be put to use to select the highest input to the selection layer [Bat74]. In VLSI,
the MOS transistors can be operated in the sub-threshold region where they exhibit
an exponential transfer function to realise the same effect [Gran91, Tay91]. As
there is a multiplicity of possible configurations for the selection layer which are not
based on the neural network philosophy, we shall consider the selection layer as a

Input Xi

Weights Wij
Selection Layer

Outputs Oj

Outputs Ok

Fig. 4.4.1 Diagram showing a simplified representation of the Hamming network.
"black box" that carries out the appropriate function. The simplified structure of the
Hamming network can be seen in Fig. 4.4.1. We can rewrite the simplified transfer
function of the Hamming network thus:
n e ^ N + XilXi.Wij]

(4.4.1)

Oj = netj

(4.4.2)

Ok = 1; &= max((9;)

(4.4.3a)

Ok = 0; k * max(0;)

(4.4.3b)
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Fig. 4.4.2 Diagram showing structure of RBF associative memory.
where netj is the total input to layer 1, X{ is the input to the network (probe), W{j is
the connection weight between layer 0,1, N is the total number of inputs and the
function max() returns the subscript of the particular node Oj which has the most
positive output. The network is programmed as before:
Wij = Sji

(4.4.4)

where Sab is bit b in memory pattern a. The Hamming network described above is
intended for digital inputs only. As the RBF function measures the Euclidian
distance directly, we can generalise to an arbitrary analogue input by replacing the
perceptron layer in layer 1 by an RBF layer. Thus we have a structure which is
identical to the RBF feature extractor described in chapter 2, except that in this case,
the output is taken from the selection layer. The structure of the RBF associative
memory is depicted in Fig. 4.4.2 and its transfer function can be expressed as
follows:
(4.4.5)
Oj = f(-netj) = exp(-netj)

(4.4.6)

Ok = 1;k = max(0j)

(4.4.7a)

Ok = 0; Jc* max(Op

(4.4.7b)

and the training equation is:
Wij

= Sji

(4.4.8)

where Ok is the output of layer 2 and assuming now that Sji now represents the
analogue value of dimension i in memory pattern j. To reconstruct the analogue
exemplar, we can add a perceptron layer with the following characteristics:
netl = Zk [Wkl.OA

(4.4.9)
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0 { = neti

(4.4.10)

and the training equation is:
Wu - S u

(4.4.11)

where neth Oh Wkl is the total input to layer 3, the output of layer 3 and the
connection weight between layer 2,3. The above network does not employ the
variable a which is a measure of the width of each RBF. This is because the
network is programmed with a priori knowledge of the memories expected and so it
is assumed that every input will be a corrupted version of the programmed
exemplars. It also assumes that the inputs to each memory can be equally
corrupted. In chapter 6, we shall introduce a trained version of the above network
which can ascertain the exemplars from a noisy input and also determine the extent
of noise experienced by each exemplar so that should an input be outside the
expected noise limits, a don't know response can be elicited.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter we have considered the third level in our simple model of perception;
Associative memories. An associative memory must take the objects (words,
geometric figures etc) formed by mapping basic features together and compare them
with those stored objects gained from previous experience. As the data itself is used
to recall the memory patterns, then the structure required is an associative (content
addressable) memory. In the introduction we reviewed the first ANN memory
structures and briefly described how they were analysed using analogies with the
behaviour of spin systems derived from statistical mechanics and the use of non
linear stability criteria. Although the Hopfield network was not revolutionary in its
concept, it has none the less attracted a great deal of interest and resources to the
discipline and is also representative of a genre of network architectures. For these
reasons we have considered it in detail. One of the underlying themes of this thesis
is engineering efficiency and so to accommodate this we have concentrated on the
performance of the network and its derivatives. To this end, we have defined two
performance parameters, capacity and associativity, which enable a complete profile
of a particular network's performance to be obtained. Capacity is the ability to store
a set of memories, and associativity is the ability to recall them from a corrupted
probe. We then demonstrated a simple technique which can be used to obtain the
upper and lower bounds on capacity for Hebbian trained networks. The technique
can generate approximate values for the number of stored memories that can be
recalled before errors occur (lower bound on capacity) and the number of stored
memories that will cause at least one error/network (upper bound). An important
feature of the analysis is that it can be extended to other structural modifications of
a Hebbian trained network to enable rapid prediction of a particular configurations
capabilities.
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The upper and lower bounds were calculated for two network configurations and
compared graphically with results derived from simulations. The formal results
presented confirm the higher capacity of a fully connected Hopfield network over
one that has a zero-leading diagonal in the nodal connection matrix. We then
extended the same technique to calculate the error correcting capability
(associativity). The technique can generate approximate values for both the upper
and lower bounds of associativity as a function of the Hamming distance of the
probe. An important feature of the analysis is that it is very amenable to being
applied to modified Hebbian trained networks and this was demonstrated by the
consideration of two different network structures. Comparisons were made
graphically between calculated results, simulations and the absolute lower bound on
associativity given in [McE87]. Also, equivalence was demonstrated between the
formulae derived for the bounds on associativity and those previously derived for
capacity when the probe had a Hamming distance of zero.
Having shown that the performance of the Hopfield network is limited, we analysed
some alternative schemes which are intended to rectify this. One method is train the
network using the delta rule. We found however that the large improvement in
capacity when the delta rule is applied does not give a corresponding improvement
in associativity. This observation leads us to the conclusion that the inherent
limitations of the single layer structures found within the Hopfield network limit its
application in terms of its error correcting capability. However, if 100%
associativity is not required then the combination of an optimised structure (nodes
that exhibit a bipolar threshold function) and a Hebbian initialised Delta trained
nodal connection matrix yields a superior performance in terms of both capacity and
associativity to a network trained using either the Hebbian or delta rules separately.
Other techniques used to improve performance were considered such as the use of a
power law to increase the difference between the exemplar and the other memories
and the use of higher order products. The combinatorial explosion associated with
higher order correlation memories was perceived as a problem by Minsky in 1969.
This, in the main, is still true excepting that progress has been made using a priori
knowledge to keep the number of terms to a minimum. For the non-linear
functions, it was shown that an exponential function was the most efficient in
achieving the desired results. Although effective, the magnification necessary to
achieve a perfect performance requires the use of floating point arithmetic with a
large exponent to handle the enormous numbers generated which renders the
technique unsatisfactory. We then suggested a logical sequence of improvements to
the original network and presented appropriate formulae (based on the technique
used to derive capacity and associativity) for the capacity of each new structure.
These improvements led us to a network whose characteristics in terms of both
capacity and associativity is equal to the theoretical maximum. This structure is the
Hamming network.
The Hamming network is an example of a binary associative memory which
exhibits unlimited capacity (subject to the theoretical limit for an N bit binary vector
of 2N) and 100% associativity. The structure of the network was reviewed and
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found to be sub-optimal in terms of the number of connections required. We then
suggested modification which minimise the number of connections in both the
correlation layers (applicable to application specific designs only) and selection
layers and how an arbitrary analogue associative memory may be constructed by
exchanging the perceptron structure of layer 1 with one using RBF nodes. With the
improvements suggested, the Hamming network becomes an efficient structure for
realising both a binary and an analogue associative memory.
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In this chapter, we shall consider the penultimate stage in our simple model of
perception, hypothesis evaluation. It is here that the inputs from the senses and the
inputs from memory are combined to ascertain what is being perceived. As far as
this thesis is concerned, it is the last level that we shall consider, as the complexity
of higher levels (emotional influences etc) are beyond what is envisaged in an
artificial system and therefore beyond the scope of this work.
In our simple model of perception, the inputs arrive from the mapping networks,
autoassociative memories and down from the higher levels of brain function. This
enables the perceptual system to assess the difference between the current input and
objects previously encountered. Not only does this allow new objects to recognised
but also suggests what object the input most resembled thereby initiating
appropriate action to be taken. As far as evolution is concerned, the ability to know
that another animal is similar in certain features to a known predator has obvious
advantages. With Human memory, we know that the perception of one object often
reminds us of another. For example, most of us have had the experience of seeing a
strangers face which reminds us of a friend's. Although we know there is a
similarity, we are also aware that the similarity is not sufficient and so the face is
unknown. Hence it would seem that in biological systems, the inputs to the
hypothesis evaluation arrive from the classification stages as well as the associative
memory.
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Part of the process of evaluating the incoming data is to associate certain sensory
patterns together. In particular, it is known that the sense of smell can evoke strong
memories. Once a particular memory is recalled, that in itself may recall further
memories. This chain of associations maybe thought of as a finite state machine
with each subsequent state being a product of the current state and the current inputs
from the senses. One of the most obvious examples of a network designed to
demonstrate the decision processes fundamental to hypothesis evaluation is the
semantic interactive activation and competition (IAC) network [Rum86] which we
shall now consider.

5.1 Interactive activation and competition (IAC)
The IAC is a semantic network an example of which is shown in Fig 5.2.1 and the
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Fig. 5.2.1 Example of an Interactive activation and competition network.
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Table 5.2L1 Characteristics o f individuals belonging to two gangiE jiS f
associations are tabulated in Table 5.2.1. As with all semantic networks, each node
represents the output of many thousand neurons and is a high level description of
their individual outputs. The example shown is taken from [Rum86] and represents
the various characteristics of the rival “Jets and sharks” gang members depicted in
the musical “West side story”.
The network contains a central evaluation network and is surrounded by six input
pools. These input pools can be thought of as the output of the mapping and
memory networks associated with each sense. Each input pool contains a
characteristic (eg. names, ages, occupations etc.) and they are connected by bi
directional positive links to one or more nodes in the evaluation centre.
Characteristics which are associated together are connected to the same node in the
evaluation centre (known as "activation"). The nodes in the evaluation centre have
negative connections between each other and this corresponds to the "competition"
element of the networks operation. The network operates as follows. The known
inputs are applied to the input pools and the nodes in the evaluation centre will be
activated to some degree. The network will iterate while the known inputs are still
applied and unknown inputs will be generated until such time that the network
stabilises. At this time, the nodes in the evaluation centre will be at different levels
with one (ideally) being higher than the others. The nodes within the input pools
will also be at some level (if they were not initially known) which represents how
true the hypothesis (highest node in evaluation centre) is. This network is similar in
operation to the memory circuits such as the Hopfield net. It also shares the
problem of settling to non-stored states (highest node in each input pool have no
common association). This is caused by the known inputs being constantly applied
which activates the nodes (other than the “correct” one) in the evaluation centre to
which they are connected. These other nodes can in certain circumstances “gang
together” to raise an unknown and incorrect input, higher than the input which is
connected to the highest node in the evaluation centre. This is identical to the
problem of cross correlation noise which limits the performance of the Hopfield
network and was described in the previous chapter. The situation can be improved
if the known inputs are removed after time zero. The nodes in the evaluation centre
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will then operate like the “selection layer” of the Hamming network (if the
connection weights are chosen carefully) and ramp themselves down until only one
node in the evaluation centre remains positive.
There are other networks that can associate different patterns together. An example
of such a network is the bidirectional associative memory.

5.2 The bidirectional associative memory (BIAM)
The BIAM introduced by Kosko, is an hetroassociative structure that is able to
generate a direct association between two arbitrarily chosen memory patterns
[Kos87,88]. The network is very similar to the autoassociative correlation matrix
memories (i.e. Hopfield network) considered in the previous chapter. The two layer
network which is shown in Fig. 5.3.1 has two inputs X,-, Xk and two outputs Oj, Ot.
If we assume that the network has been trained to associate patterns A,B together,
when we apply probe A to input Xr an output A will be produced at Ok and an
output B will be produced at <?/. Alternatively, if probe B is applied to Xk then the
same two outputs will again be produced. Hence, the application of one pattern to
its corresponding input will generate its associated pattern. Kosko has introduced
two basic types of BIAM, the synchronous and asynchronous [Kos87,88], In the
asynchronous model, nodes are updated the instant the input crosses the threshold.
Synchronous operation must wait for a clocking signal. Although more biologically
plausible, the asynchronous is less straightforward to implement (apart from
continuous analogue designs) and so we shall restrict ourselves in the following to
the synchronous model.

Input Xi
Output Oj

Weights Wij

Input Xk

Output Ok
Weights Wkl
Weights Wjk

Input Xk
Weights Wlj

Output Ol

Fig. 5.3.1 Structure of bidirectional associative memory.
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5.2.1 Training the bidirectional associative memory
As we have stated, there is a large resemblance between the BIAM and the Hopfield
network considered in chapter 4. To highlight this similarity we can redraw the
BIAM and present it as shown in Fig. 5.3.2. In this figure, the two patterns to be

Output Oj
Weights Wjk

Weight

Output Ok

Weights Wkj

Fig. 5.3.2 Redrawn BIAM to resemble Hopfield network.
associated are concatenated together to form a vector of length equal to the sum of
the two individuals vector lengths. The connection matrix joining layer 1, 2 (W;/t) is
slightly different to that used in the Hopfield network. Instead of being almost fully
connected (remembering the zero diagonal in nodal connection matrix), there are
only the cross connections between the two patterns to be associated and no
autoassociative connections (see Fig. 5.3.2). Let us assume that the length of the
pattern pairs to be associated are N1 and N2 and the combined vector is represented
as 8 ^ (i.e. combined memory pattern a bit b). The training of the BIAM can be
summarised by the following equations [Kos88] which are again written in the
notation used throughout this thesis:
(5.3.1a)
(5.3.1b)
W/'/fc ~

(5.3.2a)

[ S m j- S m k b

l< j< N l,N 2 < k < (N l+ N 2 ) OR N2 < j < (N1+N2), 1 < k < N1
Wik = 0; otherwise

(5.3.2b)
(5.3.3a)
(5.3.3b)
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netj(n) = Xi [Xi.Wij\;n = 0

(5.3.4a)

netfn) = l k [Ok.Wkj]\ n> 0

(5.3.4b)

Oj ~ netj

(5.3.5)

netk(n) = Z;- [Oj.Wjk\

(5.3.6)

Ok = f(netj) = BIPT(net£)

(5.3.7)

5.2.2 The performance and stability of the BIAM
From the above, it can be seen that the training equations used for the BIAM are
identical to those used in training the Hopfield network (allowing for the incomplete
connection matrix). The use of a Hebbian type rule means that the performance of
the BIAM will be similar to that of the Hopfield network considered in chapter 4
using the same performance criteria, namely capacity and associativity. Kosko
found that using bipolar codes improved the performance of the network [Kos88]
and this agrees with results from using bipolar codes with the Hopfield network
[Oh88]. In fact, the capacity of the network will be identical to that of a normal
Hopfield network whose number of neurons in each layer (N) is equal to the
smallest of N1 and N2 [Was89]. The calculation of associativity is slightly more
complex due to the reliance on the iterations through the connection matrix
associated with each pattern in the pairs. As the input probe progresses through the
network and is modified by it, one would imagine that those nodes and connection
matrix that correspond to the smaller of the pair to be associated would exhibit a
poorer error correcting capability than the larger. One could reasonably assume
therefore that the associativity of the network is somewhere between the
corresponding associativities exhibited by two Hopfield networks of N1,N2 nodes
although actual analysis has yet to be performed.
The stability of the BIAM is considered using similar techniques to those employed
on the Hopfield network. Kosko has shown (using a similar technique to that
employed by Hopfield [Hop82]) that the network decreases its computational
energy with each change in node activation [Kos88]. Alternatively, for the
asynchronous case, we can apply the Cohen-Grossberg stability theorem which
admits a global Liapunov or energy function [Coh83]. If the function is bounded
(i.e. there exists fixed point(s) which have a basin of attraction surrounding them)
then the network will be stable. Kosko has shown that this is the case for the BIAM
[Kos88]. The model of the BIAM that we have considered is programmed using a
priori knowledge of the patterns that we wish to associate. A modification is to
apply the programming algorithm (eqn. 5.3.2, multiplied by a gain term g) as probes
are applied [Kos87]. Assuming that the noise added to the pattern vectors has a
mean of zero, the network will adapt itself in such a way so as to store the exemplar
of each pattern.
Although we have only considered a bidirectional case we can of course extend the
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Weights Wij
Output Oj
Weights Wjk

Input Xi

Output Ok
Weights Wkj

Fig. 5.3.3 Diagram showing a possible configuration of a tridirectional memory.
basic model. As an example, the structure of a tridirectional network is shown in
Fig. 5.3.3. Although interesting, the BIAM suffers from the same poor performance
as the Hopfield network, which like the Hopfield network, is intrinsic to its structure
and operation. Of course, one could apply techniques such as high-order
correlations or high order powers to improve performance but these will suffer from
the same drawbacks that were apparent when these techniques were discussed in the
previous chapter.

5.3 A hypothesis evaluator based on the Hamming network
Having shown that a modified Hopfield network can operate as a hetroassociative
memory it would seem feasible that we could achieve the same function from the
Hamming network by employing a suitable modification. In fact we alluded to this
modification in the previous chapter. To reiterate, in the Hamming network, the
probe is correlated with each of the stored memories. The closest memory to the
probe (exemplar) will be apparent by the node in layer 2 that has the most positive
output This output is then selected by effectively subtracting the average of the
outputs in layer 2, in layer 3, until only one output remains positive and non-zero.
To reconstruct the exemplar, a connection matrix which is the transpose of the
correlation matrix is required between layers 3 and 4. However, if we were to
change the sign of some or all of the weights in an appropriate way (eg. multiply
them by -1), then we can generate an arbitrary mapping. Thus we would have an
hetroassociative unidirectional memory. To enable a probe corresponding to the
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new mapping to be used in conjunction with the original probe, we can concatenate
the two input together as we did earlier with the additional connection matrix
elements being calculated in the usual way. To generate a series of exemplars or
"train of thought", we can connect the output of the network to the input. Thus an
input will generate a different output (the output must be different for the series of
exemplars to be generated), this will be fed back to form a new input which in turn
will generate a new output and so the process repeats either ending in a self
generating pattern or cycle. As with the autoassociative Hamming network, the
hetroassociative Hamming network will exhibit perfect recall of the nearest
exemplar to the probe irrespective of the number or nature of the memories stored
and we can of course replace the perceptron layer by a layer of RBF nodes to form a
hypothesis evaluator that can accommodate analogue inputs.

5.4 Summary
In this chapter we have considered the fourth level of perception; hypothesis
evaluation. It is at this stage that the input from the various senses and memories
gained from previous experience are combined to give a "sense" of what is being
perceived. Not only does this stage use the current stimulus to assess what action to
initiate but it also makes use of the previous deliberations of itself. This "train of
thought" may be considered as a finite state machine. One could imagine that
circuits such as these would enable language to be spoken with different levels of
hierarchy being responsible for the meaning of a sentence, its actual composition
and the temporal sequence of phonemes.
An example of an hypothesis evaluator is the interactive activation and co-operation
network. This is a semantic network whose basic nodes represent distinct entities.
We briefly reviewed the network using the example given in [Rum86]. This type of
network is very similar in operation to the bidirectional associative memories
(BIAM) of Kosko. It is also known that the BIAM is very similar in operation to
the Hopfield network which was considered in chapter 4. This similarity was
highlighted and using it we are able to determine the level of performance expected
from the network. Like the Hopfield network, the BIAM has a limited capacity and
associativity which appears intrinsic to the structure. In terms of engineering
efficiency, the poor performance in relation to the number of connections required
makes the network unsuitable as a hypothesis evaluator. A network which is known
to have ideal characteristics as an autoassociative memory is the Hamming network.
We can modify the Hamming network to form a hetroassociator and by increasing
the number of inputs we can form a hypothesis evaluator which will have the
required characteristics. We can extend its capabilities to analogue inputs by
replacing the perceptron nodes in the first layer by RBF nodes.
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The various RBF networks that have been introduced in the previous chapters have
had various structural characteristics in common. The purpose of this chapter is to
demonstrate how these networks can be connected and trained to form a simple
model of perception and also to bring the architectural similarities together to form
a unified network architecture and training strategy. Before doing this we shall
briefly revue the networks previously introduced. The first level in our simple
model of perception is feature extraction and this was covered in chapter 2.

6.1 F eature extraction
As we have said, for a self-organising network to operate as a feature extractor, it
must adapt itself in such a way so as to quantise the statistical distribution of the
inputs within the input state space [Koh88a,b,Lip87a]. To this end we introduced in
chapter 2 an ANN RBF structure whose adjustable parameters were trained in
accordance with the statistical mean and variance of the input distribution which
occurred within the range of the node to be trained (see Fig. 6.1.1). This was done
by equating the mean and variance of the input with the corresponding mean and
variance of the transfer characteristics of the RBF nodes in layer 1. The transfer
function and statistically derived training equations were given in chapter 2 and are
summarised here for convenience:
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Weights Wij
Input Xi

Selection Layer

Outputs Oj
Outputs Ok
Fig. 6.1.1 Diagram showing structure of RBF feature extractor.
netfri) = Z,- [X,{n) - W^n)]2

(6.1.1)

Opt) = f(-netj(n).afn)A) = exp (-netfn).a]{n)-1)

(6.1.2)

Ok(n) = 1; k = max(Oj{n))

(6.1.3a)

Ok(n) = 0; £ * max{Ofn))

(6.1.3b)

1) = (p Jij.Wfop + Xl{nJ+l)).®.nj +l)-i
afnfr 1) = fly-(/i/.).(p./i/. +1)-1 + netj(nj+l).$.nj -1

(6.1.6)
(6.1.7)

where X { is the input to the network,
are the connection weights between the
input and layer 1, a} represents the radius of the RBF, Oj and Ok are the outputs of
layers 1,2 respectively, the function max() returns the subscript of the particular
node Oj which has the most positive output, the index n refers to the temporal
position of its associated variable and P is a variable that has been introduced to
compensate for the fact that the neuron being trained may not have reached its final
location. The selection layer (the structure of which is not explicitly shown) is used
to select the node to be trained during the training phase. The output of the network
is taken from the RBF neurons and these connect to either other feature extractors or
classifiers.

6.2 Classifiers and mapping networks
Classifiers or mapping networks must take the various features emanating from the
feature extractors and combine them into a known form. For example, in one of
Kohonens application of his feature map (i.e. his phonetic typewriter) identical
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phonemes were distributed at various places within the map separated by other
phonemes [Koh88b]. The mapping network would map identical phonemes
together and combine this with the stream of phonemes already received to enable
word classification to take place. One of the earliest classifiers was the perceptron
which was reviewed in chapters 1 and 3. It is perhaps ironic that this simple one
layer structure was responsible for the both the initial interest in learning machines
in the 1960s and, because of its theoretical limitations, for the demise in interest of
neural networks as a research discipline in the 1970s. Although interesting, the
basic one layer device could not produce an arbitrary mapping from input to output.
Such a mapping could be produced by a three layer device but no training algorithm
existed for such structures when the limitations of the perceptron were being
explored. However, algorithms did emerge in the later part of the 70s and early 80s
and two of the most notable were backpropagation and simulated annealing both of
which were considered in chapter 3. In general, the training time for the simulated
annealing algorithm is impractically large. Backpropagation, although better in this
regard is still somewhat lethargic in its convergence characteristics. In chapter 3,
we surmised that this is due, in part, to the flexibility of the structure. Briefly, the
nodes in the first layer of a three layer MLP form the sides to geometric figures
which surround the region of interest in the input state space. However, any of the
nodes in the first layer can form any one of the sides of the geometric figures.
Hence, it would seem that a great deal of the training time is wasted in sorting
which node performs which task. To address this, we proposed a two layer network
based on the RBF. By using predefined regions, this indulgence in flexibility was
removed to a large extent. Also, by using hyperspherical decision regions that arc,
by definition, continuous and continuously differentiable we were able to apply a
modified form of the delta rule to train the new network. The transfer function of
the RBF network and its training equations (for the hyperellipsoid) were described
in chapter 3 and are again summarised here for convenience:
netk = Xj [Oj.Wjk\ + Wck

(6.2 . 1)

Ok = f(netk) = l/O+expC-wer*))

(6.2 .2)

netj = Zi lAv.QCr W p]

(6.2.3)

Oj = f(netj) = e\p(-netp

(6.2.4)

and the training equations are:
Wjk(n+l) = Wjk(n)+AWjk

(6.2.5)

Wck(n+l) = Wck(n) + AWck

(6.2 .6)

W jj(n+ l) = W ^ n ) + AW jj

(6.2.7)

A^n+ l) = A ^n) + AAy

( 6 .2 . 8)
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where
AW jk = g.(Rk -O k).Ok.( \- O k).Oj

(6.2.9)

W * = g.(Rk - Ok).Ok.(\ - Ok).Oc

(6.2.10)

AWij = -g.(dE/dOj).-Or 2Aj.(Xi - W p

(6 .2 . 11)

AAy = -g.(dE/dOj).-Oj.(Xj - W ^

(6.2.12)

dE/dOj = -Z* [(Rk - Ok).OkXl -

(6.2.13)

and

where Op Ok is the output of neuron j layer 1, k layer 2, W- and Wjk are the weights
which connect node i to node j and node j to node k> Aj is a positive constant
equivalent to the variance of the Gaussian distribution in each dimension and
therefore determines the width of the region, netp netk is the total input to neuron jjc,
Xj is the input i and Rp Rk are the target values of the network when being trained
and finally the constant g determines the learning rate. Simulations have shown
(see chapter 3) that the performance of the network is considerably better in terms
of convergence rate than the MLP which gives some credence to the flexibility
argument outlined earlier. One may argue however that the training would only
have to be done once and so the length of training is relatively unimportant.
However, at present, there is very little theoretical knowledge to predetermine the
size of network required to perform a particular task. Hence many trials are needed
before a network with the appropriate performance will be found. Thus a network
that requires perhaps a 10-100 fold decrease in training time may make a large
difference in the time to determine a suitable network structure and may therefore
reduce the cost to a viable level of a neural network solution compared to one using
conventional techniques. Also, one of the advantages of a ANN solution is that the
network can be retrained either continuously or at predetermined intervals to allow
for a change in environment. In this circumstance, a reduction in training time will
again make a large difference to the viability of a solution as hardware costs would
increase at best linearly with the increase in training time to ensure that the solution
is reached in the required time.
As far as the biological plausibility of training algorithms based on the generalised
delta rule is concerned, the requirement of pre-classified data with this classification
being an integral part of the training strategy is thought to be a distinct
disadvantage. How does the system know what the required output should be ? It
is this fundamental difficulty that we shall address in the next section.
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6.3 Associative memories and hypothesis evaluation
As we have seen in the previous two chapters, there is a strong link between
associative memories and hypothesis evaluation and so we shall consider them
together. From our simple model of perception, the input to the associative memory
comes from the mapping networks discussed in the last section. Unlike the feature
extractors however, the mapping networks require an exemplar of the output to
determine the required mapping and this must be provided by the associative
memory. The Hopfield network, which was considered at length in chapter 4, was
shown to have a storage capacity that is approximately independent of the value of
the connection weights but dependent on the size of the network. If we initialise the
network with random values or better still an orthogonal code set then we do not
have to concern ourselves with training the network (eg. using the delta rule) as
although we can achieve a higher capacity the error correcting capability is either
unchanged or reduced. Therefore, we can consider the associative memory as being
immutable with its capabilities being intrinsic to the structure. The function of the
mapping network is therefore to map the objects to be recognised to one of the
prestored memories. Obviously, when an arbitrary input is applied to an associative
memory, a fixed point will be generated which, assuming the network is operating
within its limits, will be the nearest stored state (using an appropriate distance
metric) to the input. This fixed point can then be used to train the mapping network
such that the next time the same object is perceived, the output of the mapping
network will be closer to the nearest stable state and hence finally, the perceived
object will map exactly to the stored state and hence be remembered. This
effectively removes the difficulty of generating the exemplars which will be used to
train the network. In chapter 5 we stated that an hypothesis evaluator can be
constructed from an extended associative memory. We can therefore combine the
functions of both the associative memory and hypothesis evaluator in the same
network. The associative memory structure which is known to have superior
performance in terms of capacity and associativity is the Hamming network and its
transfer function along with its training equations are summarised thus:
netj(n) = N + Xi [Xi.Wij\

(6.3.1)

O j= netj

(6.3.2)

Ok(ri) = 1; k = max(Pj{n))

(6.3.4a)

Ok(n) = 0; k * max(6>/(/i))

(6.3.4b)

W,j = Sji

(6.3.5)

where the variable N in eqn. 6.3.1 is to ensure that all correlations are positive (to
enable operation on probes that are greater than N /2 away from any stored memory)
and a,|3 are constants. The Hamming network described above is intended for
digital inputs only. We can generalise to an arbitrary analogue input by replacing
the perceptron layer (layer 1) by an RBF layer. This gives us a structure which is
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identical to the feature extractor except that in this case, the output is taken from
selection layer. The transfer function is identical to that of the feature extractor
given earlier and the training equations are:
Wij = Sji

(6.3.6)

dj = 1

(6.3.7)

Assuming now that Sp now represents the analogue value of dimension i in memory
pattern j.

6.4 Unifying the RBF networks designed to implement the four levels
of perception
Having reviewed the RBF networks introduced by the author to implement the four
levels of perception we now go on to show that there are structural similarities
between these networks and that a common training algorithm exists which can be
applied to all of them. This is very beneficial for the implementation stage as it is
easier to design hardware that can carry out a few specific functions and it also
simplifies the interconnection of networks as there is only a few possible interfaces
to consider.
The feature extractor consists of two modules. The first is the RBF layer which
measures the Euclidian distance between the input vector and the RBF nodes. The
functions required to be implement the RBF layer are predominantly subtraction
and squaring. In a digital implementation, subtraction is obviously simple and the
squaring function can be implemented by table lookup.
In an analogue
implementation subtraction is again straightforward and the squaring function can
derived from the transfer characteristics of MOS transistors used in very large scale
integration (VLSI). The second module is the selection layer which must indicate
the index of the most positive input. Digitally, a simple comparison can be made
between each input and the highest found so far, which can be stored locally. In an
analogue implementation, the intrinsic characteristics of semiconductor diodes or
alternatively, the sub-threshold region of an MOS transistors characteristics can be
put to use to select the highest input [Bat74, Gran91, Tay91].
The mapping network is again a two layer device. The first layer again consists of
RBF nodes. However, their transfer function is slightly different from those used in
the feature extractor. The difference being the parameter which determines the
region of influence (aj) in the feature extractor, is, the reciprocal of the parameter
used in the mapping network {Aj). Also, the training equations are completely
different. To unify the two RBF layers, we can replace the RBF layer in the
mapping network by the RBF layer used in the feature extractor along with its
training algorithm and the structure of this network can be seen in Fig. 6.4.1. The
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Fig. 6.4.1 Diagram showing structure of new RBF mapping network.
second layer of the mapping network is the single layer perceptron with the sigmoid
non-linearity used in preference to the threshold function.
To assess the
performance of the new RBF mapping network we can apply the same test patterns
as those used in chapter 3. The result of this can be seen in Fig. 6.4.2. The
networks tested are identical in size and the number of cycles displayed for the new
network is the sum of the individual iteration counts (i.e. Z; [/2y]). It is interesting to
note that although only one node is updated at each cycle in the new network
compared with every node in the original formulation, the performance is actually
significantly better in terms of the number of cycles required to achieve a particular
accuracy of mapping. The following unusual analogy may help to shed some light
on the possible reason for this. Imagine feeding pigeons in the park. Each pigeon
represents a particular RBF node and its position on the ground the weights W^.
Bread (the input) is thrown to the birds with some distribution on the ground. Being
pigeons they will all scramble to each scrap of food thrown. Inevitably, the pigeon
which is nearest to the food thrown will reach it first and eat it, the others will have
expended energy fruitlessly. The delta rule when applied to the RBF network will
attempt to modify each RBF node. A side effect of this may be to disturb those
nodes that were located correctly for other inputs. Returning to our avian analogy,
If the birds could decide that only the nearest bird would go for the food then they
would only waste a minimal amount of energy. O f course, if the distribution of
birds was not commensurate with the distribution of food then some may starve
(which we shall assume to be an undesirable situation !). To alleviate this, we can
add an amendment to the birds eating habits. That is, its "right" to the food is not
only inversely proportional to its distance from the food but also inversely
proportional to the amount of food it has already consumed. This ensures
(assuming sufficient food) that all birds have their fill. The network equivalent to
this is that as a node is trained, its region of influence which starts of at the
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Fig. 6.4.2 Comparison of the performance of two RBF mapping networks.
maximum it can be, decreases, i.e. it consolidates its position. Thus after some
cycles, the region of influence of those nodes fortunate to start in a privileged
position will be a considerably less than those nodes which have yet to be trained.
Hence, the untrained nodes will become dominant and migrate. The transfer
function and training equations for the new mapping network are as follows:

W^n)}2

netfn) = X, [*,{«) Of n)

= f(,-netj(n).afn) -1) s exp

(6.4.1)
-■)

(6.4.2)

Ok(n) = 1; k - max(<9;(/i))

(6.4.3a)

Ok(n) = 0; k * max(0;(«))

(6.4.3b)
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nett =

[Oj.Wjt]

(6.4.4)

0[= f(net[) = \/(\+exp(-nett))

(6.4.5)

and the training equations are:

Wtjinj+l) =(p .nj.W'jinj) +Xi(nj+\)).(fi.nj +1)**

(6.4.6)

aj(nj+l) = aj(nj).($.nj+\yl + netJ{nj¥\).($.nj)r]-

(6.4.7)

Wjt(n+1) = W/n) + g.(Rt - 0 ^ 0 ^ 1 - 0 ,).0 y

(6.4.8)

Thus we have unified the feature extractor and the mapping network. The RBF
associative memory mentioned above was programmed to the required vectors to be
stored. It again consisted of two parts, the RBF layer and the selection layer and is
therefore identical in structure to the feature extractor, with the difference that the
output of the structure is taken from the selection layer. We can again use the
feature extraction algorithm to detect an exemplar from a series of corrupted inputs
and the structure of the network can be seen in Fig. 6.4.3. The algorithm will work

Weights Wij
Selection Layer

Outputs Oj

llg li

Outputs Ok

Fig. 6.4.3 Diagram showing structure of RBF associative memory.
if the noise added to the signal has a mean of zero. An important feature of the
algorithm is that it also calculates the average variance of the noise and this can be
used (as in the feature extractor) to give a don’t response by adding a threshold to
the selection layer. The operation of the new associative memory can be seen in
Fig. 6.4.4. The diagram to the left of the figure shows five circular regions the
centres of which indicate the exemplars and these are surrounded by the shaded
areas which is the addition of noise to the exemplars. To make the problem more
interesting, one of the exemplars is subject to more noise than the other four and this
is depicted by the larger circular region. The two diagrams to the centre and right of
the figure show the response of the new associative memory circuit to random
inputs centred on the exemplars after 100 and 500 cycles. As can be seen, after only
100 cycles, the nodes have migrated and aligned themselves to each exemplar.
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Region of influence of

+ noise distribution

RBF nodes (100 cycles)

RBF nodes (500 cycles

Fig. 6.4.4 Operation of RBF associative memory.
After 500 cycles, the region of influence of the node matches identically to the
shaded area shown in the left hand diagram. If the mean distribution of the noise is
non-zero then the algorithm will align the node to the addition of the exemplar and
the mean of the noise.
As we have noted, the hypothesis evaluator is equivalent to an extended associative
memory and so the modifications to the training of the RBF associative memory are
applicable to an RBF hypothesis evaluator. Thus we have unified the four types of
network which correspond to the four levels of perception in our simple model. The
three modules associated with these networks can be seen in Fig. 6.4.5 along with a
summary of their respective transfer functions and training algorithms.

6.5 Sum m ary
In this chapter we have reviewed the RBF networks introduced in previous chapters
and considered how they may be connected to realise the simple model of
perception that we have followed throughout this thesis. The difficulty in training a
mapping network due to the requirement for an exemplar has been removed by
noting that the capability of an associative memory is relatively independent of the
particular value of its connection weights but is more a function of the structure (i.e.
number of nodes etc). As the structure is invariably fixed, then the capabilities of
the structure is also fixed and so we can use a network which has been arbitrarily
preprogrammed. Therefore, the function of the mapping network is to map the
objects to be perceived onto the fixed states of the associative memory noting that
the particular fixed state used is unimportant. Although the networks based on the
RBF function are similar in structure, it is obviously beneficial, especially when
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Weights Wij
Input Xi

Outputs Oj
netfin) =

W ^n)?

Ofn) = exp (~netj(n)/cij(n))
Wijinj+l) = (&.nj.Wifinj) + Xl{nJ+l)).®Jij +l)-l
afnj¥ 1) =

+1)'1 +netj(rij+l).$.nj_1
Selection Layer

Outputs Ok

Ok(n) = 1; k = max(Ofiri))
0 k(n) = 0

max(Oj(n))

Outputs Ol

Weights Wjl
netk = E;- [Oj.Wjk}
0 k = f(netk) =l/(l+exp(-n^))

AWj^gXRt-OMXl-Ojl.Oj
Fig. 6.4.5 Diagram showing the characteristics of the three RBF network modules.
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considering the hardware implementation, if we can unify the training equations
used. By using the training equation used to train the RBF nodes in the feature
extractor in the two other networks, a consistent training strategy emerges. An
unexpected bonus of doing this is that in the case of the RBF mapping network, the
accuracy of mapping as a function of the number of training cycles also increased.
Thus we have presented three network structures that not only share a unified
structure and training strategy but also perform better in simulations than traditional
networks in the tests that we have carried out.
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Having reviewed the theory and design of the most popular neural network
structures, we must now consider the practicalities of implementing the generalised
form of a neural network. Perhaps the fundamental reason for the limited
application of ANNs is the lack of a suitable realisation. The biological brain is a
truly parallel machine with every cell and every connection between cells (synapse)
operating simultaneously. This enables the brain to carry out the immense amount
of computations required in perceiving and interacting with its environment (using
cells which operate comparatively very slowly) in real time. Ideally, we would
wish that an electronic implementation would also operate in this way. However,
current IC technology presents us, with what is in essence, a two dimensional
surface with which to work. The difficulty in realising a highly connected structure
on an essentially two dimensional very large scale integration (VLSI) circuit is the
limited number of metalisation layers available (normally 2). It is these layers
which enable connection between the underlying silicon subcircuits. We could of
course (to a limited degree) increase the number of metalisation layers available but
it must remembered that any connection to the top layer will require a space in the
metalisation layers beneath it and aligning the layers may be problematic. Also,
each synaptic connection has an associated weight which must be made (ideally)
alterable and non-volatile. These problems are fundamental to the structure of
VLSI circuits and cannot be resolved by improved layout techniques [Mea80]. This
point is exemplified by the inability to generate general purpose network designs
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containing a large number of nodes and connections, by established IC
manufactures who are investigating the implementation of ANNs (eg Texas
instruments, Intel, Motorola etc). This means that we have to realise the network
using a multitude of ICs. This presents us with the difficulty of connecting the
neurons located on different ICs. There are physical limitations to the number of
pins that an IC package can contain [Mea80]. Therefore, although we have the
freedom to connect ICs together in an arbitrarily complex way, we are unable to get
to more than a few neurons on each IC because of the pin limitation bottleneck. It is
for these reasons that a truly parallel, arbitrarily complex and commercially viable
implementation, has yet to be realised.
One of the reasons for the interest in neural networks is their expected fault
tolerance. Fault tolerance in this context does not have quite the same meaning that
is does in conventional computing. In conventional computers, if a machine is said
to be fault tolerant, it is assumed that it is able to cany on working normally after a
fault has occurred. In a theoretical neural network, when a fault occurs, the
networks performance will decrease, albeit slightly. It is perhaps true to say that a
neural network exhibits graceful degradation when confronted with errors. It is
known that when a human being reaches adulthood, individual neurons will die and
these neurons will not be replaced. As we are unaware of this, in the sense that we
do not suddenly forget a persons face etc. then the failure of isolated neurons would
appear to be relatively unimportant Of course, when considering the number of
neurons dying in relation to the total, it is literally a "drop in the ocean". An
artificial neural network is somewhat different. Firstly, the number of neurons is
normally considerably less than in the brain and secondly, there is a distinct
possibility that the majority of neurons will be virtual, i.e. one physical neuron will
emulate every neuron in the network. Taking the first point. It would seem
sensible, that the degradation in performance is proportional to the ratio of the
number of neurons failed and the total number in the network. Thus if we have only
a small number in the network to begin with, any one failure would have a marked
effect Taking the second point, if, as we suggested, every neuron was represented
by a single physical neuron (sequential implementation), then should this one
neuron fail, every neuron in the network will also fail. This is not to suggest that
there are no benefits in terms of fault tolerance for anything other than a truly
parallel implementation. If data is corrupted in a normal computer program then the
program may go to the wrong procedure or function and compound the error or flag
an exception and terminate. Termination is often preferable as at least an error has
manifested itself and no more harm can be done. However, this is of little comfort
if the program takes several days to run and it has to be restarted. With a sequential
implementation of a neural network, if an exception occurs, then the neuron which
caused the fault can be ignored knowing that the final answer will only be degraded
by a small amount. Although interesting, the reliability of electronic devices is such
that unless a leading edge solution is being sought, fault tolerance is perhaps at
present a secondary issue.
The majority of the theoretical work on ANNs is carried out on sequential machines
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and is thus slow. This is of course perfectly acceptable for experimental work
where the flexibility of sequential computers can be an advantage but when a real
time solution is sought then an implementation is required which reflects, to some
degree, the essentially parallel nature of the networks architecture. The designs can
be based on analogue, analogue/digital hybrid circuitry and digital only design.
After considering some basic analogue/hybrid and digital realizations, we shall
tentatively explore a particular digital architecture based on pseudo-asynchronous
operation and in particular, how it can be used to realise the unified training
equations and structure of the RBF network described in the previous chapter.
Although we shall deal exclusively with electronic implementations in this chapter,
it must stressed that other technologies are being actively pursued (eg. those based
on optical [Far85, Mac87] and molecular techniques [Con86]) and these may prove
superior when fully developed, due to their inherent parallelism.

7.1 Analogue implementations
Analogue implementations are in the main based on custom ICs designed by
particular research groups [Mur89]. The simplest example of an analogue design
would use resistors for the connection weights and operational amplifiers
configured as linear summers followed by a non-linear element to realise the first
order model introduced in chapter 1. Groups in the United States have investigated
this type of design in their implementation of Hopfields associative memory
[Graf86, 88, Jac87]. The fundamental limitation of this realisation is the inability to
train the network after the circuitry is fabricated thus limiting the design to a
particular application. The ASICs formed are in the main only useful for
experimental work as most interesting “real-world” problems would require post
fabrication training to allow for new input data (eg. a new speaker to a speech
recognition system) and the addition of classification categories. This requires
storage of the connection weight values. Work has been done to incorporate
switching circuitry to enable one of three possible weights to be used [Siv85].
However there is a large hardware overhead to this approach considering the small
increase in flexibility achieved. To give more flexibility to the designs, analogue or
digital memory must be employed. Non-volatile analogue memory is a relatively
recent innovation [Sag86]. The method is based on the metal nitride oxide silicon
device used in conventional EEPROM technology to store analogue weights as
charge between the gate and channel of a field effect transistor [Mur89]. At gate
voltages of about ± 35v, quantum mechanical tunnelling occurs and electrons and
holes move between the underlying silicon and long lifetime trapping sites within
the nitride. When the gate voltage is kept below lOv (normal operation) virtually no
tunnelling occurs and hence the trapped charge is non-volatile. The potential well
beneath the gate, makes the effective voltage on the gate either larger or smaller and
it is this modulation of the gate voltage that is used to control the metering out of
the charge packets in response to the input voltage which correspond to the synaptic
multiplication (W,yJQ [Sag86]. As it stands, this technique can only define positive
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weights of limited dynamic range (4-8 bits resolution). However, differential
structures can be employed to facilitate bipolar weights.
This allows the
implementation of those networks which do not require a large dynamic range for
their weights [Sag86]. It is uncertain how permanent the storage of the analogue
charge is as there will always be some noise associated with it and thus the voltage
will be subject to a "random walk" which will decrease the resolution attainable.
The use of digital storage is more straightforward as the technology is well
characterised and an example of its use with analogue circuitry is now given.

7.2 Parallel hybrid analogue/digital designs
7.2.1 A BICMOS circuit
As we have stated, to realise a real time application, some form of parallel
implementation must be considered. The required mathematical operations of
addition and multiplication can be carried out efficiently using analogue circuits and
in particular current mode techniques. However, the storage of the connection
weights though can best be achieved by using digital memory although work is
progressing to develop analogue versions of the EEPROM [Sag86]. The
conjunction of both analogue and digital techniques leads us to a hybrid realisation,
two important examples of which are the current mode BICMOS (bipolar-CMOS)
circuit [Hou88a,b] and the time multiplexed CMOS circuit [Hou88c,89a] both of
which will now be reviewed.
The BICMOS circuit uses current input/output and a circuit diagram can be seen in
Fig. 7.2.1. Since the majority of perceptron based networks use the logistic function
to convert from net• to O., the output of each neuron is unipolar and so weight
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Fig. 7.2.1 Circuit diagram of BICMOS hybrid circuit.
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multiplication can be carried out by a two quadrant multiplier. Perhaps the simplest
example of such a multiplier is a bipolar transistor long-tail pair. If the tail current
is equal to the neuron output, then a voltage corresponding to the connection weight
can be applied between the transistor bases (TR5, TR6) which will modulate the
difference in collector currents. This is the output current (Iout(j), Iout(j+l)) and
hence the required multiplication (W^JQ takes place. The output currents from
each multiplier can be combined by simply connecting them directly to form the
total neuron input (Iin) and this may be done accurately by ensuring that the
impedance seen at the connection is low. The logistic function can be approximated
by a parallel combination of a resistor and two bipolar diodes (Rl, D1 and D2).
From Fig. 7.2.1 it can be seen that unity gain current mirrors (TR1, TR2) are used to
connect the low impedance current summing input stage to the non-linear function
and hence to the two quadrant multipliers. The capacitor Cl is used to give an
aspect of temporal summation which is equivalent to the role of the membrane
capacitance in the biological neuron. Although this aspect is rarely (if ever) used in
artificial models, its inclusion has no effect on their performance and it may be
found that it is necessary in designs which incorporate feedback to prevent
instability. The connection weight voltages must be stored on capacitors and
periodically refreshed (not shown). To ensure that the capacitor voltage stays as
constant as possible, the storage capacitors must be buffered from the relatively low
impedance of the bipolar transistors. A suitable device for doing this is a CMOS
transistor (not shown). CMOS transistors are also required to act as analogue
switches in the analogue multiplexer which distributes the incoming connection
weight refresh signal to the appropriate storage capacitors. This means that a
BICMOS process is required to realise the design. Perhaps the most important
feature of the design is the ability to cascade IC’s to construct networks of arbitrary
size and complexity. This is achieved by providing an output which is unmodified
by a connection weight and is transistor TR9 and is explained in detail in
[Hou88a,b]. However, the number of neurons that can be realised in the above
design is limited, principally due to the number of external pins required for the
various signals. Also, BICMOS processes are still relatively rare and expensive in
terms of fabrication costs and so it would be advantageous if a digital/analogue
CMOS process could be utilised. A design which increases the number of neurons
located on each IC and which uses a CMOS process is the “time-multiplexed
circuit” [Hou88c,89a].
7.2.2 A time-multiplexed circuit
This design contains two separate, interconnectable sections, circuit A and circuit B
and these are shown in Fig 7.2.2a,b. Circuit A (see Fig. 7.2.2a) contains the
components necessary to achieve the spatial and temporal summation and also the
logistic characteristic. The use of time-multiplex operation means that circuit A
contains only the circuitry required for one neuron (apart from capacitors C1-C15),
as in each time-step only one neuron is being updated. Apart from reducing the
component count considerably, this also ensures that each neuron will have the
same transfer function. The input to circuit A is Iin and is the inverting input of
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Fig. 7.2.2a Circuit diagram of time-multiplexed circuit A.
operational amplifier (op-amp) A l, which is configured as a current to voltage
converter whose transresistance is equal to the value of the external resistor R l.
The low input impedance due to the virtual earth at Iin enables accurate summation
of the current sources from connected synapses (louts from circuit Bs) and also
minimises the effect of any stray capacitance. The output of A l (V I) is connected
to A2 which is a two-quadrant transconductance amplifier which is configured as a
first order low pass filter. The response generated by this stage gives the required
temporal summation, the extent of which may be adjusted by Iext and hence by R2.
The output of A2 is buffered by op-amp A3 whose output is connected to the base
of TR1 and also to an external pin V2. The differential pair TR1,2 are floating
collector lateral bipolar transistors [Hou88c,89a]. By taking the output from only
one collector, a logistic function is produced. Since the emitter current (Ie) is
constant, the voltage V3 and hence the maximum neuron output is directly
proportional to R3. The output V3 is buffered by op-amp A4 and Vout is the final
output of circuit A. It should be noted that V2 and V3 enable external nonlinearities to be used. The second section of the IC is circuit B and is shown in Fig.
7.2.2b. It contains the temporary neuron output storage cells (TSCs), which consist
of a capacitor and a simple buffer (source follower) and the final neuron output and
synaptic weight storage capacitors (FSCs, SWSCs respectively). It also contains the
four-quadrant analogue multipliers (4QAM’s) which are the synapses. Although
only two-quadrant multiplication is being carried out, 4QAMs are required to
remove the non-linearity resulting from the use of MOS transistors in the long-tail
pair configuration. Starting from the first time-step, the input Vin to op-amp A5
(normally derived from the output of a circuit A) represents the total output of
neuron 1. The TSC for that neuron (TSC1) is charged such that its output is equal
to Vin (negative feedback for A5 is derived from the output of TSC1). As the TSC
is being charged, one of the SWSCs is also being refreshed from an externally
supplied analogue signal derived from a digital source. In the next time-step, the
TSC for neuron 2 is charged and a different SWSC refreshed. This process repeats
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Fig. 7.2.2b Circuit diagram of time-multiplexed circuit B.
for all 15 TSCs. The 16th clock pulse transfers the voltage on each TSC to the
appropriate FSC (no SWSC refresh) and the cycle repeats. It takes 16 complete
cycles to refresh all the SWSCs. The address lines used to address the SWSCs are
also used to address the TSCs and the capacitors C l- C l5 in circuit A. This
minimises the number of pins required for each IC. A major part of the IC surface
is taken up by the SWSCs and their associated circuitry and this limits the number
of neurons which can be realised on the IC when a particular package is used. The
number of SWSCs required is N.(N+\) and so for a 15 neuron circuit, 240 SWSCs
are needed. Initial calculations show that this represents the maximum number of
neurons which can be realised when the smallest package of sufficient pin count is
used. The FSCs are connected directly to the 4QAMs and the output of the FSCs
remains fixed for 15 cycles while each new neuron output is being calculated.
There is an additional 4QAM which takes as its input a constant voltage supplied
externally (Vext). This is used to set the input threshold to the neuron being
updated. The 4QAMS multiply the neuron and Vext outputs by the appropriate
synaptic weights and produce an output current of the required magnitude and
polarity (lout). As each neuron is updated, different SWSCs are switched on to the
4QAMs and these are the synaptic weights between the neuron or Vext outputs, and
the neuron being updated by lout. To demonstrate the flexibility of the IC, a two
layer 30 neurons/layer circuit is shown in Fig. 7.2.3.
The above design has several appealing features:
(1)

The use of analogue circuitry minimises the components required to
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Fig. 7.2.3 Two layer 30 neurons/layer network (A = circuit A, B = circuit B).
compute the necessary functions.
(2)

The ability to simply interconnect modules to build networks of arbitrary
size and complexity.

(3)

The use of time-multiplexing techniques increases the number of neurons
accommodated using a certain pin count and also ensures a uniform
response from the different neurons.

7.2.3 Pulse stream arithmetic
The approach was developed by Murray et al [Mur89]. The motivation behind the
unusual pulse stream concept was the analogy with biological neurons, coupled with
a desire to use an essentially digital CMOS process for asynchronous analog circuits
and the discovery that some arithmetic operations such as multiplication can be
implemented very efficiently using pulse streams.
In a pulse stream
implementation, a neuron is modelled by a switched oscillator. The level of
accumulated neural activity is used to control the oscillator's firing rate. As a result,
the neuron's output state is represented by a pulse frequency. Each synapse stores a
weight which is used to determine the proportion of the input pulse stream that
passes to the activity summation column, and thus the effect of the presynaptic
sending neuron's state on the receiving neuron's state.
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The passing of pulses may take the form of passing voltage pulses to the
postsynaptic column, which are subsequently OR'ed together, or passing current
pulses, which may be summed as charge on a capacitor. In the voltage-based pulse
stream system, excitatory and inhibitory pulses are signalled on separate lines and
used to dump or remove charge packets to or from an activity capacitor. The
resultant slowly varying analog voltage is used to control a voltage controlled
oscillator.
Synaptic gating is achieved by dividing time artificially into periods representing 1/
2, 1/4
of the time, by means of "chopping clocks", synchronous to one another,
but asynchronous to neural activities. In other words, clocks are introduced with
mark-space ratios of 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, etc., to define time intervals during which pulses
may be passed or blocked. These chopping clocks therefore represent binary
weighted bursts of pulses. They are used, in conjunction with the synapse weights
stored in digital RAM local to the synapse, to gate the appropriate proportion (i.e. 1/
2,1/4, 3/4....... ) of pulses to either the excitatory or inhibitory accumulator column.
The result is an irregular succession of aggregated pulses at the foot of each column.

7.3 Sequential digital implementations
The majority of ANN work is carried out in the form of simulations carried out on
conventional computers. These are of course digital in nature and sequential in
operation, two characteristics which are alien to the operation of the biological
brain. The advantage of such simulations are of course the inherent flexibility of
software to enable simple reconfiguration of both the network structure and its
parameters and the ability to display the results aesthetically. Although in general
digital devices can work to a specified accuracy faster than analogue designs, the
lack of any parallelism dictates that modest sized networks (100s of neurons) can
only be simulated in anything approaching real-time. Of course there are
accelerator cards that can be purchased, an example of which is the Anza from the
Hecht-Nielsen corporation in the USA which we will be discussed briefly in sub
section 7.4.4 [Trel88]. These generally use fast digital signalling processing ICs in
conjunction with hardware maths co-processors and fast memory. Accelerator
cards can increase performance by a factor of ten which is equivalent to an increase
in the number of nodes of about a factor of three for a fully connected two layer
network.
One distinct advantage that a sequential realisation has, is the ability to standardise
on a neural network language which can be ported to a variety of different machines
using a suitable compiler [Hec90]. A standard approach is to have a high level
neural network language running on a prototyping machine which is translated to
another, commercially available high level language such as "c". The translator
itself can also be written in a high level language so that both the translator and the
program to realise the required neural network are both portable. An example of
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such a neural network language is AXON [Hec90]. Throughout this thesis we have
strived to use a consistent notation for the various network architectures covered.
This enables us to define a neural network language based on the notation used and
this language is covered in detail in appendix A and briefly reviewed below.
7.3.1 The development of a neural network language (NNL) translator
The purpose of the translator is to convert a compact neural network language
(NNL) to a stand alone portable "c" program conforming to the ANSI standard
[Ker88]. NNL has been designed such that the mathematical constructs used in
ANNs can be written directly with little conversion. A central feature of the
language is that it uses fixed point arithmetic which has been implemented such that
it is transparent to the user. Not only does this increase the speed of computation
immensely but also enables the exploration of limited resolution. This is important
with both analogue and digital implementations for the following reasons. With
analogue circuitry, resolution is limited by noise and leakage in storage capacitors.
In digital circuitry, the cost of carrying out fast floating point arithmetic is
considerably greater than using integer operations. This is reflected in the large
difference in price (currently about a factor of ten) between floating point co
processors and integer signal processing circuits. We feel therefore, that at present,
practical realizations will be based on fixed point precision. The NNL is a function
based language and this can be seen by the simple program below:
program! MLP,*Runs a conventional 3 Layer Perceptron*
define! system )
run! system )
end

)

define! system )
representation! 16,10 )
filein! name, "input" )
fileout! message,"Enter output file name " )
define! MLP )
i n i t ( MLP )
create! input, MLP_Ni, infile )
create! output, MLP_Nk )
end
run! system )
outputl! screen, "Simulating MLP network* )
var_gain = inkey! "Enter gain * )
outputl! screen,
"Number of nodes in layer 1 = ",MLP_Ni )
outputl! screen,
"Number of nodes in layer 2 = ",MLP_Nj )
outputl! screen,
"Number of nodes in layer 3 = ",MLP_Nk )
outputl! screen,
"Number of inputs =
", extent )
outputl! screen, "Gain = ",var_gain )
En{
l o a d (in p u t ,infile )
load! o u t p u t ,infile )
}
for! int_cnt,1,500,1 )
int_errors = 0
En{
run(MLP,input )
train! MLP,output )
}

if! 0 == int_cnt % 50 )
var_errors = int_errors / extent * 100
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output! screen,"Iterations = *,int_cnt )
outputl! screen, " Errors as a percentage = ", var_errors
outputl! file,"Weights Wij", MLP_Wij )
end if
next
end
define! MLP )
Ni = infile
Nj = infile
Nk = infile
Nl = Nk
create! Wij
create! Wjk
create! Wcj
create! Wck
end

)

)
)
)
)

init! M LP )
load!
W i j , random! 1
load!
W j k , random! 1
l o a d ( W c j ,r a n d o m ( 1
load!
W c k , random! 1
end

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)

run! M L P ,Xi )
Ej{
netj = E i [ Wij * Xi ] + Oc * Wcj
Oj = sigmoid! netj )
}

Ek{
netk = Ej[ Wjk * oj ] + Oc * Wck
Ok = sigmoid! netk )
1 = k
01 = unithresh! netk )

}
int_errors += Hamming! output,01 )
if! 0 == int_cnt % 10 )
output! screen,"Input = ",Xi )
output! screen," netk = *,netk )
output! screen," 01 = *,01 )
outputl! screen," Target = ", output
end if
end
train! MLP,Rk )
Ek{
dk= ( Rk - Ok ) * ( 1 - ok )
v a r_dwjk = dk * var_gain
Wck + = Oc * var_dWjk
Ej{
wjk += Oj * var_dWjk

)

* Ok

}
}

Ej {
dj = ( 1 var_dWij =
Wcj += Oc *
Ei {
Wij += Xi

Oj ) * Oj * Ek[
dj * var_gain
var_dWij

Wjk * dk ]

* var_dwij

}
}

end

The first function is program(). This generates a banner message indicating the
name of the program, the programs purpose, the date translated and the current date
and time. The two functions it calls are define and run system. Define system sets
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the environment in which the network will run. Firstly, the representation of the
fixed format arithmetic is set (in this case it is 16 bit integers with 10 bit resolution).
Then the files from which the input is to be taken (filein) and the output sent too
(fileout) are defined. If the first parameter of filein, fileout is 'name' then the second
parameter is the actual file to be used, if the first parameter is message then the
second parameter is sent to the screen and the file to be used entered from the
keyboard. The definition of the network is then called to obtain the number of
nodes in the various layers. This information is then used by "create" which creates
arrays for the training (input) data and the required responses (output). The function
"run( system )" sends the training data to the network using run( MLP, input). This
sends each input in turn to the input of the network defined as the second parameter
in the function heading and the network then runs to produce its output. The
network is then trained by calling "train( MLP , output)" which sends the required
response (output) to the function to enable training to take place. Assignments
within run( system ) then calculate the error of the network and outputs the results
to the screen (outputl( screen, etc )) and to the output file (output( file, etc)). The
symbols used in run and train MLP are consistent with those defined earlier (note,
that Ej, Ek etc are equivalent to the summation over the full range of j,k etc) and so
it is relatively straightforward to implement the transfer functions and training
algorithms of the various networks covered in this thesis. Appendix A contains a
user guide for the language. The majority of the binary associative memory circuits
described in chapter 4 were simulated using NNL as the use of fixed point
arithmetic does not effect their performance, Initial trials on networks such as the
multilayer perceptron and the RBF networks suggest that the effect of fixed point
resolution is to increase training time to achieve a particular accuracy. One possible
reason for this is that increments that are lower than the available resolution will be
effectively rounded to zero and will therefore be ineffective.
The exact
quantification of the effect of fixed point resolution is a non-trivial task and
unfortunately beyond the scope of this thesis and is therefore considered as future
work. However, from the results obtained using a limited number of networks and
training patterns, the increase in performance (in terms of connections calculated
per second) more than compensates for the degradation in training time
experienced.

7.4 Parallel and special-purpose implementations
7.4.1 General-purpose architectures
The majority of this section is taken from the review by Treleaven, which should be
referred to for further information and appropriate references [Trel88]. Design of
general purpose parallel computers that are candidates for neurocomputer
architectures, centre around a small set of parallel programming models. Each
programming model comprises a computer architecture and a corresponding
category of programming languages and each has the following properties:
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(1)

Control flow: In a control flow computer (eg. Sequent Balance, Intel
iPSC, INMOS Transputer) explicit flows of control causes the execution
of instructions. In their procedural languages (eg. ADA, OCCAM) the
basic concepts are: a global memory of cells, assignment as the basic
action and explicit control structures for the execution of statements.

(2)

Object-oriented: In an object-oriented computer (eg. APIARY, DOOM)
the arrival of a message for an instruction causes the instruction to
execute. In an object-oriented language (eg. SMALLTALK, POOL) the
basic concepts are: objects are viewed as active, they may contain state,
and objects communicate by sending messages.

(3)

Data flow: In a data flow computer (eg. Manchester, MIT) the
availability of input operands triggers the execution of the instruction
which consumes the inputs. In a single-assignment language (eg.
SISAL, ID, LUCID) the basic concepts are: data "flows" from one
statement to another, execution of statements is data driven, and
identifiers obey the single-assignment rule.

(4)

Functional: In a reduction computer (eg. ALICE, GRIP) the
requirement for a result triggers the execution of the instruction that will
generate the value. In an applicative language (eg. Pure LISP, ML, FP)
the basic concepts are: application of functions to structures, and all
structures are expressions in the mathematical sense.

(5)

Logic: In a logic computer (eg. ICOT PIM, BULL DDC) an instruction
is executed when it matches a target pattern and parallelism, or
backtracking, is used to execute alternatives to the instruction. In a
predicate logic language (eg. PROLOG) the basic concepts are:
statements are relations of a restricted form, and execution is a suitable
controlled logical deduction from the statements.

(6)

Rule-based: In a rule-based computer (eg. NON-VON, DADO) an
instruction is executed when its conditions match the contents of the
working memory. In a production system language (eg. OPS5) the basic
concepts are: statements are IF ... THEN ... rules and they are repeated
executed until none of the IF conditions are true.

(7)

Cellular array: In cellular array computers each processor is connected
to its "near-neighbours" in a regular pattern that matches the flows of
data and control in the target computation. Two subsidiary classes of
cellular arrays are computational arrays (eg. Connection Machine, MPP,
DAP, CLIP) and systolic array processors (eg. WARP). A class of
programming languages corresponding closely to the computational
arrays, are semantic network languages (eg. NETL, IXL).

When considering the above categories of parallel architectures as the basis of a
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neurocomputer, two of the most appropriate are data flow and cellular arrays. A
design for a data flow computer will discussed later when we outline the design of a
pseudo-asynchronous re-configurable architecture (see section 7.5).
The
computational framework of cellular arrays is consistent with an idealised neural
structure and supports well the distributed nature of data in these neural network
models. An additional advantage is that frequently, even with cuiTent levels of
VLSI processing, many processing elements can be fabricated on a single chip.
Broomhead et al have applied a systolic array which was originally designed to
carry out adaptive noise cancelling using the technique of exact least means squares
adaptive filtering to implement their original version of the RBF network [Bro89].
Unfortunately, the cited reference does not contain information on the expected
performance of the technique. Two specific cellular arrays that are indicative of a
"general-purpose" neurocomputer are the programmable systolic chip and the
connection machine and these will now be briefly reviewed.
7.4.2 Programmable systolic chip
Programmable systolic chips (PSCs) can be assembled into a number of regular
topologies (eg. linear, 2D array etc) to support the family of systolic algorithms.
Once the PSCs are connected, they are configured for a specific systolic algorithm
by down-loading identical code into each PSC. The PSCs then operate as a
synchronous pipeline with the data pumped from chip to adjacent chip.
A PSC processor, consists of five functional units that operate in parallel and
communicate simultaneously over the 3 buses. The five functional units are: a
64x60-bit microcode dynamic RAM and a microsequencer, a 64x9-bit dynamic
DRAM register file, an ALU, a multiplier-accumulator, plus three input and three
output ports.
7.4.3 Connection machine
The connection machine is designed for concurrent operations on a knowledge base
represented as a semantic network. A semantic network is a directed graph where
the vertices represent objects (eg. sets) and the arcs represent binary relations (eg.
set membership) required by the knowledge to be represented. A connection
machine comprises 64000 identical "intelligent" memory cells connected as a
hypertorus structure. A connection machine cell is a bit serial processor,
comprising a few registers, an ALU, a message buffer, and a finite state machine.
All cells are configured with the same program, known as the "rule table", which
defines the next state and output functions of the finite state machine. A cell reacts
to an incoming message according to its internal state and the message type, and
performs a sequence of steps that may involve arithmetic or storage operations on
the contents of the message and the registers, sending new messages, and changing
its internal state.
Having introduced the candidate parallel architectures for neurocomputers, we next
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examine some of the special-purpose neurocomputers under development.
7.4.4 HNC ANZA
The ANZA neurocomputer, developed and marketed by Hecht-Nielsen
neurocomputer corporation, is designed to support any neural network algorithm.
The ANZA system comprises: the ANZA neurocomputer co-processor board for a
PC AT, the user interface subroutine library, and basic netware packages for the
common neural network algorithms.
The ANZA co-processor board plugs into the backplane of a PC AT. The board is
based on a Motorola M68020 plus a M68881 floating point co-processor, with 4M
bytes of dynamic DAM to store the network. ANZA is capable of implementing
30,000 processing elements (PEs) with 480,000 interconnections. These
interconnections are updated at 25,000 interconnections per second during learning
and 45,000 in feed forward mode. There is also the ANZA+ high performance
version which can sustain 1 million interconnections per second during learning and
6 million in feed forward mode.
7.4.5 TRW Mark ffl & IV
The TRW neurocomputer family consists of the Mark II simulator, the Mark i n
neurocomputer workstation and the Mark IV high-speed neurocomputer. All share
the common artificial neural system environment (ANSE) user environment.
The Mark i n neurocomputer consists of up to 15 physical processors, each built
from a Motorola M68020 microprocessor and a M68881 floating point co
processor, all connected to a common VME bus. A neural network to be processed
is distributed across the local memories of the PEs.
Currently, the Mark IH supports 65,000 virtual PEs with over 1 million trainable
interconnections, and can process 450,000 interconnections per second.
The Mark IV neurocomputer is a single high-speed pipelined processor using virtual
PEs and interconnection structure. Here the bulk of the hardware is devoted to
forming the interconnections. The Mark IV supports 236,000 virtual processing
elements with over 5.5 million trainable interconnections, and is capable of
processing 5 million interconnections per second, including the pre-weighting
function and learning law.
7.4.6 IBM NEP
IBM has developed a complete experimental neural network programming
environment, called computation network environment. This comprises; a network
emulation processor (NEP), a cascadable parallel co-processor for the PC, a
network interactive execution program and a high level generalised network
language.
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The NEP consists of 6 major units: a 5 MIPS T1320 signal processor, a 64K word x
16-bit SRAM data memory, a 4K word x 16-bit SRAM program memory, an 80M
bytes/sec local I/O interface, a global interface to the PC host and a 100M bytes/sec
inter-NEP NEPBUS interface.
Up to 256 NEPs can be cascaded in a uni-directional interprocessor
communications network (NEPBUS), supporting in total 1 million virtual PEs and 4
million interconnections. To preserve interprocessor communication bandwidth,
each NEP contains a high speed "local I/O" unit for the attachment of real-time I/O
devices. Both the NEPBUS and the local I/O interface are FIFO buffered, allowing
a group of NEPs to asynchronously update the state of their respective portions of a
large neural network.
Each NEP can simulate about 4,000 virtual PEs and 16,000 interconnections, with
30-50 complete network updates per second. The number of PEs emulated (by each
NEP) can be increased by decreasing the total number of interconnections. In
addition, the length of a network update cycle can be reduced by dividing a network
across more of the NEPs, with a speed increase proportional to the number of NEPs.

7.4.7 WISARD
The WISARD systems are a series of neurocomputers specifically designed for
image processing, developed by Aleksander and commercialised as the WISARD/
CRS1000 by Computer Recognition Systems Ltd.

n inputs

Random
connections

Input image 512 x 512

k Discriminators

decision
Response 4
Confidence

Fig. 7.5.1 Diagram showing structure of "WISARD"
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Design of a WISARD system centres on an array of RAM cells used as a set of
discriminators for the image to be processed. These discriminators operate in an
analogous way to a hologram. The conceptual structure of WISARD is shown in
Fig. 7.5.1. Consider the processing of a 512x512 bit binary image. From this
binary image groups of n bits are extracted to form n-tuples, using a random but
fixed mapping. In this case the image contains 218 bits, so for n = 8 ,215 n-tuples are
taken. Each n-tuple is then used to address a specific RAM cell in a discriminator.
Conceptually, in this example, 215 RAM cells, each of 256 bits are needed.
However, for efficiency these cells can be grouped into discriminators. By using
RAM arrays organised as k-bit words, k discriminators may be provided
simultaneously.
Initially all cells in these discriminators are set to zero. During training, a
discriminator is selected and ones are entered into all cell addressed by the image.
If this image is presented again, the effect is for the discriminator to produce a
logical one on all its outputs. A partial image produces a reduced set of ones.
CRS has developed the WISARD by adapting its CRS 1000 automatic inspection
system. It operates as follows. Initially a video image is captured, and WISARD
fetches n-tuples from the image store, thresholding the data with a programmable
comparator.
The address in discriminator memory is made up from an
autoincrementing counter and the 5-tuple read from the image memory.
In WISARD up to 16 discriminators are directly supported by having a 16-bit wide
memory discriminator memory. Tuples ranging from 4 to 8-tuples are sufficient for
most industrial applications.
7.4.8 NETSIM
The NETSIM neurocomputer has been developed through a collaboration of Texas
Instruments (UK) and Cambridge University.
A NETSIM system consists of a collection of neural network simulator cards
physically connected in a 3-dimensional array, with a PC host acting as a front-end.
Each NETSIM card is an autonomous processing element, comprising: an industrystandard 80188 microprocessor, two custom chips, a solution engine, a
communications processor, three memories for synapses, program and BIOS.
The solution engine, CF30111, operates as a back-end vector processor for the
microprocessor. Assuming a network "solution" is given by:
Oj = f(L i [Xi.Wij\)

(7.4.1)

The solution engine computes the sum of products between the input vector Xf and
the relevant synapse vector W,y in its memory, and returns the result as a 16 bit
integer to the microprocessor. The microprocessor then computes the non-linear
function /() to produce the output of the neuron. The output is then passed to the
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communications processor for transmission to the network to which the neuron is
logically connected.
The solution chip performs four instructions:
(1)

Dummy cycle: chip management eg. clear register.

(2)

Repeat-multiply-sum: solve the network by multiplying an input vector
by the corresponding synapse and adding it to the sum register.

(3)

Read-write: move data within memory, allowing access to the synapse
and input memory space from the microprocessor.

(4)

Repeat-multiply-sum-write: update synapses by multiplying two 8 bit
vectors with prescale, adding the product to a 16-bit term (W^ri)) and
storing it as a new term (Wij{n+1)).

Organisation of the communications chip, centres on a 64-bit message register,
where the first two bytes represent the messages destination address (relative to the
sending mode) and the remaining bytes are for data. The addressing scheme allows
messages to be transmitted to +/-15 NETSIM cards in each of the three dimensions.
The NETSIM neurocomputer has been shown to support the majority of common
neural network algorithms including the Hopfield model and the backpropagation
model. Each NETSIM card is capable of solving rectangular networks at a rate of 4
million synapses per second and with learning at a rate of 1.3 million synaptic
updates per second.

7.5 A pseudo-asynchronous re-configurable architecture (PARA)
In this section, we will tentatively describe a novel digital architecture that achieves
a "fine grain" parallelism by allowing several operations to be carried out
simultaneously. The design is a natural progression to the "very long instruction
word" (VLIW) methodology which is thought by some to be the successor to the
highly successful "reduced instruction set computer" (RISC) philosophy [Way89].
Like a RISC machine, a VLIW machine is register based. That is, the majority of
operations involves the manipulation of register contents, with only two instructions
being normally reserved for loading from, and storing to, external memory. The
RISC philosophy is based on making these "register only" operations a fast as
possible, normally one clock cycle in length. To achieve further performance
increases, one has to allow several of these register operations to occur concurrently
and this is the basis of VLIW, an example of which is the Intel 80860. As several
operations can take place in parallel, the instructions for these operations must
arrive concurrently and hence the name "very long instruction word". A design for
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a RISC based neurocomputer has been suggested by Treleaven et al [Trel89].
Although RISC machines are notoriously fast by comparison to complex instruction
set computers, the majority of functional units remain inactive during the execution
cycle. This is an inefficient exploitation of a neural networks key feature, namely
the repetition of a small number of simple operations. Also, the speed at which a
processor can operate is entirely dependent on the speed of the memory devices
used. For example, a RISC digital signal processing IC can carry out neural type
operations (eg. multiply and accumulate) extremely quickly when programmed as a
finite impulse response filter. The storage requirements for such an application are
very low (eg. kilobytes) and so the high cost of fast memory devices is financially
viable. However, neural networks require megabytes of storage making the cost of
using fast memory devices uneconomic. Therefore, to achieve the highest
throughput from a system that uses low cost DRAM memory devices, fine grain
parallelism must be employed within the processor. Before discussing the new
design we shall review the architectural framework required to implement the RBF
networks that were discussed in the previous chapter.
Basically, the RBF networks consist of three basic building blocks or modules
which are:
(1)

RBF layer; requires subtraction, squaring multiplication and exponential.

(2)

Selection layer, requires comparison and local storage of max or min.

(3)

Perceptron layer; requires multiplication, addition and sigmoid.

We therefore require that the design can accommodate these three structures. The
use of fixed format arithmetic [Hwa79] (i.e. the real number y is related to the
integer x thus: y = x.2 r , r is the resolution in bits) has several distinct advantages.
(1)

The hardware required is the same as that used for integer arithmetic and
is therefore efficient in terms of silicon area, as well as being fast.

(2)

Renormalisation of the result of either a multiplication and division can
be carried out at the same time that the instruction is being executed as it
consists of a fixed shift left or right which can be hardwired directly in a
fixed resolution circuit or can be made programmable by using a barrel
shifter.

(3)

The non-linear node function, eg. expO, can be obtained using table look
up.

To determine what facilities and instructions are required by the new design, we can
use the experience gained in determining the NNL described in section 7.3.1. In
particular, we have four basic functions, define, initialise, run and train. In define,
we set the size of the network to be used. This will automatically initialise a set of
pointers pertaining to the different vector parameters (eg Xh Oj etc.) and will reserve
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the space they require in memory. As the connection weights take up considerably
more room than vectors, they are only allocated storage when a create command is
issued. The size of weight is determined from the appropriate define commands
already issued. Next we must initialise the weights. In most network training
strategies, a random initial configuration is used to ensure that the effects of
symmetry are removed. This can be done by using an inbuilt pseudo-random
number generator the seed for which should be alterable. This sets the starting
value of the random number generator and allows experiments to be repeated.
Alternatively, the weights can be initialised to a constant and this should be
accommodated in the design. The syntax used in run and train is identical and so
we shall treat them in unison.
One of the most frequently used operations in ANNs is multiplication. Often, we
multiply a network parameter (eg X,) by a connection weight and accumulate it with
the contents of a temporary register. As part of the operation, renormalisation of
fixed point values can be carried out automatically. The actual implementation of
the multiply operation can be done in various ways. A hardware multiplier is fast
but expensive in silicon real estate. However, the speed of the circuit is actually
constrained by continual access to external memory which therefore offsets any
benefit from faster execution. Shift and add is a common technique used in
microprocessor designs as the hardware overhead is minimal. However, the number
of cycles required to formulate the answer is directly dependent on the size of
operands employed and so this technique is relatively slow. Multiplication can also
be obtained by converting the operands into their corresponding logarithms, adding
the logarithms and then applying the exponential function. This can implemented
by table look up and is particularly convenient as we already require the exponential
for the non-linearity of the RBF nodes [Ric87]. Also, explicit renormalisation is
unnecessary as it can be incorporated into the stored functions. Using this
technique, we can also carry out division (by subtracting the corresponding
logarithms) in the same number of cycles. Addition and subtraction are trivial and
do not require renormalisation. A central feature is of course looping. We shall see
later that this is incorporated into the architecture of the PARA and is thus made
explicit by its operation. Other useful commands are "comparison", "accumulation"
to store partial results, a fast method of accessing the network parameters and a set
of temporary registers for intermediate results. As we are sketching a design, the
above represents an initial set of features which are intended to seed a full design of
the PARA device.
7.5.3 The design of a PARA
We could of course design a RISC architecture around these instruction primitives
and a similar design has been presented by Treleaven et al [Trel89]. However, such
a design is based on a standard von-Neumann architecture and does not allow for
arbitrary operations to be carried on in parallel. To allow for this, we can use a data
flow architecture that controls the data paths between pseudo-asynchronous tasks
which communicate their status by the use of tokens and the outline of such a
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Fig. 7.5.1 Diagram showing structure of the PARA.
design will now be described. The PARA structure can be seen in Fig. 7.5.1. The
architecture consists of a number of functional tasks. Each task is connected to each
other task via a crossbar system within the data path controller. One can imagine
the structure just described as a reconfigurable pipeline whose length is equal to the
number of tasks connected. A representation of a task can be seen in Fig. 7.5.2.
Each task consists of three subsections. The communications sub-section can be
further split into two sections, data handshaking and task handshaking. Data
handshaking is responsible for ensuring data integrity and its expeditious transport.
The signal lines required to transmit and receive the tokens relating to the data
would be similar to those used in conventional serial links. Task handshaking is
responsible for informing the environment that the task has carried out its requisite
number of operations since the set command and is awaiting the next configuration.
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Fig. 7.5.2 Diagram showing the functional blocks within a Task.
In this state, the task is effectively idling. The process subsection contains the
actual circuitry to carry out the task i.e. addition, comparison etc. The inputs to the
task are latched to ensure that the input data is stable while the process is being
carried out and this also allows the sending task to continue with its next operation.
It is this that gives rise to the pseudo-asynchronous operation. The fmal subsection
is a counter. This is initialised after a set command to some positive value and is a
direct measure of how many operations can be carried out before a new
configuration is sought (by using the task handshaking lines). The instructions for
the machine are loaded on power up and internally cached in a very long instruction
word store (VLIW). The word length of the instructions must be commensurate
with the requirement to reconfigure every task in one cycle.
The tasks can be split into two groups, gateways to parameters; and operations (see
Fig. 7.5.1). The gateways enable access to network variables such as connection
weights (w tl-3), output vectors (vcl,2), the external data bus (input/output), a
register file and parameter subscripts. Each gateway pertains to a number of
parameters. However, only one parameter per gateway may be visible during any
one connect instruction and the actual parameter used is chosen in the set command
(eg. wtl=W ij). The operation tasks carry out either monadic or dyadic operations.
The operations initially defined are, multiplication or division, function evaluation
(eg. exp, In, logistic and square), addition or subtraction, accumulation, comparison
and logical (eg. AND, OR etc). Modules w tl-3 share a common memory which is
arbitrated between them using simple horizontal interrupt techniques. The reason
for having more than one module is that it allows different parameters to be
accessed so that the maximum number of calculations can be carried out in each
instruction. This reasoning also applies to vcl and vc2. The external data bus
carries the inputs to the network and also the required output if a supervised training
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strategy is being employed. The register file is a set of general purpose registers
that can be accessed (one per instruction) that are used to hold temporary results or
running totals. The subscripts are used by the tasks to initialise their onboard
counters and this will be explained in more detail later. The multiply/divide and
function operations share the same bus which connects to read only memory used as
a table lookup. Again, bus contention can be avoided by simple horizontal interrupt
circuitry. The exponential and logistic functions implement the non-linear
characteristics of the RBF and perceptron nodes, the square function is used
frequently in the RBF transfer equations and the natural logarithm complements the
exponential function and enables the multiplication and division carried out by that
module. The addition and subtraction operation is standard and will not be
considered further. The accumulator (Accum) is used to to hold partial sums and
will add an incoming input to its contents. It is particularly useful in this context as
it allows parameters operating over different subscripts to be accommodated in the
same instruction and this feature will become clear when an example program is
considered. The comparator (Compare) is again standard except that the output can
be either the value which succeeded the comparison or the subscript of that variable.
Finally the logic operation is again standard and so explanation is unnecessary.
The PARA has four instructions:
(1)

Init: This is the initialisation instruction which loads values into the
subscript module and create pointers and storage for the network
parameters (eg. init j=Nj, Wij).

(2)

Set: This instruction clears all status flags, handshaking lines and
initialises all counters.

(3)

Connect: This instruction sets up the appropriate data paths and starts all
tasks concurrently. The tasks will then "oscillate" transferring data
between them in the prescribed pattern with each task working in
parallel, as fast as possible.
Inevitably, the overall speed of
computation will be approximately the speed of the slowest task.
However, this will be considerably faster than the cumulative execution
rates of the tasks, which be the result of a von-Neumann
implementation.

(4)

Branch: This instruction will make the instruction counter jump to a
specified part of the program if certain external signals are present.

To demonstrate the operation of a PARA we shall consider the realisation of the two
layer RBF mapping network introduced in chapter 6.
7.5.4 Implementing the two layer RBF using a PARA
To reiterate, the update equations for the network are as follows:
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(7.5.2)

Ok(ri) = 1; k - max(Oj(n))

(7.5.3a)

Ok(n) = 0; k * max(Ofin))

(7.5.3b)

nett = 'Lj [Oj.Wjj\

(7.5.4)

Oi = f{neti) = l/(l+exp(-neti))

(7.5.5)

and the training equations are:
W ^ + l ) = ®.nj.Wi]{nj)+ X l{nj+l)).(&Mj +1)-1

(7.5.6)

a fnfr 1) = aj(nj).(f>.nj+iyl + n e tfn fr^ .^ .n jY 1

(7.5.7)

Wj,(n+l) = W /n ) + «.(«/ -

(7.5.8)

- 0,).Oj

The instructions required to achieve the initialisation, update equations and training
equations are as follows:
1 init i=Ni, j=Nj, k=Nk, 1=N1, Wij(R), Wjl(R), aj(l), nj(l), Oj(0), 01(1)
2 setvcl=Xi(i)
connect input -> vcl
3 set wtl=Wij(i,j), vcl=Xi(i), vc2=netj(j), ftn(sqr), acu(i)
connect wtl -> subA, vcl -> subB, sub -> fm, ftn -> acu, acu -> vc2
4 set vcl=netj(j), wtl=aj(j), vc2=Oj(j), fm(exp), cmp(G), reg(O)
connect vcl -> divA, wtl -> divB, div -> fm, fm -> vc2, ftn -> cmp, cmp -> RO
5 set vcl=Oj(j,r), wtl=Wjl(j,c:l,c), vc2=netl(l), acu(j)
connect vcl -> mulA, wtl -> mulB, mul -> acu, acu -> vc2
6 set vcl=netl(l), ftn(sig), vc2=01(l)
connect vcl -> ftn, fm -> vc2
7 branch to line 2
8 set wtl=Wij(i,RO), wt2=Wij(i,R0), vcl=nj(R0), vc2=Xi(i)
connect wtl -> mulA, vcl -> mulB, mul -> addA, vc2 -> addB, add -> wt2
9 set wtl=Wij(i,RO), wt2=Wij(i,R0), vcl=nj(R0)
connect wtl -> divA, vcl -> addA, 0.5 -> addB, add -> divB, div -> wt2
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10 set wtl=aj(R0), wt2=aj(R0), vcl=nj(R0)
connect wtl -> divA, vcl -> addA, 0.5 -> addB, add -> divB, div -> wt2
11 set wtl=Wij(i,R0), vcl=Xi(i), vc2=netj(R0), ftn(sqr), acu(i)
connect wtl -> subA, vcl -> subB, sub -> ftn, ftn -> acu, acu -> vc2
12 set wtl=aj(R0), wt2=aj(R0), vcl=nj(R0), vc2=netj(R0)
connect vc2 -> divA, vcl -> divB, div -> addA, wtl -> addB, add -> wt2
13 set vcl=nj(R0), vc2=nj(R0)
connect vcl -> addA, 0.5 -> addB, add -> vc2
14 set vcl=Rl(l)
connect input -> vcl
15 set wtl=Wjl(j,l), wt2=wjl(j,l), vcl=Rl(l), vc2=01(l)
connect g -> mulA, vcl -> subB, vc2 -> subA, sub -> mulB, mul -> wt2
16 set wtl=wjl(j,l), wt2=wjl(j,l), vcl =01(1)
connect vcl -> fm, vcl -> subA, fm -> subB, wtl -> mulA, sub -> mulB, mul ->
wt2
17 set wtl=Wjl(j,l), wt2=wjl(j,l), wt3=Wjl(j.l)
connect wtl -> addA, wt2 -> addB, add -> wt3
18 branch to line 2
The program works as follows. Line 1 initialises the subscripts and allocates space
for the connection weights to be used. The flags in the brackets following the
weights refers to the method of initialisation (eg. R is random, 1 is initialise the
weights to a constant value of 1). The "forward pass" phase of the network then
follows. Line 2 takes the input and stores it locally. This is done by setting Xi as
the visible variable within vector 1 (vcl) and then connecting vector 1 to the input
bus. The number of inputs read in, is determined by the subscript enclosed in the
brackets (i). This value is put into the vector 1 counter and as each input is read in,
the counter is decremented until zero is reached. When zero is reached (noting, that
a value is not read in at zero) a "finished" signal is sent to the data path controller
which initiates the next instruction. Line 3 is responsible for calculating the net
input to layer 1 (eqn. 7.5.1). Weight 1 (wtl) is set such that the weight Wij is
visible (for reading, read/write flag not shown) and its two counters are loaded with
subscript i and j. The visible variables within vcl and vc2 are Xi (whose counter is
loaded with subscript i and a- flag is set (not shown) so that the counter
automatically resets itself when reaching zero so that it cycles through the inputs
continuously) and netj (whose counter is loaded with subscript j). The non-linear
function module is set such that the square function is visible. The accumalators
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counter is loaded with i. This determines the point at which an output is produced
(which is fed to netj) and enables correct operation between variables of different
subscripts (in this case Xi and netj). Like Xi, this counter automatically resets itself
allowing continuous operation. Line 4, applies the non-linear function (expO) to
netj and also selects the most positive output whose subscript is saved into register
RO (eqns. 7.5.2, 7.5.3, noting that Ok is omitted in the program as in this example it
is unnecessary). The flags for the comparator determine under what conditions an
output is produced. In this case the flag is "G" which is "greater than". The
comparator is unusual in several regards. Firstly, it is one of the few operational
modules, to contain a counter. This counter is initialised to zero when the set
instruction is executed. Secondly, it is unlikely to produce an output for every
input There is a register within the comparator which holds the current, most
positive value. This register is initialised to zero during the set operation and should
an input arrive that exceeds it, then the register is updated from the input and the
counter within the comparator is sent to the destination (in this case RO). Line 5
calculates the net input to layer 3 (eqn. 7.5.4). Line 6 applies the sigmoid or logistic
non-linearity to the net input and this is indicated by the set ftn(sig) command (eqn.
7.5.5). This completes the "forward pass" phase of network operation. The next
phase is the training phase. The node whose weights are to be updated is indicated
by the value of the subscript contained in register RO. Line 7 is a branch that is
dependent on externally derived signals. When network training is complete, a
signal can be applied to the PARA so that a branch occurs back to line 2 and the
PARA processes another input. In lines 8-13, the value in register RO is applied to
the various module counters instead of the subscript j and a flag is set (not shown)
which indicates that the counter that contains RO is to be used only once (i.e. it is
not decremented). Lines 8,9 update connection weights Wij (eqn. 7.5.6), lines 1012 update weights aj (eqn. 7.5.7) and line 13 updates nj (note, the constant of 0.5 in
lines 10 and 13 represent the gain term (3). Line 14 connects the variable R1
(required output of layer 3) to the external input were the required output of the
network (supervised training) is inputed. Lines 15-17 then calculate the increment
to be applied to connection weights Wjl using the delta rule (eqn. 7.5.8).
There is a potential problem with lines 15 and 16 which results from the use of Wjl
and Ol. The problem is that with the weight Wjl, the j counter would normally be
decremented first, and when it resets, the 1 counter will then be decremented by one,
the process repeating until both j and 1 count through all values. With Ol, the 1
counter will be decremented first (as there is only one counter) and so the wrong
values of 01 will be used. To alleviate this difficulty, a flag is employed in the
weight modules (not shown) which states which counter is decremented first. In
this way, counter 1 in Wjl can count down first which enables correct operation.
Finally, line 18 is another branch instruction so that the network can process the
next input.
To approximately assess the relative increase in performance obtained over a
sequential implementation (allowing the use of lookup tables etc), the number of
tasks used in the above program can be divided by the number of instructions.
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There are approximately 72 tasks used in 18 instructions. Thus a naive estimate is a
four fold increase. The actual figure should exceed this (perhaps, a ten fold increase
is not unreasonable) as no account has been taken on the instructions required in a
sequential implementation to perform the subscript counter operations and the
looping. Further work is required to ascertain the exact nature and number of the
tasks and the feasibility of having them all arbitrarily connectable. Also, work is
required to investigate how a number of ICs can be interconnected to achieve a
further increase in performance.

7.6 Summary
If neural networks are going to make an impact then a suitable parallel realisation
must be sought. Work has been done in the design of a hybrid system which is
based on the use of the first order model introduced in chapter 1. However, the
design was developed before the improvements in structure to the four classes of
network. It does not therefore take into account the use of the RBF as an activation
function which forms a central feature of the networks described in chapter 6. The
use of digital circuitry was also explored and existing designs reviewed. A neural
network translator was then discussed which translates a succinct neural network
language (NNL) into a portable "ANSI c" program. The development of the NNL
enabled the requirements of a digital implementation to be explored and these were
discussed. As there are many operations that can be carried out in parallel, a
pseudo-asynchronous re-configurable data path architecture (PARA) was suggested
as a natural structure for implementing the neural networks described in this thesis.
The architecture is based on the use of pseudo-asynchronous tasks which can be
arbitrarily connected so that they process information at an optimum rate. It would
seem feasible that the same philosophy can be applied to each IC in a network of
interconnected ICs, so that each IC can be considered as a pseudo-asynchronous
task. Work is required to develop these ideas and this is left as future work.
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In this chapter we reiterate the salient points arising from the previous chapters and
indicate a personal feeling on the future direction for the work presented in this
thesis.

8.1 A review of the previous chapters contained in this thesis
In chapter 1 we introduced the subject of ANNs, their motivation and some basic
concepts which form the foundation of the field. The intricacies of the biological
neuron were considered and the difficulty in accurately modelling its characteristics
discussed. A brief history of ANN research was then given and the simplified
model of the neuron used in the majority of artificial systems shown. As the
primary motive force for ANNs is pattern recognition, basic concepts from the
discipline were considered along with some of the most popular techniques which
have emerged (eg. k nearest neighbour). To categorise in a "logical" way the
networks to be described, a hypothetical "simple model of perception" was
introduced. This model formed the backbone of the thesis. The five stages
identified in the model are:
(1)

Self-organisation and feature extraction.

(2)

Mapping networks.

(3)

Associative memory.

(4)

Hypothesis evaluation.

(5)

Higher brain functions.

The radial basis function (RBF) was then introduced. The use of RBFs in a neural
network context is relatively recent. Broomhead et al realised that there was a
relationship between training a system and curve fitting. Also, generalisation which
is one of the desirable features inherent in mapping networks could be considered as
interpolation between known points. Having redefined training and generalisation
as curve fitting and interpolation respectively, standard techniques can then be
applied with one technique being based on the RBF. In their formalism, the number
of RBFs was equal to the number of data points. The centre of each RBF was then
fixed over each data point and the outputs of each RBF were combined in a linear
matrix (whose elements where determined by the solution to the set of linear
equations formed) to produce the required output. However, in all but the simplest
of problems, the parity between data points and RBFs would be impractical as the
computational overhead would be excessive and hence the implementation would
be problematic. Also, the results may be misleading as the interpolation surface
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will fit to inprecise or noisy data. These difficulties can be reduced by relaxing the
link between the number of RBFs and data points and also relaxing the condition
that the centres of the RBFs correspond to the location of the data points. In doing
this however, the curve fitting problem becomes overspecified such that no unique
inverse exists and linear optimisation has to be applied, which is in itself
problematic. These difficulties, can, to a large degree, be removed if we relax the
stipulation that centres of the RBFs are located over data points and this can be
achieved by a using a suitable training procedure. It is the derivation of suitable
training procedures and their application to the different levels in the simple model
of perception that was the central theme throughout this thesis.
In chapter 2 we introduced the first level of perception, self-organisation and
feature extraction. This is one of the fundamental building blocks of our perceptual
system. When we are bom, the brain has not been pre-programmed to know which
language we will have to learn or to know what objects we must perceive. It must
learn these things from interreacting with the environment. With speech, the brain
must sort out the sounds that correspond to language from the myriad of other
extraneous noises. However, how does the brain know which sound to recognise
and how should it go about recognising it ? There are no external sources that can
provide this information and so the brain must extract the relevant features from the
environment itself i.e. it self-organises. Three popular artificial neural networks that
are designed to replicate this behaviour are Kohonens feature map, Linskers model
and Carpenter & Grossbergs adaptive resonance theory (ART1). These were then
briefly reviewed. Kohonens training scheme topologically orders a grid of neurons
such that they quantise the statistical distribution of the input. As Kohonens feature
map is based on the simple first order model, normalisation is required for the
inputs and the connection weights to ensure correct operation. This constrains the
inputs that can be separated and effectively ignores absolute magnitude information
from the input vectors. Linskers model uses a biologically plausible connection
pattern and training strategy which together demonstrate the processes evident in
the early visual system. Although successful, the network is not designed for
general applicability. The inception of the ART1 network was brought about by the
requirement to model a biologically plausible method which demonstrates how the
brain is able to solve the stability/plastic dilemma. However, the use of
“biologically plausible” unipolar signalling gives rise to the possibility that the node
representing the closest exemplar (in terms of Hamming distance) will not be
selected.
One could conclude from the above that it would seem better to use a model of the
neuron that measures the distance from the input to a specific point in the input state
space directly. A network which utilises the Euclidian distance metric is the selforganising RBF network (SORBFN). The training equations derived in chapter 2
for the SORBFN are based on standard statistical formulae and exhibit the desirable
properties of migration for an incorrectly located neuron and consolidation for those
that are correctly located. The operation of the network was demonstrated by means
of simulation and shown to converge to an efficient solution for the example given.
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An important feature of the network is that it can be easily configured to provide a
"don't know" response to inputs that are not sufficiently close to a known region
which is a feature unique to the SORBFN.
In chapter 3 we considered mapping networks and classifiers. The mapping
network in our simple model of perception must take the outputs of the feature
extractors and combine them to gain a high level of abstraction by associating the
various inputs together both spatially and temporally. An example of such a
mapping is the temporal association of a phoneme sequence into words and the
words into a grammatical sentence. The mapping networks considered in this
chapter were: the single layer perceptron, the multilayer perceptron an RBF
mapping network, counterpropagation and the Boltzmann machine. The problem of
training a ANN to perform a particular mapping is one example of an optimisation
procedure. Optimisation involves the exploration of an objective or error function
in search of a global minimum. One technique used to search the error surface is
based on the minimisation of the mean squared error (least mean square LMS).
This has been applied to ANNs under the guise of the generalised delta rule
(backpropagation) to train multilayer perceptrons (MLP). The flexibility of the
MLP in conjunction with the backpropagation training algorithm has been
instrumental in the resurgence of interest in artificial neural networks. The MLP
can map any distributed set of arbitrarily shaped regions and therefore functions as a
universal mapping network. However, it is believed that the flexibility of the design
incurs a penalty in terms of training time required to achieve a particular accuracy
of mapping and this was demonstrated by comparing the MLP with two RBF
networks that contained pre-defined regions, the regions being either an ellipsoid or
sphere. The RBF networks were also trained using a suitably modified form of the
delta rule. The three networks had the same number of adjustable parameters and
were compared using two test patterns. In both tests the MLP performed poorly in
relation to the RBF networks and this would seem to confirm that flexibility, is in
part, responsible for the protracted training times.
The next stage in perception must take the objects (words, geometric figures etc)
formed by mapping basic features together and compare them with those stored
objects gained from previous experience. As the data itself is used to recall the
memory patterns, then the structure required is an associative (content addressable)
memory. Associative memories are the third level in our simple model of
perception and were discussed in chapter 4. In chapter 4, we concentrated on the
Hopfield and Hamming networks. Although the Hopfield network is not
revolutionary in concept, it is representative of a genre of correlation matrix
memories (trained using a Hebbian type rule) and was considered in detail. As one
of the underlying tones of this thesis is engineering efficiency, we defined two
performance parameters, capacity, which is the ability to store a set of memories,
and associativity which is the ability to recall them from an incomplete probe. A
simple technique was demonstrated which can be used to obtain upper and lower
bounds on both capacity and associativity for Hebbian trained networks. An
important feature of the analysis is that it can be extended to structural
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modifications of a Hebbian trained network to enable rapid prediction of a particular
configurations capabilities.
After demonstrating the performance of the Hopfield network is somewhat limited,
we analysed alternative schemes intended to improve the networks performance.
One method is to train the network using the delta rule. We found however that the
large improvement in capacity when the delta rule is applied does not give a
corresponding improvement in associativity. To utilise the desirable features of the
delta and Hebbian training schemes we suggested a Hebbian initialised delta trained
method, A network trained in this way exhibited a superior performance in terms of
both capacity and associativity to a network trained using either the Hebbian or
delta rules separately. Other techniques were also considered and these were found
to be impractical (eg. power law and higher order products). Following this, we
suggested a logical sequence of improvements to the original Hopfield network and
presented appropriate formulae (based on the technique used to derive capacity and
associativity) for the capacity of each new structure. These improvements lead us to
a network whose characteristics in terms of both capacity and associativity is equal
to the theoretical maximum. This structure is the Hamming network.
The Hamming network is an example of a binary associative memory which
exhibits unlimited capacity (subject to the theoretical maximum of 2N, where N is
the number bits) and 100% associativity. The structure of the network was
reviewed and found to be sub-optimal in terms of the number of connections
required. Modifications were suggested to minimise the number of connections in
both the correlation layers and selection layers. To generalise the Hamming
network to accommodate continuous inputs, an arbitrary analogue associative
memory may be constructed by exchanging the perceptron structure of layer 1 with
one using RBF nodes. The structure of the RBF memory was shown along with the
necessary modifications to the transfer and training equations.
Chapter 5 considered the fourth level of perception: hypothesis evaluation. It is at
this stage that the input from the various senses and memories gained from previous
experience are combined to give a "sense" of what is being perceived. An example
of an hypothesis evaluator is the interactive activation and co-operation (LAC)
network. This is a semantic network whose basic nodes represent distinct entities.
This type of network is very similar in operation to the bidirectional associative
memories (BIAM) of Kosko. It is also known that the BIAM is very similar in
operation to the Hopfield network which was considered in chapter 4. This
similarity was highlighted and using it we determined the limits on performance.
Like the Hopfield network, the BIAM has a limited capacity and associativity which
appears intrinsic to the structure. In terms of engineering efficiency, the poor
performance in relation to the number of connections required makes the network
unsuitable as a hypothesis evaluator. As a result of this, we suggested that if the
Hamming network is modified by increasing the number of inputs, the ideal (in
terms of performance) hetroassociator is formed.
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In chapter 6 we reviewed the RBF networks introduced in previous chapters and
considered how they may be connected to realise the simple model of perception.
The difficulty in training the mapping network because of the requirement for an
exemplar was removed by noting that the capability of an associative memory is
relatively independent of the particular value of its connection weights but is more a
function of the structure. As the structure is invariably fixed, then the capabilities of
the structure is also fixed and so we can use a network which has been arbitrarily
preprogrammed. Therefore, the function of the mapping network is map the objects
to be perceived onto the fixed states of the associative memory noting that the
particular fixed state used is unimportant. Although the structures of the class of
networks based on the RBF function are very similar, it is obviously beneficial,
especially when considering the hardware implementation, to unify the training
equations used. It was shown in chapter 6 that by using training equations derived
for the feature extractor in the two other networks, a consistent training strategy
emerges. An unexpected benefit of doing this is that in the case of the RBF
mapping network, the accuracy of mapping as a function of the number of training
cycles also increased. An analogue associative memory was then introduced which
can train itself from a series of noisy input vectors to find the exemplar. The
training equations allow the extent of noise for each memory to be accommodated
which enables the network, if desired, to reject any inputs which are further in
Euclidian distance from those found in the training set.
Having developed a unified structure and training for a class of networks based on
the Gaussian RBF, we then moved on to discuss the implementation of ANNs
(chapter 7). There are three basic electronic implementations that can be employed:
(1)

Analogue.

(2)

Hybrid analogue / digital.

(3)

Digital (both sequential and parallel).

If neural networks are going to make a serious impact, a parallel realisation must be
sought. Work has been done in the design of a hybrid system which is based on the
use of the first order model introduced in chapter 1. The design was developed
before the improvements in structure to the four classes of network. It therefore
does not take into account the use of the RBF as an activation function which forms
a central feature of the architectures discussed in chapter 6.
It is envisaged that to emulate the various ANNs, an efficient digital design will use
fixed resolution arithmetic. To investigate the performance of various networks
when fixed resolution is applied and to determine what functions must be
performed, a neural network translator was written. The translator takes a program
written in a neural network language (NNL) and produces a portable ANSI "c"
program. The important constructions of the language were analysed to assess the
requirements of a digital circuit. This information along with the observation that a
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von-Neumann architecture is unable to allow the operations required to implement
the transfer and training equations to be arbitrarily concurrent, led to the sketched
design of a pseudo-asynchronous re-configurable architecture (PARA) that allows
concurrent tasks to be arbitrarily connected to form a pipeline. A program was then
written to demonstrate how the PARA could be applied to the two layer RBF
mapping network introduced in chapter 6 and the potential performance increase in
relation to a sequential realisation assessed.

8.2 Future directions
In this thesis I have expounded the merits of a class of neural networks based on the
use the Gaussian radial basis function. Where appropriate, comparisons were made
with conventional networks from the same categories to assess the relative
performance of the new networks. Without exception, the new class of networks
performed significantly better than those one would normally use for a particular
task using the tests given. However, it is impossible to test the networks
comprehensively so that a claim can be made that the RBF networks will perform
better in every circumstance and no attempt has been made to do this. The object of
the simulations performed was to highlight in a simple way using patterns of
obvious but not gratuitous complexity the attributes of the RBF structures. It is
possible though to use the network on "real" data such as sampled speech to gain a
better understanding of the networks capabilities in a practical environment and thus
highlight any shortcomings that may become apparent. This is left as future work.
As the training equations are incremental, the networks discussed will suffer to
some degree from settling into a local minimum. Techniques could be explored to
alleviate this by using information about the number of inputs "taken" by a
particular node in relation to its region of influence (as both pieces of information
are readily available). The local minimum problem is important and further
comparisons are required with other networks and perhaps other techniques from
related disciplines (eg. pattern recognition). To increase the convergence speed or
accuracy, modifications to the training equations could be made. Also, work is
required to assess what size of network is suitable for a particular task. This could
be done by trying a number of candidate solutions and selecting the best or by
increasing (or decreasing) the size of the network as training progresses and
monitoring the improvement (if any !). The geometric figures used can also be
modified, one example being an ellipsoid whose axes need not necessarily align
with each dimension. One feature that has been touched upon during this thesis is
the ability of the RBF networks described to be able to signal that it cannot
comment on a particular input as the input is insufficiently close to the training data
experienced or the number of nodes used is inadequate. It is my personal belief that
this feature will become increasing important as the application areas for neural
networks extends to domains that demand high integrity. Perhaps the most
important thing to do now that a unified structure and training has been presented is
to consider an appropriate implementation. An interesting possibility is the use of
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controllable data paths, such that the configuration of the "processor" is optimum or
near optimum in carrying out a specified series of operations concurrently. Central
to this, is the notion that fixed point arithmetic is adequate for realising the neural
network structures discussed. To verify this hypothesis, one could devise a
comprehensive series of tests and run them using the neural network language
translator (NNL). An outline sketch for the foundation of a pseudo-asynchronous
re-configurable architecture (PARA) was discussed in chapter 7 and this requires
more thought and detailed design before the practicality of the proposed architecture
can be verified. This would make an interesting and potentially useful project
within its own right. When this is completed (assuming the project is successful)
then large networks can be cascaded and trials initiated on implementing the simple
model of artificial perception referred to throughout this thesis. This again would
make an excellent project Finally, alternative methods of constructing a neural
network should be explored perhaps using analogue devices and perhaps other
technologies (eg. optical).
From the above, it can be seen that the research documented throughout this thesis
has generated more questions than answers. It is gratifying to note that some of the
issues raised have spawned new research interests (see Grant 91, and Taylor 91) and
I would like to take this opportunity to wish those involved every success in their
endeavours.
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Neural network language user guide
This user guide details the grammar and function of the keywords used in the neural network
language (NNL). The NNL program is translated into 'c' source code which conforms strictly to the
ANSI specification and is therefore portable. The NNL translator is written in BBC Basic 5 and is
designed for use in the RISCOS environment on the Archimedes manufactured by Acorn computers.
The translator is therefore non-portable. The reason for using Basic 5 is that this implementation of
Basic contains powerful constructs for string manipulation which has minimised the programming
effort required. The translator is not listed here as the actual code is unimportant. What is of
importance is the NNL, its syntax and the corresponding 'c' program produced and these we detail
here.

A1 The structure of a NNL program
A typical NNL program is shown below and should be referred to during the subsequent discussion.
program( MLP,"Runs a conventional 3 Layer Perceptron")
define( system)
run( system)
end
define( system)
representation 16,10)
filein( name, “input” )
fileout( message,“Enter output file name ” )
define( M LP)
init( M LP)
create( input, MLP_Ni, infile)
create( output, MLP_Nk)
end
run( system)
outputl( screen, “Simulating MLP network” )
var_gain = inkey( “Enter gain ” )
outputl( screen, “Number of nodes in layer 1 = ”vMLP_Ni)
outputl( screen, “Number of nodes in layer 2 = ”,MLP_Nj)
outputl( screen, “Number of nodes in layer 3 = ”,MLP_Nk)
outputl( screen, “Number of inputs = ”,extent)
outputl( screen, “Gain = ”,var_gain)
En{
load(input,infile)
load( outputjnfile)

}
for( int_cnt,1,500,1 )
int_errors = 0
En{
run(MLP, input)
train( MLP,output)

}
if( 0 = int_cnt % 50)
var_errors = int_errors / extent * 100
output( screen,“Iterations = ”4nt_cnt)
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outputl( screen, “ Errors as a percentage = ”, var_errors)
outputK file,“Weights Wij”, M LP.W ij)
endif
next
end
defme( M LP)
Ni = infile
Nj = infile
Nk = infile
Nl = Nk
create( W ij)
create( W jk)
create( W cj)
create( W ck)
end
init( M LP)
load( Wij/andom( 1 ))
load( Wjkjandom( 1 ) )
load( Wcjjandom( 1 ))
load( Wck jandom( 1 ) )
end
run( MLP,Xi)
Ej{
netj= Ei[ Wij * Xi ] + Oc * Wcj
Oj = sigmoid( netj)
}

Ek{
netk= Ej[ Wjk * Oj ] + Oc * Wck
Ok = sigmoid( netk)
1= k
Ol = unithresh( netk)

}
int_errors += Hamming( output,01)
if( 0 == int_cnt % 10)
output( screen,“Input = ”,X i)
output( screen,“ netk = ”,netk)
output( screen,“ 01 = ”,01)
outputl( screen,“ Target = ”,output)
endif
end
train( MLP,Rk)
Ek{
dk= ( Rk - O k ) * (1 - O k) * Ok
var_dWjk = dk * var_gain
Wck += Oc * var_dWjk
Ej{
Wjk += Oj * var_dWjk

)
}
Ej{
dj= (1 - O j) * Oj * Ek[ Wjk * dk ]
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var_dWij = dj * var_gain
Wcj += Oc * var_dWij
Ei{
Wij += Xi * var_dWij

}
}

end
A NNL program consists of a series of function calls, function definitions and assignment
statements. Functions are usually depicted by parenthesis following the function name which
contain the functions parameters. An unusual aspect of some of the functions (i.e. define, init, run
and train ) is that the function name is the first parameter of the function title. This is done to
separate the overall functions of define, init, run and train which are applicable to all network
structures from the particular structure under consideration and it also improves readability. To
further improve readability, only one statement is allowed on each line and a delimiter must be used
between parameters (including the parenthesis of the function) the delimiters being a space or a
comma. Leading spaces are ignored as well as empty lines thus encouraging indenting and the
separating of function definitions. Function definitions are characterised by the function title
followed by the functions parameters inclosed in brackets. This is followed by a list of statements
consisting of function calls and or assignments. Finally the definition is terminated with the string
"end". There are three categories of variable:
(1) Network variables.
(2) Indices.
(3) User defined variables.
Network variables correspond to parameters that define a network such as Xi, Oj, netj, Wij etc. They
are fixed point values the size and resolution of which is determined by the keyword 'representation'
(see above program). All mathematical operations use fixed point arithmetic which requires that
multiplications and divisions are renormalised (using division and multiplication respectively). This
renormalisation is automatically placed into the source code as appropriate by the translator and is
thus transparent to the programmer. The translator also accommodates parenthesis (limited by 'c' or
the 'c' compiler) and automatically adjusts integer constants to the required format
Indices are integer variables that refer to either a network variable or an the pre-stored input output
and memory. Indices can only be assigned to each other or to a constant. The translator
automatically inserts code into the 'c' program to ensure that the limits of the index being modified
does not exceed its boundaries as 'c' will not check for this. Indices can also be used as a "test" in
conditional constructs.
There are four types of user defined variables.
(1) Integer variables which are denoted by int_ (e.g. int_count).
(2) Fixed point variables which are denoted by var_ (e.g. var_temp).
(3) Floating point variables which are denoted by flt_ (e.g. flt_total).
(4) Character variables denoted by chr_ (e.g. chr_input).
Integer variables are used mainly for counting and switching two example of which are:
for( int_count, 1,10,2)
statements
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next
repeat
statements
until( int_switch = FALSE)
In the first example int_count is initialised to 1 and then incremented in steps of 2 until 10 is reached.
In the second, the statements are processed until int_switch = 0 (FALSE = 0, TRUE = -1). The range
of int is ± 231 and is represented as a long in 'c'.
Fixed point variables are the same resolution as network variables and may be used to hold
temporary results thus:
var_dWjk = dk * var_gain
Normalisation is again automatically carried out in the translation process. Fixed point expressions
may use network variables, fixed point user defined variables, user defined integer variables and
numerical constants.
User defined floating point variables are used by the "system" in the calculation of performance (e.g.
error rate) etc. They have the same precision as variables defined as float within 'c'. Floating point
expressions may use, user defined floating point variables, network variables, fixed point user
defined variables, user defined integer variables and numerical constants. An example of a floating
point assignment is:
flt_eiTors = 100 * int_errors / extent

Character variables are used in primitive menu structures to test that a certain character has been
entered.

A2 Functions
define()
syntax:
1 define( nameS i var))
2 define( network)
3 define( system)
1 This function is used to define a transfer function (nameS) of a neuron. The variable to be passed
is var.
Keywords: ccode, cvar, comment(), check(), if(), else, end, endif, retum().
2 Determines the size and connection pattern of network.
Keywords: createO.
3 Is used to define the environment (system).
Keywords: ccode, cvar, comment(), createO, end, define(), fileinO, fileout(), init(),
inputO, memoryO, output(), outputl(), representation(), runO, system(), train().
init()
syntax:
init( network)
This function determine the initial values of the connection weights (i.e. random etc).
Keywords: ccode, cvar, comment(), load(), end
run()
syntax:
1 run( network, store )
2 run( system)
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1 This function runs a particular network applying store to the input.
Keywords: ccode, check(), comment(), cvar, else, end, endif, endwhile, Em{, En{,
for(), if(), next, output(), outputl(), repeat, system(), until(), w hile(),}.
2 Runs the environment in which the network will run.
Keywords: ccode, check(), commentO, cvar, defineO, else, end, endif, endwhile, Em{,
En{, for(), if(), init(), load(), next, output(), outputl(), repeat, run(), seedb, seedr,
system(), train(), until(), whileO,}.
train()
syntax:
train( network, store)
This function trains a particular network applying store (which will normally be output) as an
exemplar from which the network will train.
program()
syntax:
program( name, string)
This is the first function that should appear in the program. The programme is name and string is
briefly its function.
Keywords: ccode, cvar, check(), comment(), defineO, else, end, endif, endwhile, filein(), fileout(),
forO, if(), next, output(), outputl(), next, seedb, seedr, system0, repeat, representation(), run(),
trace(), until(), while().
end
syntax:
end
This terminates all functions.

A3 Keywords
Key:
any: Any variable
con: A constant integer
expr: An alternating sequence of variables or constants followed by an operator (e.g. int_cnt + 3 - (
int_max + int_test))
int: User defined integer
fit: User defined floating point variable
operator: + - * / % && II ()
string: Any sequence of text enclosed in quotes
store: weight or "input" or "memory" or "output"
testexpr A used defined variable or index followed by a test (e.g. flt_test > expr) and then by an
expr.
test: = = ! = > > = < < =
text: Any sequence of text
var: User defined fixed point variable, or fixed point network variable or variable entered from a file
(see infile) or keyboard (see inkey)
weight: Network weight variable e.g. Wij, Wkj, aij etc
ccode
syntax: ccode string
Puts a string directly into the c code.
check()
syntax: check( var, in t)
Checks that a fixed point variable var is within SIZE (see keyword representation) and if not
increments the integer int and assigns var to SIZE.
commentO
syntax: comment( string)
Puts string as a comment into translated c program.
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Example:
comment( "int_netfaill is running total")
"c" code:

I*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4tj

/* "int_netfaill is running total" */
I*

*******************************

createO

create( input, inti, int2 )
create(memory, inti, int2)
create( output, in ti )
create( weight)
Creates an array of size inti x int2 (output takes the same int2 as input). For weight, inti and int2
are taken as the limits of the two indices.
Example:
create( memory, int_nodes, int_mems)
"c" code
syntax:

I*

*******************

+!

/* Free memory storage */
j*

*******************

free_matrix(memory,M);
j* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * +i
/* Allocate memory storage */
j*

* * * * * * * * * **************

mem_width = int_nodes;
M = int_mems;
memory = create_matrix(mem_width,M,44,"memory");
cvar

syntax:
cvar text
Puts text directly into global variable part of c program to enable User implemented variables or
functions to be defined.
else

syntax:
else
The else part of an if statement.
Functions:
endif

syntax:
endif
The termination of an if statement,
endwhile

syntax:
endwhile
The termination of the while statement.
filein()
syntax:
filein( name, string)
filein( message, string)
Defines the filename to be used for input If name is present then string corresponds to the filename
to use. If message then the string will be sent to the screen as a message to prompt the operator to
enter the filename from the keyboard
fileoutO
syntax:
fileout( name, string)
fileout( message, string)
Defines the filename to be used for output If name is present then string corresponds to the filename
to use. If message then the string will be sent to the screen as a message to prompt the operator to
enter the filename from the keyboard.
Example:
fileout( message, "Enter output file nam e..." )
"c” code:
^* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *y
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/* output file name statement */
y* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *y

printf("Enter output file name...");
scanf("%s",fname_out);
fp_out = fopen(fname_out,"w");
if( fp_out == NULL ){to open %s"Jname_out);
exit(l);
}

for()

syntax:
for( int, conl, con2, con3)
Part of a "for next" statement. The user defined integer int is set to conl, incremented by con3 after
each iteration and the loop is exited when int > con2.
Example:
for( int_cnt,0,1000,1)
"c" code:
for(int_cnt = 0;int_cnt <= 1000;int_cnt+= 1) {
if()

syntax:
if( testexpr)
Part of an if, then, else, endif construction. If testexpr is "true" then following statements are
evaluated. Otherwise program skips to the next "else" or "endif' encountered.
Example:
if( 0 == ( int_cnt % 10))
"c" code:
if( 0 == (int_cnt % 10)) {
load()

load( store, binary(con7 ,con2,con3))
load( store, random( c o n l) )
load( store, var)
This initialises the array store with:
1 binary(conl,con2,con3): A binary pattern with limits -conl & +con2 corrupted by con3.
2 random( c o n l): A random (rectangular distribution) value between ±conl.
3 var: Initialise all elements to the value of var.
Functions: init(),
Example:
load( input,binary( l,-l,int_errl)
"c" code:
getbinary(input,n,widths,-2,int_errl);
syntax:

next
syntax:
next
Part of "for next" loop.
outputO

output( file, string, any)
output( screen, string, any)
Outputs to the device specified, string followed by the variable any (including weights etc).
Example:
output( file, '"',int_mems)
"c" code:
syntax:

y* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *y

/* Output variable int_mems statement */
y* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *y

fprintf(fp_out,"%ld"4nt_mems);
outputl()

outputl( file, string, any)
outputl( screen, string, any)
Outputs to the device specified, string followed by the variable any (including weights etc) and
finally a new line command is sent.
syntax:
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Example:
outputl( screen," Networics failed {%%) = ",flt_total2)
"c" code:

I*

************************************

/* Output variable flt_total2 statement */
************************************

*j

printf(" Networics failed {%%) = ");
printf(”%6.2r,flt_total2);
printf("\n”);
seedb

syntax:
seedb = expr
Seedb is the seed for the random number generator used in binary (see load),
seedr

syntax:
seedr = expr
Seedr is the seed for the random number generator used in random (see load).
Example:
seedb = int_cnt + 44
"c" code:
seedb = int_cnt + 44;
if( seedb == 0 )
smdb(old_seedb);
else if( seedb > 1) {
smdb(seedb);
old_seedb = seedb;

I
repeat

syntax:
repeat
Part of "repeat until" loop
representation()

syntax:
representation( conl, con2)
This keyword determines the number of bits used to represent var {conl, see check) and the
resolution {conl). It must be one of the first instructions encountered.
Example:
representation( 16,10)
"c" code:
#define size 32768
#define res 1024
trace()

syntax:
trace( c o n l)
This is used to assist with debugging programs. The operation of trace depends on the value of conl
thus:
trace(O) Default.
trace(l) Print file on screen while translating.
trace(2) Puts comments and source line number into "c” Object code.
trace(4) "c" Object code prints source line before executing statement.
until()
syntax:
until( testexpr)
Part of "repeat until" loop. If testexpr is "true" then repeat loop is exited.
while()

syntax:
while( testexpr)
Part of "while, endwhile" loop. If testexpr is "false" then loop is exited.
Example:
while( int_done == 0 )
"c" code:
while( int_done == 0) {
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